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The Conrier-Gazette strand theatre FORTY CLUB SHOW
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In Mae West, most spectacular figure 
advance, single copies three cents. . in the current Rroariwnv theaTricalAdvertising rates baaed upon clrcula- current Broadway tneatrtcai
tion and very reasonable. world, makes her debut as a screen
NEWSPAPER HISTORY star ln “She Done Him Wrong," lusty
The Rockland Oazette was estabilahed i melodrama which she herself wrote, 
'n im«. in 1874 the Courier was estab- : and which comes Monday and Tues- 
lished and conaolldated with the Guzette I hav Tt te n <dnrv nf thp Nput Ynrk in 1882 The Free Press was established , “y' U " 8 S,l,Ory ™ , Y?rK
- - -- Bowery, with its collection of wide-ln 1855 and In 18.i changed Its name lo 
the Tribune These papers conaolldated 
March 17, 1897.
K ♦
♦ Idleness travels very slowly, and —
— poverty soon overtakes her.— -s- 
■» Hunter. ♦♦
ONE YEAR AGO
Prom the files of The Courier-Oa­
zette we learn that—
Dr. Walter P. Conley was re-elected 
president of the Knox County Pish * 
Oame Association, which was ad­
dressed at its annual meeting by 
Justice Oeorge L. Emery of the Su­
perior Court.
The controversy as to which wharf 
the Fourth Maine Regiment departed 
from was decided in favor of Atlantic 
wharf.
Only nine divorces were granted 
at the February term of court.
The Lincoln Baptists reaffirmed 
their faith in the 18th Amendment.
Clarinda A. Achorn died ln Waldo­
boro at the age of 96.
Snow shovelers were busy following 
a generous sized blizzard.
open saloons, wise guys, and frivolous 
dames. It centers around a singer 
known as "Lady Lou." who has a way 
with men and who accepts their at­
tentions in return for diamonds. Her 
collection of gems, so great is her 
popularity, is ransom for half a dozen 
kings. Miss West appears in that role. 
Noah Beery is the saloon-keeper who 
is furnishing the jewels at the mo­
ment. Cary Orant is ostensibly the 
head of a nearby Mission, who turns 
out to be as susceptible to her charms 
as any of the natives of the district. 
A startling, dramatic climax follows 
their mutual discovery of this fact. 
—adv.
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OE’ 
TONSILS
No risk to patient; no hospitalization 
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m. 
Saturdays 
DR. ETHEL CRIE 
Osteopathic Physician 
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
157S78
PARK THEATRE
Warren William's three leading 
ladies in “Three On A Match," which 
comes Monday and Tuesday provide 
that picture with three separate 
stories which weave themselves to­
gether into a thrilling and intrigu­
ing plot. The importance of the roles 
of these three female characters in­
duced studio executives to assign the 
parts to the three most important 
leading ladies on the studio list, Ann 
Dvorak, Joan Blondell and Bette 
Davis. The story of “Three On A 
Match" deals with three young girls 
who had graduated from public 
school together and who meet ten 
years later when the paths of their 
contrasting lives and adventures 
cross.—adv.
Local Service Group To Pre­
sent Benefit Minstrels On 
Monday Night
The Forty Club has spared no ef­
forts to make its minstrel show 
which will be given Monday night in 
the High School auditorium, the best 
of its many successful productions. 
Rehearsasl have been under way 
several weeks with Al Rougier in the 
directorial capacity and great things 
may be expected when the curtains 
part at 8.30. Following thc show will 
be a dance in the gym with Rougier’s 
Orchestra providing music.
The cast is exceptional including 
several brand new stars in addition 
to some old time favorites. Harold 
Horrocks will be interlocutor and 
gives a finished performance of that 
key position. The ends will be May­
nard Marston, Harry Smith, Rich­
ard Bird, Ben Dowling, John Mc­
Loon and Lou Cook. These men will 
each present solo numbers and It ls 
said their cross fire is so pointed that 
arrangements are planned to have 
Battery F ready for riot duty.
In the chorus will be Dr. E. W.
THOMASTON A CENTURY AGO KLAGGECROFT MANOR BURGLARY
When Town Was Second Largest In the State and Prison Sheriff Harding’s Force Finds Stolen Loot Cached On South 
Had One Hundred Inmates Hope Farm—Two Arrests Follow
ably have noticed within a few weeks.
Knox was a generous os well as d , . .
brave man. He dad great good here; i ea several w,eK-1’ uu 
and his memory is still cherished burglary at Klagaecroft Manor 
with an affectionate respect. His
remains, with those of his widow 
who deceased some few years since, 
repose in a tomb near his mansion, 
under the deep shadow of a copse 
of evergreens. He died more than 
20 years since, at the age of 56. The 
dwelling, still occupied by some ot 
his family, is decidedly the most 
splendid in Maine, and. indeed. I
A photostatic copy of an article 
1 which appeared in the Boston Trav- 
J eller in 1832 has been sent for the 
Knox Memorial by Robert Creigh­
ton of th£ Boston Herald copy desk 
to whom it was furnished by 
James McLeod, librarian of the 
present Traveller, who has many 
friends in South Thomaston and 
‘ Rockland. The article was written 
[ by a Thomaston correspondent and 
j makes an excellent companion piece h.aVe not met with its superior in 
i to the description of Wadsworth New England, for the style of the 
street, Thomaston, which also ap- architecture, nor its equal in point
SPRUCE GUM
The Real Northern Maine Kind, 
mailed anywhere in the L'nited States 
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
C. H. MOOR A CO., Druggists 
322 Main Street, Rockland
10T&S15
NOTICE!
All persons having Watches or 
Jewelry left for repairs for
OVER ONE YEAR
Must call for the same within 30 
days or articles will be sold to 
cover repair charges.
C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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FORTY CLUB
MINSTREL SHOW
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
DON’T FORGET OUR
FULL COURSE ROAST TURKEY DINNER
TOMORROW
FIFTY CENTS
These Turkeys were bought at the Nathan E'arwell Earm
Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette
Inc-
402 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND NEXT TO WOOLWORTH’S
articles which were carted away from 
Mrs. Klagge's building, presumably 
by motor truck.
The burglar left no clue—at least 
none which was discoverable after 
the weeks which had elapsed since 
the deed was performed.
Deputy Ludwick found where some 
of the stolen goods had been sold, so 
that the recovery of the missing prop­
erty is comparatively complete.
Officiating in Thursday's intensive 
search and the two arrests which 
followed its successful outcome were 
Deputy Sheriffs C. E. Ludwick, Rob­
ert A. Webster and Harry D. Phillips 
ol Rockland, Granville Bachelder of 
St. George, Allie O. Pillsbury of 
Camden and Robert Linscott of 
Washington.
In Rockland Municipal Court yes ­
terday Taylor pleaded “guilty" and 
was bound over to the February tei m 
of Superior Court In the sum of $500, 
which was promptly furnished. It 
was found to be his first offense.
Lermond pleaded “not guilty" and 
waived examination. He was held 
for the February term, in the sum of 
$1000, having a State Prison record.
Wilt'll Tlie Courier-Oazette report- 
wholesale
ln
South Hope, the owner. Mrs. Nellie 
F Klagge of Winthrop. Mass., enter­
tained only the remotest belief that 
she would ever see her stolen property 
again, to say nothing of the burglars.
Wherein she reckoned without the 
sheriff's force in general and Deputy 
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick in particu­
lar.
Investigation which has been con­
ducted quietly ever since the burglary 
was discovered provided Mr. Ludwick 
with clues which he followed keenly 
and the matter came to a head 
Thursday afternoon, when a 
force of Sheriff Harding's deputies 
found most of the stolen goods 
cached on a South Hope farm, and 
arrested Ernest Lermond and Roy 
Taylor of South Hope as the alleged 
burglars.
The Courier-Gazette has already 
told how the handsome summer 
estate, was ransacked from basement 
to attic, and of the solid silverware, 
tableware, lingerie and many other
I of situation. The material is wood 
originally finished with several ex- 
i tensive galleries, and surrounded by 
ap- quite a settlement of neat buildings, 
appertaining to the estate. The 
front windows command a delight- 
| ful view several mites down the 
I broad stream of the St. George.
1 The State Prison of Maine is lo­
cated here The number oJ con- 
I have not a grgat deal of leisure vjcts jS not far from joq—They are 
to command, but as you expressed a mostly employed in digging lime 
particular wish to know something rock; an immense excavated quarry 
of this place, such as I have I will 0( which is enclosed within the walls 
give you as I am able. of the establishment. Others work
__ _  — Thomaston is, I believe, the sec- at various handicraft employments;
Senator Towle, chairman of <••• i h?®‘numtSrto* from*MM* and ®fveral have been generally oc-
... .. ... . . tlon- numbering not far from 5000, cupied in manufacturing the ?ran-
committee. said a public hearing on although the territory is s«o exlen- i jte which is brought ud the river
the entire salary /^Ction Questton ,sive u^t it makes but an indifferent from a quarry a I>w mle« iJlw
show to a stranger It ts situated on The Mariner's Church at Portland
the river of St. George, about 15 miles Ls composed of this material The
from its mouth. The Eastern ex- labor of the convicts has never yet
tremity runs out into a long promt- defrayed the expenses of the institu-
nence. commonly called Owl's Head,! tion; but the deficit is, I believe 
jurors from $5 to $4 a day. reduce and forming one side of the naviga- annually becoming less
mileage allowances from ten to six ble entrance into Penobscot Bay. The quantity of lime manufac- 
Here is a lighthouse, and all the tured in this place is incredible 
shipping of that river pass?s in and The whole town smokes like one 
out. within half or eighth of a mile gieat kiln. The streets are almost 
from the Thomaston shore. Two M'Adamized with fragments dropped 
miles above the light, and also on from lime waggons—The walls are 
the west side of the Bay, is a village | limestone; the underpinings and 
called the Shore. It has a fine har- doorsteps of houses are frequently 
bor, always open. A good deal of the same. Beside which, you see 
lime is burned and exported from the marble wrought from the samt 
Hearing ona bill to reduce fees this part of the town. range In the chimneys and over the
The better part of the settlement, windows on all sides Perhaps 
however, is on the stage road, at Mill $150,000 worth of lime have been 
River which is the name of a small exported annually for twenty years 
branch of the St. George. On the past; and $10,000 worth of marble 
point of land formerly by the for five years. The demand for the 
junction of the two. stands the man- latter is on the increase. On thc 
sion house of the late General Knox, whole Thomaston is a thriving lively 
the death of whose only son. of the place; and withal it is called very 
same name with himself, you prob-, healthy.
peais in this issue from the pen of 
No opposition was voiced before the | Mrs. Ellis Copeland, 
legislative committee on salaries and The communication which 
fees Thursday to bills calling for a peared in the Traveller follows 
10 per cent reduction in salaries of ....
virtually all State employes. Both Prom our correspondent
measures were legacies from the } Thomaston, Me., Nov. 16.1832
special session last year, one calling T° the Editor df The Traveller: 
for a 10 per cent cut of the salaries
of all State employes receiving more 
than $1000 a year and the other pro­
viding for the same reduction for 
those getting more than $1500.
would be held later ln the session, 
when everyone interested would have 
an opportunity to talk.
Representative Flanders of Auburn 
spoke for his bill to reduce pay of
cents a mile, and eliminate pay for 
jurors on Sundays and holidays. He 
said investigation hod disclosed that 
last year there were 8886 jury days in 
Androscoggin County alone and that 
if his bill had been effective the State 
Maynard L. Marston, said io be the ' ^J™™***
luckiest man in four counties, who 
will sing "Pink Elephants.”
eral Courts pay Jurors only $3. he 
said. There was no opposition.
------------------------------------------------- paid sealers of weights and measures
Peaslee, Dr. Rupert Stratton. Dr. L j was Postponed until the next meeting 
M Richardson. Laurence Miller. H of the committee to give the opposi- 
P. Studley. A. F McAlary. Dr. Blake tion time to organize.
Annis, R. C. Wentworth and J. O. j • • . •
Snow. Two special ballad singers I Among the bills recently introduced
have been drafted, Raymond Perry 
with his romantic tenor and Ross 
McKinney with his well known bass. 
Francis Orne is managing the show 
and the proceeds will be split be- 
j tween the club's charity fund and 
the High School athletic fund.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
Curtain at 8.30—One Night Only
DANCING AFTER—ROUGIER’S ORCH.
NO RESERVED SEATS—TICKETS AT THE DOOR
in Legislature are these of special in­
terest to readers in this section:
Hobbs. Hope—Appropriating S2000 
to HcDe for building road from loot 
of Hatchet Mountain to Camden town 
j line.
Hobbs. Hope—Appropriating $2000 
I to Cumden for road leading from 
Camdtn to Hope on westerly side of 
Megunticook Lake.
Hobbs. Hope—Appropriating $2000 
to Appleton for road leading from 
Appleton Village to Union on eastern 
side of St. George's river.
Bailey. Whitefield — Appropriating 
$1000 to Whitefield for road runninp 
from Route 101 to Cooper's Mills to 
Wiscasset.
THINKS DAVIS IS WRONG
A Lobster Dealer Who Says Things Are “Critically Bad” 
Joins Our Open Forum
MAKING A NEW CALENDAR
If You Would Be Posted Read Mr. Brunberg’s Illuminating 
Article On the Subject
Rockland. Camden and Rockport. age date of Easter has been April 8 
Lions learned a great deal about the j for the last hundred years
calendar this week when they heard!, .** admitted that the
. . v. __ __ ~~ » length of the solar system cannot
A E Brunberg s address on that divided into equal periods without 
subject. Space does not permit! extra days. If we should adopt a
IT’S A FACT
“PROSPERITY IS AROUND THE CORNER”
And it has been there all the time. This lucky spot is at
EIGHTEEN SCHOOL STREET
First Floor Odd Fellows Building, Opposite the Postoffire
Around the Corner of Main and School Streets
Any Shareholder will tell you that an investment here is worth 
100'i, every day of every week, of every year. The dividends are 
liberal and you will be surprised to see how rapidly an investment 
grows. Step "AROUND THE CORNER" and find out more about 
this.
18 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
ROCKLAND TO BOSTON
“Quaker Stages
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday 
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M. 
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00 
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip 1 3.00
Tickets May Be Purchased At 
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St., 
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,
Tel. 620 
Tel. 3
5tt
Z?UCH a scene should 
never be played to 
empty pews — and, say 
what you please, a full 
church means good ad­
vance notices. Most of all, 
plenty of invitations— 
aristocratic-looking ones, 
beautifully engraved.
Such invitations should 
be engraved upon the 
rich, vellum-like texture 
ofLinweaveWedding Pa­
pers. May we show them 
to you ?
Tho Couriar-Gazette
M/Vi
WKBDINk PAPERS
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Key* made to order. Key* matte 
to fit lock* when original key* are 
loik House, Office or Car. Code 
book* provide key* for all lock* 
without bother. Setasor* aru» 
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
Crie Hardware Co.
MS MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 7(1
M-lf
NILO
Once a year, usually at Christ­
mas, Nilo gives the automobile 
owners a Bargain. This year Nilo 
waited until February. Here it is: 
WASHING, 75c
GENUINE ALEMIT1NG, 75c
ALL LABOR, PER HOUR. 75c 
HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED, 75c
BATTERIES CHARGED, 75c
THESE PRICES FOR CASH 
FEBRUARY ONLY
NILO’S GARAGE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I feel that Sidney H. Davis should 
be answered. His letter in The Cou­
rier-Gazette was ably written but 
Bailey. Whitefield - Appropriating > P?s^ly ,his vlew to 8 litUe local or
non tr. Whlt.flolH In, rs.S niniiln, 1 Personal
He emphasizes that there seems to 
be a battle on between the dealers 
Galley “whheflVld‘-Appropriating |Iobsters- the »’as changed, is
..non to Jefferson for road starting at ™ C°nC,7n£?' * probable that lhey
State road 126 and leading toward e^3tC,SnK5nd Jh,e ,S ate Thcre would bc absorbed along with the 
Kennedy's Corner. 8 i should .** no such feeling. Our only . other twenty-odd million pounds
Bailey Whitefield — Appropria'mg do something about for- produced, with little effect on the
$500 to Jefferson for road from Pitch- U they couId *
er s Corner to the Warren town lir.t. every deaIer 85 we“ “ ?very 8™ack- ie«aUy. Ponded it would help the glut 
Smith. Vinalhaven—Appropriating man- bu>’er' pound dealer, seller or condition of the market we get sev- 
$’>00 to St George for road in that any°ne connected with the lobster eral times a year And Maine would 
-own business should unite and put his get back a vast amount of trade now
RHLrteii uon,A,i, t„ m- i shoulder to the wheel to do some- lost.
‘ thing in a national way for protec- Mr. Davis says that things are good 
tion- ; enough as they are. Indeed they arc
Maine was the dominant factor in . not. They are critically bad for 
the lobster business but that is no both the fishermen and dealen, with 
longer so. Using the year 1930 as [ no hope of remedy under the present 
representative the United States law.
$1000 to hitefield for road running 
from James Malloy residence toward 
Tcgus National Home
Bai!
$1000 i
its acme before Canada opened up 
so much new territory, since which 
Maine has gone down the scale. He 
says our present law mokes us ex­
clusive. It is worse than that. Maine 
has almost reached the point of ex­
clusion.
As far as the surplus of nine-inch
publishing it in full, but there will 
be special public interest in what he 
had to say about the proposed new 
calendars which was:
• • • •
One system proposes 13 months 
of 28 duy. i-.icli By the addition of 
an extra day and another day 
each leap year the calendar would 
be perpetual. This 13 month calen­
dar is called the International Cal­
endar and would involve a great de­
parture from the present system, 
but it has one exclusive advantage, 
namely, that the calendar for one 
month could serve as the calendar 
for all months and it would be easy 
to remember.
The disadvantage of the 13 month 
calendar is its inconvenience, for the 
number 13 is not susceptible of being 
divided into convenient parts. It 
does not permit either a half or a 
third or a fourth of a year to be set 
apart in an exact number of months.
five-day week we would have in an 
ordinary year an even number of 
73 weeks, but again we would have 
an extra day In leap year.
The advantage of a single calen­
dar for all nations Ls very evident 
but the present calendar as it now 
is Ls new to many nations for it was 
only after the World War that it 
was adopted by the Greek Orthodox 
Church which Includes such nations 
as Bulgaria. Greece, Roumania, 
Jugo-Slavia. Russia. It was also 
adopted by Turkey, and these na­
tions would not be too anxious to 
make another change so soon.
BEWARE ACID SOIL
Uncle Sam Urges The Use of Lime 
W'here Potato Crops Are Grown
When Maine potato growers find 
their yields decrease and the leaves 
turn yellow, says the Agricultural 
And it may be remarked that the I Department, It is time to use lime to 
facility which the present calendar ___..
has of being divided into halves. ’ cut down the soils acidity, 
thirds or fourths is surely the rea- small quantity of magnesium 
son it has served so well for so many used as a fertilizer also is recom- 
years. It has had the sanction of mended to prevent growth disturb- 
humanity for 20 centuries.
The 12 month system is too deep­
ly rooted to be changed, but it may 
be a different matter in regards to 
days.
December term of superior court for 
Hanccck Co9hty.
Walker, Rockport — Appropriating 
$104 to Osgood Young of Union for 
damage done his car by a dee*.
»GJfl lo Rockland IR,npavP|ialtPof''he cS)v®ym-nl reporu showed lhal all | Again I emphasize lhat our comae 
exp,os,,,., „.mi,„.«e ■«, 8,ale « £”$3 “ **
pounds ot lobsters. I understandSmith. Vinalhaven— Appropriating 
$1500 to continue road work in North 
Haven.
Smith, Vinalhaven —Appropriating 
$1500 to Vinalhaven for road from
(Continued on Page Eight)
SUSIE P. MOSHER
PSYCHIC
69 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND 
( SEANCE SUNDAY EVG., 8.00 P. M. 
PRIVATE ADVICE DAILY
15’lt
that Canada produced an equal 
amount to this, or even more. Every 
year Canada produces more lobsters, 
as they are constantly opening new 
territory. Besides this is thc fact that 
Canada is shipping in vast quanti­
ties of lobster meat and lobsters less 
than nine inches long. Forty-one 
States of America are opened to such 
importation as they have no lobster 
laws. Naturally all this affects the 
legitimate sale of lobsters 
Our course is clear. All the vast 
coast line from the western end of 
the lobster habitat, beginning at New 
Jersey and extending to Labrador on 
the eastern end. has a diffeent law 
from Maine. We should go where 
all the rest are, and then unhampered 
by the advantages that all the rest 
have over us, take up the national 
problem
MUMI, FLORIDA 
The most Interesting spot la 
thr Eastern Hemisphere dur­
ing the winter months. ,
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart ol all activities. 
Beautiful room* and hljh 
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc­
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan) 
Single rooms $2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooma $5.0* per day 
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the) 
Building
I Ownership-Management j 
L WILLIAM M. URMEY ,
Attention Poultrymen
Oar unlimited outlet for native 
poultry enables us to pay you high­
est prices. Consult us before you 
sell.
COHEN BROS.
Largest Shippers ln Maine 
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3 
WARREN, ME.
No lots too large; none too small. 
Trucks will be in Warren all winter
13TStf
ances.
Experiments with potato crops in 
Maine, New York. New Jersey, and 
Virginia, showed the soils in which 
the trouble occurred were usually
_____ quite acid and that the quantity of
now being widely advocated in the 1 magnesium in the drainage waters 
United States and in many other I was !°w-
countries. I ,,
It continues the present division of
the year into 12 months, but with
The second proposed system is 
called the 'World Calendar” and is
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
slight changes which gives the first 
month in each quarter 31 days with 
five Sundays and the other two 
months in each quarter 30 days with 
four Sundays each. Thus each 
month has 26 week days, each 
quarter has 91 days and is the ex­
act duplicate of the other quarter. 
The extra day necessary to complete 
the year is added at the end of the 
year as an additional Saturday and 
would be a holiday. There would 
also be an extra day In leap year. 
ThLs day would come in June.» • * •
Suppose that we adopt the 13 
month calendar. All monthly ac­
counting of rent, interest and dues 
would have to be figured in terms 
of a 13th of a year It would no 
longer be practical to figure inter­
est by the month and would cause 
much confusion. You all coll to 
’mind the difficulties in connection 
with such a simple and conservative 
reform as daylight saving time and 
you can easily imagine the trouble 
that would ensue on the adoption of 
a 13 month plan.
On the other hand the introduc­
tion of a revised 12 month calendar,
Pepresentative-Elert Moran Tells'suc^ as the World calendar, would 
How He Would Settle Federal not work much hardship on anyone 
Patronage | or the business world. It seems to
Representative-elect E. C. Moran iron out the inequalities of the pres- 
says that he would favor a committee ent system and the changes are
other producing sections are and 
then all strive mr national protec­
tion. Our Constitution says some­
thing about all men being made 
equal. Certainly that is not so to­
day. We have a competitor that is 
quick to change a law, grant a sub­
sidy, or anything reasonable to help 
its fishermen. Our battle is not be­
tween us Americans, but what to do 
in a national way.
Just one more thing, Mr Davis 
says that 80 per cent of the fisher­
men are for the retention of the 
present law. That is true only in hLs 
own locality. Statewide the senti­
ment is not far from fifty-fifty and 
daily, as the flshermen think it over, 
more and more are becoming con­
vinced of the problem in a larger way 
and are in favor of a nine-inch law. 
Again there are those 2000 or more 
fishermen who have been forced out 
Isn't is reasonable to assume that
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to reau some poeiry 
and llnten to some music at least once a 
week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss 
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
the
Some countries in these critical they would welcome any change?
times are working on a quota basis 
For instance, if France needs wheat 
it opens up and imports it but il 
they find that it is hurting the 
farmer they prohibit it. We might 
work out something in a national 
way along the same line. With other 
countries off the gold standard many 
fishery products are coming in here 
at less than the cost of production in 
America. Gloucester is mighty hard 
hit. Possibly Massachusetts would 
work with us on national products 
if we remove the advantage Massa­
chusetts now has pertaining to 
the other six lobster - producing 
States. Thc point is to put Maine 
where we really can do something. 
The White-Nelson bill shotted how 
little can ever be done If Maine re­
tains the present law.
It is not my intention to be con­
troversial. Every man has a right to 
his own opinion. If Mr. DavLs be­
lieves a certain thing that is his 
right. However, it is likewise my 
right to refute certain statements If 
I think they are in error.
Speaking of conservation, we all 
know that the present law is only 
partly so. If we want true conserva­
tion we should come right out for 
a double gauge law, but that idea is 
not clicking at all, so we cannot 
plead conservation.
Mr. Davis says that Maine reached 
its acme under the present law. ThLs 
is true because Maine actually had
H. W. Look
PASSING THE PLUMS
on patronage to dispense the Federal 
patronage in Maine and patronage in 
the First Maine Congressional Dis­
trict which will pass into Democratic 
gift after the change of administra­
tion March fourth He would favor
such that a shift from the old sys­
tem to the new would cause no legal 
or business difficulties.
No drastic change in the calendar 
can bc made without some trouble 
and it is recorded that after the
inclusion in the committee of Judge change from the Julian to the Gre.
Connolly defeated Democratic nom­
inee for Congress from the First 
District.
Others on the patronage commit­
tee would be the Governor of the 
State, the chairman of the State Com­
mittee. the National Committeeman 
and committeewoman and the Demo­
cratic Congressman from the 8econd 
and third Districts. Moran classified 
patronage in five ways; State patron­
age which would remain in the jur­
isdiction of the Governor; patronage 
in the Second District which would 
be his own; patronage In the Third 
District which would fall to John G 
Utterback, the apparently elected 
Congressman; patronage In the First 
District and State-wide Federal 
patronage which would fall to the 
decision of the proposed patronage- 
committee.
gclrian calendar in England alone 
one-third of all litigation for the .ol- 
lowing 70 years was caused by the 
change.
The present calendar suits me very 
well and except for the fact that 
Easter travels around so much and 
should, it seems to me, be made to 
stay on the same date every year, I 
would bc perfectly willing to give the 
calendar reformers a vacation and 
leave It as it is at the present time.
The date of Easter varies between 
March 22 and April 25. And this is, 
of course, inconvenient for some 
business. It is as we ail know regu­
lated by the moon. But as the gold 
standard has become the worldwide 
standard to the exclusion of silver, 
so the solar calendar is bound to 
become the uniform standard to the 
exclusion of the moon. The aver-
OVER THF. RIVF.R
Over the river they beckon to me.
Loved ones who've crossed to 
farther side:
The gleam of their snowy robes I see.
But their voices are drowned by the 
rushing tide.
There’s one with ringlets of sunny gold. 
And eyes, the reflection of heaven's
own blue;
He crossed In the twilight gray and cold. 
And the pale mist hid him from mor­
tal view;
We saw not the angels that met him 
there.
The gates of the city we could not see;
Over the river, over the river.
My brother stands waiting to welcome
me.
Over the river the boatman pale 
Carried another, the household pet;
Her brown curls waved In the gentla 
gale—
Darling Minnie. I see her yet.
She crossed on her bosom her dimpled 
hands.
And fearlessly entered the phantom 
bark:
We watched It glide from the silver 
sands,
And all our sunshine grew strangely 
dark.
We know she Is safe on the farther side, 
When> all the ransomed and angels
Over the river, the mystic river.
My childhood’s angel is waiting for me.
me.
For none return from those spirit shores 
Who cross with the boatman cold and
pale;
We hear the dip of the golden oars. 
And catch a gleam of the snowy sail.
And lo! they have passed from our 
yearning hearts.
Thev cross the stream and are gone 
for aye;
We may not sunder the veil apart 
That hides from our vision the gates
of day.
We only know that their barks no 
more 
May sail 
sea;
Yet somewhere. I know, on the unseen 
shore
They watch and beckon and wait for 
me.
And I sit and think when the sunset's 
gold
Is flushing river and hill and shore.
I shall one day stand by the water cold. 
And list for the sound ot the boat­
man's oar;
And when perchance the well-known 
hall
Again shall echo along the strand.
I shall pass from sight with the boat­
man pale
To the better shore of the spirit land.
I shall know the loved who have gone 
before.
And Joyfully sweet with the meeting be. ”
When over the river, the peaceful river. 
The angel of death shall carry me
—Nancy A. W. Priest.
vlth us o'er life's stormy
■ i
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEER
SOME FINE HUNTING 
Dr. Irvin Tuttle Tells of Cali- j • At The High School
*•-
He which soweth sparingly shall 
reap also sparingly; and he which 
soweth bountifully shall reap also 
bountifully.—II Cor. 9:6.
fornia Trips Calculated To 
Make Mouths Water 4-
(By the Pupils)
FIVE EXTRA GOOD BOUTS
Two Resulted In Knockouts—Others Went According To 
the Spectators’ Viewpoint BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361-367 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Announcing the Opening Date 
of the Most Astounding
FEBRUARY FURNITURE SALE
Ever Offered in Rockland
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9
To The People Of Maine:—
Perhaps you are "fed up" on Furniture Sales. Truly we don't blame you for that 
feeling. Most of them are Just an attempt to dispose of a lot of out of date merchandise 
that is more or less shop-worn.
BUT—it is possible that a sale ran happen that is DIFFERENT.
And the Burpee Furniture Company is going to open a FURNITURE SALE on FEB­
RUARY 9th that is entirely DIFFERENT.
Here is the story:
Four big factories are shipping us carloads of their merchandise to be placed on sale.
We are instructed to SELL IT. Regardless of the manufacturing cost it must be SOLD.
For instance:
One of thr largest manufacturers of upholstered furniture I such as parlor suites, easy 
chairs and studio couches) located ln New Hampshire, has delivered to us a full carload of 
new, beautiful parlor suites and chairs. The prices they will be offered for are so low we 
arc appalled at the sacrifice.
Another manufacturer of mattresses has shipped us a carload of first quality mat- 
tr<;.,C3 i wonderful hair filled, inner-spring construction, covered with imported Damask 
Hiking' ’ that will be sold for a trifle of their manufacturing cort.
And still another manufacturer has shipped a carload of handsome chamber and d n- 
ing suites. The very latest designs in walnut and mahogany lalso Birds Eye Maple I. And 
the prices are ro low it would not pay for the raw wood.
Then, of course, every piece of merchandise of the big Burpee stock will be included in 
this sale. And the prices of every article are “slashed" below any that ever was, or ever will 
be, made in New England.
Term; can be arranged on any purchase at the sale price. It can be delivered now cr 
wc will hold till you are ready .
M atch for the circular and newspaper advertising that you will receive in a few days, 
and plan to be on hand the day the sale opens—THURSDAY', FEBRUARY 9th, at 9 A. M. 
Respectfully yours,
BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY.
By John O. Stevens, Manager.
P S Another feature of this Sale is that you can TRADE IN YOLR OLD It RNI- 
TURE toward any of the bargains during the sale.
Next Tuesday night will be a Big 
night for basketball fans. Thcj Tlie following letter, written by
■ Dr. Irving Tuttle, formerly of Rock- j chances ol Rockland's going to thc
_____ i land, to Norman W Lermond. who Bates tournament will be decided in
Maurice’s Sons Cet Their » ending ,he „ 5022 3UI
Names and Pictures In the avenue- S00111' st Petersburg. Fla. lccal hoopsters may get a chance to
TWIN ORBETONS
will be read witli much Interest: ! display their wares before the large 
audience that always packs tlie Lew­
iston Armory. Tills would make twice
In spite of the promoter's illness 
and several other handicaps, therr 
was a fair sized crowd to witness th" 
milk fund boxing exhibition at Em­
pire Theatre Thursday night.
Bud Fisher was unable to meet his
Bangor Daily News
Interviewing Young America, and 
getting the low-down oil boyish ambi­
tions and hobbies is the unique de­
partment lately inaugurated by the 
Bangor Daily News, and a highly in­
teresting feature, wc may add.
Thursday's issue had this to say 
about Maurice Orbetons twin sons, thc 
story being illustrated:
• • • • Some time I shall be back like a } Kippy Carnival this year will rep
“Here's where the reporter got all homing pigeon to roost where I live. I resent a pageant of the months.
tangled up again, trying to straighten But I never will like the long cold Each booth is to be decorated in ac- .__
cut these two pictures oi Everett and winters. Out herc the sweet peas cordance with some special feature of second threw ui the title, and Do a
Maurice Orbeton. Jr This one is arc in bloom, the grapefruit, lemons an appropriate month. For example j went back-stage to cut another notch
Everett Orbeton. and he Is all slated land oranges are getting ripe, and l the grab booth will represent Apr:; rapidly extending list of vlc-
bec way ls a rugged, fast-moving 
boxer, but he found a most willing 
eppenent in the local lad, and it would 
be difficult to term it anything but 
a dead heat.
Another slugging match was that 
staged b.v Ronald Sukeforth of Rock­
land and Johnny Wilson, a Bath heroI have Just been reading "Wild in successionthat teams ha'e icpre- : rivai for rC£LSons already stated
of°some of th^MhlrekiM vo^ and ' teWto* the6 tet“unw in ‘the histoid but busied himself with managerial[ of many battles The Bath man con- 
I used to take It put me to won- i cf the school this lias been done. ■ duties and refereed Uie two prelims , centrated most of his efforts on the 
dering if you arc in Maine this win- 1 Rockland lost to Morse at Bath bv while Referee James Dondis was do- ] li st two rounds, and the applause he 
ter. Are vou living in the museum? five points! so the game here lng a Sheridan's ride from Southwest leceived on leaving thc ring indicat-
manyV States reaTJn Kere mid" XeL a^al £nc! ' Harbor ld that many thought hlm a *lnnbT'
MU^uri five in West Virginia and Come on. students, support your' Eddie Oovin of Bath looked good but bouquets are due Sukeforth who 
now I am to California. j team! against Young Dow of Rockland—for j finished the game with a Broken
To me there is no place like Maine * about 30 seconds, but lost interest in i r.csc, and standing squarely on both
to become a scientific farmer with can, wadt 10 wor't *n the sunshine 
with no overcoat or hat.
Last week I was on a hunting trip_______________________________
.......the Dalton Sea in the Imperial 1 rations of an azure sky set with silver
Strument. With his brother M-i-iicc I Valle>'- 1J0 miles from here. We slept 1 stars. the gym cannot fail to present 
a striking picture on Carnival Day.
Charles Savage as partner. Musk is 
one of the main interests of Everett, 
with the clarinet as his favorite in
Pool's Day. the booth for hot dogs 
and cold drinks will represent ttie 
Fourth of July. With overhead deco­
the bout after getting a clout in the 
jaw midway of Uie first round. Hi
de has organized an orchestra, whose 1on th? gr0Tund and cooked oveT„a 
appearance occasioned much favor- j r X"tX' L VI
able comment at a recent banque: JfiS* ,'ChO' "JOPn ’
d™__ 1?-.. **fe and probably never will again
, . . . I will be conservative and sav thatheld by the Ciub. Everott is an admirer of 
Oolonai Prescott, of Bunker Hill fame. wc saw at least 5000 geese. Ninety ! per cent of them were white with Ithe courage of the revolutionary hero. ; |j[aclt tipped wi thcre werc 
and his steadfastness of spirit having | about 8 cent and
made a deep impression on the lad olher2 percent were Canadian honk- 
pvereit and his brother Maurice go ers when they settled down for thc 
to Northport summers, ar.d whih m?ht we could hear them squawking 
there enjoy fishmg, swimming ann | a ml]e away
other out-of-door sports. Stories of ( Pour ‘0( shol the limit, 13— 
adventure and daring are his fa- j four apiece. There were as many 
voritea. i ducks as geese. I shot Mallards,
“Just so as not to make any mis- 1 cinnamon teal, blue bills, a beautiful 
take, we are running Maurice C. Or- 1 duck of which I cannot remember
beton, Jr.'s picture on the same day 
with that of his twin brother. Mau­
rice plays thc bass drum and the bells 
in the orchestra, and enjoya music as 
his hobby. While thc reporter was 
interviewing Maurice, an argument 
developcd regarding thc relative ad­
vantages of salt vs. fresh water swim­
ming. and Maurice stak’d that he was 
heartily in faver of the briny deep
Rockland High is to be represented 
this year by a team at the winter car­
nival in Waldoboro. It will be re­
membered that our teams of previous 
years have been successful at these 
meets. So it is to be expected that thc 
team this year will leave Rockland 
with high hopes of obtainuig the cup. 
Here's hoping the snow shows up 
too!
• • • •
A recent communication from Mrs 
Evelyn Phillips, formerly an English 
teacher in this school, states that she
the name, all kinds of colors with a 
very pointed feather In its tail, the 
hen duck having a lot of white in its 
wings. And there were others I 
There were dozens of the snow 
white herons, a few of the black ibis, 
on which there is a very heavy fine, 
if shot: snipes, sandpipers etc. We 
were up at 3 a. m. every morning 
and walked three les, the last in 
giving as his reason the fact that he ' deep mud. then uack to thc camp 
did not have to work so hard to keep every night after dark. You know 
afloat. Maurice also recounted his of course how I enjoyed the trip, 
adventures on a recent trip to Cab- , Last fall I put in a week camping 
fornia. and expressed a desire for fur- 1>n the mountains deer hunting, 
ther travel. His chief delight in the ; That's good for your wind—climbing 
rummer time is boating and fishing. tn the hot sun. The does were very 
and many is the denlztn of rhe deep tame, as they are protected, but nary 
which has fallen victim to his angling a buck did I see I bagged some oi 
Like his twin brother. Everett. Man- the beautiful little blue valley quail, 
rice is a well-read boy. with war and i with topknots, also some jack rab-
adventure stories as his favorites 1b!ts- Tlle only place where there j classes have started learning their 
Both of these boys attend thc fifth are any trees is in the valley near selections ior thc 1933 Sophomore 
grade of the Mary Snow School and a ^d up brook. It seemed queer prize speaking contest. At the lat-
are the sons of Mr and Mrs. Mauric; ,t0 mc to tind deer in brush no higher ter part of March. Miss Parker will
than one's waist in most places. choose the 10 boys and 10 girls whose 
1 have of course been across into . class work in their chosen selections
Mexico and enjoyed it Am going has been best. These, bi turn, speak
____  it0 start taking Spanish lessons this before three faculty judges. Ten are
Senator Hale Tall? Upon Colleagues week. •‘° 1 can talk their language thur chosen to appear before the pub-
To Speed Action On Bills ?Jy Partner is now in a Los Angeles he in April in the High School audi-
_____ j hospital. When he gets back in the > torium. Two boys and two girls arc
Laying the Trea'ury-Postoffice ap- ' aimirn<?r we are going to start a selected by out-of-town judges at t
Potion bill, flrst of the big an- a) i ho^to’make ^ough ^s'
nual supply measures, before tlie to fly back home to roost.
Irving Tuttle.
295 3d street
Chula Vista, Calif, Jan 11
C Orbeton. of 140 Grant street."
''HELVE PARTNERSHIP
feet.
Uncut Diamond, who proved to be 
a black diamond as well, was an 
eleventh hour selection after it was 
feund tliat Fisher's condition would 
not permit him to put on the mitts, 
and an exceedingly clever lad he 
proved. This bout went six rounds 
with both men still on their feet, and 
neither apparently damaged, al­
though Cyclone Sawyer's condition 
was not too frisky when the bell 
rounded at the end of thc first round, 
a return engagement. This wa and he had just arisen after taking 
promptly granted by the side-whlsk- thc count of nine. The several hun- 
ered pugilist from Mihalostown. dred spectators had several hundred 
No battle 011 thc Western front was ideas as to which should receive the
tories.
Young Hooper got the worst of his 
battle with Fanner Brown of Bath, 
and after being downed twice took 
the k.o. count in thc second. There 
is nothing the matter with the St. 
George boy's courage, however, fcr 
he reappeared in the ring to ask for
cver feught more savagely tlian the 
bcut between Al. Wilson of Rockland 
and Young Jack of Augusta. It was 
a case of swap punches every minute, 
and. boy. they were not pussyfoot 
is at a college in Iowa, completing caresses. The stranger from Kennc- 
v.ork on an advanced degree. ________________________________
Graham Hills, home from U. of M 
after finishing his midyear examina­
tions. was a visitor at school Tues­
day. • • • •
Tlie lineup of schools in tlie pre- 
limuiary rounds of the Bates Inter­
scholastic Debating League contest 
matches Rockland High against Cam­
den at Rockland, and against John 
Bapst High at Bangor. March 17.
• • • •
Marion Passalacqua and Christine 
Quinn have been officiating as secre-
newspaper decision. Each man .ex­
celled by starts, but thc advantage 
seemed to alternate about cquaiiv, 
and the writer finds it difficult io 
declare the bout anything but a draw. 
Fights are not settled by color.
AT LAST ROCKLAND LOSES
Invasion Of Camden Last Night Proved Disastrous For the 
Orange and Black
In the Knox-Lincoln Basketball 
League last night Camden High took 
a couple from Rockland and Lincoln 
Academy did the same trick lo Rock- 
pert High. These werc thc flrst 
taries to thc principal the last two I league games to which Rockland has 
been on the losing end. and while they 
still have a topheevy lead in the 
league race it makes matters decided­
ly more Interesting.
• • • •
When Camden Cheered
With Dean leading the attack, and 
having excellent support on the part 
of his team-mates Camden High won 
a decisive victory ovei Rocklanl 
High last night. Freeman made 12 
of Rockland's 19 points. Thc Camden 
girls followed the example set bv
weeks
Miss Parker's public speaking
WITH THE BOWLERS
Next Week's Games 
Monday—Burpee vs. Eagles, two 
games.
Tuesday—Barbers vs. Kickapoo: 
Kickapoo vs. South Thomaston.
Wednesday—Ladies' teams, two 
games.
Thursday—Wholesalers vs. Texaco. 
• • • •
Thc League Standing
su mer we arc going selected by out-of-to n judges at this I their “better halves" and won 30 to 3- 
in a close finish—which ecarcelv 
merits the designation “submerged" 
used in a Camden despatch. Score of 
I the boys' game:
Camden High 
G
Robert Hall. Annette Northgravcs. 
and Elizabeth Till have recently 
joined the Junior High Press Club
CAMDEN
Senate lor debate. Chairman Fred­
erick Hale of thc Appropriations 
Committee voiced a pica that mem­
bers of both parties put aside politics 
aid pass thc vital fiscal legislation
Hale forecast a Treasury deficit of j At thc meeting of the Lend-A- 
from $400 000.000 to $600,000,000 for I Halld Club held this week at the home 
the met fiscal year, even with the of E'£jynJay'?r °n.lfer' 
suspension of public debt payments. keU; vice p^^nt. Grace Norton 
unless Congress provides more wye- treasurer. Hope Heald; secretar'-, i 
nue or cuts ooligations under existing Eexler; prefs corresponden't j
! Gladys Coose; musician. Doris I"Never before in my experience | nesday.
Aave the appropriation bills faced a Th(, ^,ends in wU1 obscne j
' gentlemen's night Feb 7. A ban- |more precarious situation." Hal’
nr ' ‘>wt wlU "™d at Masonic hall atS£4he n'ak of ^nicung the^e 6 30 and follo™S W' a P™- 
Wlte wiU be topolible With Icm I *'U1 K‘Ven by memb:'rs °f the 
♦han six weeks of the session remain- j Jchn L Trwlubun. enl<Ttainfd lhe 
mg. ten of the appropriation bills far’ : cefPrnvlr club last evenb j * 
Senate action In wart me sessions of , home Qn pear,
Odngrcss politics were laid aside, and M„. A L Worthl entcrtalned the 
$nst as serious a cr sis perhaps even pr)dav Rpad « e
a more serious one. faces us today., Eras,lw 5^/^ readCT 
There is Just as much call todav for ,, «• J z-, ~us to lav •*<-’- -»’<«-• —h fi-v. 1 Al thp meeting of Maiden Cliff Re­
shoulder to
of the opposing political taith to brir.
•ur country through thts financial
W L PC. p P
Whcletalers, 58 17 .773 21.37::
Eagles. 47 23 671 19.780
Texaco, 58 32 644 25.05’
So. Thomaston 53 32 623 23AT1
Kickapoo. 38 42 .475 22m
Eurpec, 28 52 350 2iJ»)
Gulf. 24 61 .286 21.855
barbers. 21 64 .247 22.583 '
A delightful surprise was furnished 
Junior High when 10 new books ar­
rived for their library. The pupils 
ere taking great interest in them and 
ere finding them to be excellent ma­
terial for book reports. Many thanks 
arc given to Supt. Toner for this gift 
• • • *
Mrs. Wheeler was a visitor in trie 
7-3 division of the Junior High Wed.-
Mclvin. If 
Treneer. If .
Lord, rf ....
Dean, c ....
McLeod, lg 
Broun, rg
Totals ....
..... 1
..... 1
___ 4
..... 8
__  0
..... 0
14
Rockland High
O
F
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
II
0
0
30
Walls Wenders "snapped cut of it 
last night and piled 98 thin sticks over 
tne remains of the ThrcA Crows 
King Henrv is back on the throne 
Sncw shewed the boys what 
••centuries" are like making three 0! 
them in attaining high total distinc­
tion The summary:
Wall's Wondsrs—Jordan. 498; Snov 
570: Wall, 539: total. 1607.
The Three Crows—Horrocks. 492: 
Cummings. 507; Mason. '510; total. 
1509.
California arc examples of states 
that approach the ideal more closely 
than the majority ot the states. They 
lead the nation to providing equal 
i educational opportunities to all 
' .•’chcol districts within the state.
10. The report of the National 
I Survey of School Finance sets up 
guides and standards for attainment 
I of equitable indices for distributing 
school funds to every state. These 
provide a basis on which every state 
can take immediate action to stabilize 
the financing of its public schools.
“The property tax has proven its 
hopeless failure as a method to every 
state to the Union."
The survey reveals that education, 
as a rule depends upon the wealth 
present to the individual community, 
regardless of the power or prestige of 
the state as a whole The people of 
each local community and of thc 
state as a whole should at this time 
give more serious consideration to thc 
question of school finance and to the 
very Important question of our 
methods of taxation.
den. Drastic social change, however 
especially that which has taken place 
during the last twenty-five years 
not only has thrown greater respon­
sibility upon public education in the 
rearing of healthy and law-abiding 
children, but has seen the local com­
munity less and less able to bear the 
cost of this responsibility Wealth has 
been concentrated to the great urban 
centers and in the hands of a rela­
tively small number of persons.
4. A fundamental change re­
quired today Is the transfer of the I 
burden of support of education from 
local communities to the entire state. I
5. The property tax is overbur- , 
dened More use must be made of 
other forms of taxation.
6. It Is possible to have education j 
financed by the individual state ; 
without removing control of teaching 
and the curriculum from the local 
community. It is recommended that 
the states set up satisfactory mini­
mum programs of education which 
can be financed without throwing 
larger burdens upon any one local 
community than upon any othcr. ;
7. Increased local efficiency in 
education will come through the fur­
ther grouping of small. Inadequate 
school districts. It seems likely that ' 
thc extolling of the glories of thr ; 
little red schoolhouse may rest ln a 
large part on the fear of a large tax 
burden believed inherent to reorgani­
zation of lccal schools into larger 
units a fear that would be quite un- ! 
ju' tified under a sound system of I 
state support for schools.
8. No state in thc Union today; 
equalizes the educational tax burd?n I 
satisfactorily. No state can hope to do 
so unless it abandons the obsolete i 
principle of throwing the whole tax ; 
burden upon local communities.
9 New York. Delaware, Mary- ; 
land. North Carolina, Missouri and i
FINANCING SCHOOLS |
What Is Shown By the Na­
tionwide Survey Conduct-, 
ed By Prof. Mort
The present breakdown of tradi-. 
ticnal methods of financing public 
schools is depriving approximately ( 
9.500.000 American children of es- ’ 
scntlal schooling and theatenlng the 
welfare of millions of others to states 
throughout the Union. I’rof Paul R 
Mort. director of the School of ( 
Education at Teachers College. 
Columbia University, declared re­
cently to announcing the results of | 
a national survey of school finance, 
conducted under the auspices of the 
United States Office of Education. ,
The survey, authorized by Congress i 
in 1931. was conducted by Profes-or j 
Mort under thc direction of Dr. ' 
William John Cooper. United States 
Commissioner of Education, and was 
made bv an impressive group of ’du- | 
cators. economists and experts to 
public finance.
Drastic tax revision in virtua'ly ah , 
of thc 48 states ts indicated by the 
survey as immediately necessary if! 
the poorer local communities arc to 
i be relieved of present crushing bur­
dens and If a minimum program of j 
care and education is to be set up for i 
the children of those communitlgs.
Pro.' Mort declared that vast "bar­
ren areas" exist to the United States 
where schools have gone quite out 
of existence or are “distinctly in­
ferior."
"Thousands of communities 
throughout the country." he declared, 
“find themselves unable under 
present methods of taxation to make 
cvrn elemental provision for thc care 
and education nf their children and 
youth Scores of thousands of youths 
of high school age arc wandering 
about the country. Ail even larger 
number, including hosts of younger 
children arc cuffcrln; from mal­
nutrition and inadequate care to both 
rural and urban sections. So serious 
arc thc dangers to American children 
and to public welfare that Immediate 
steps should be taken by state legisla­
ture to prevent the deepening of thc 
disaster."
Prof. Mort. nationally known as an 
authority in public school finance.
' latcd that printed copies of the 
survey findings and recommenda­
tions would be sent to the governors 
and legislative leaders to help guide 
the way to nerded legislation Out­
standing among the findings, as 
summarized by Mort. are these:
1. In most states the economic 
ability of tho local school district de­
termines thc progress of child wel­
fare to the district; and In thousands 
of localities this ability is too low to 
provide proper care and education 
for children. There are vast areas, 
therefore, where schools ire distinctly 
Inferior and other areas where 
schools are ceasing to exist.
2 In most states there existed, 
even at the peak of prosperity, areas 
to which educational opportunities 
werc of the most meagre type.
3. A century ago. when thc battle 
to transfer the costs of education 
from individual parents to the whole 
local community was wen and in­
sulted to that system of free public 
education which became basic in 
American life and ideals, the local 
community was able to bear the bur­
0 0 y Wholesalers 5. burpees 0
0 0 f Close to a record Tuesday night the
OOP Wholesalers gave the Burpees the 
0 0 r worst licking of the s»ason. to wit:
5 2 12 223 Pl*18- Tlie last string of thc
2 1 5 Wholesalers was a humdinger, total-
0 0 0 j Bng 523 pins. Rogers had high ftring
j 2 4 j (1201, but high total went to Mayo,
who knocked down 104. 107 and 112 to 
succession The summary:
Wholesalers—Rogers 301, Meating 
263. Mayo 323. Martin 333. Cobb 305. 
total 1525
Rnckpnrts Sad Night Burpee Furniture — Lawry 278.
The Rcekgort High Schocl terns Thornton 240. Clarke 278, Hanson 
Ireland. France. Italy and Japan were ]c-t thc rabbit's foc t in crossing th- : 250. Beaton 266. total 1312.
Virginia Gray and Herbert Goodwin 
liave added some books to thc library 
ir. Miss Cochran's room
Mr.s. Clara Kelsey is substituting 
for Mtss Hagar, who Ls ill at her home
• • • •
Mtss Griffith is again teaching ; 
after several weeks of illness.
Thomas rg ..... .
Paladino. rg 
Pietresky. lg 
Karl, lg 
Freeman, c 
Prllicanr. rf 
Shepard, rf .... 
Armata. If
Totals ..............
Referee. Mahan
21
Jack—"What do you think Maud 
Oldby would like for her birthday?"
Helen—"Not to be reminded of it."
Thc "International'' assembly thts ! 
week was especially entertaining. The I
to^-^th^memb^ * Vd*^* 7^. I Englaixl. Scotland,
 snou.a-r w .tn ..lemtj,.., thprp wjl] work Qn a cla^.. of 
dates all cleverly represented, but the
crisis ar there was in 1917 and 1313 
to bring us throujh the war crisis.
"The future of the country might 
depend on the success of the Demo­
cratic Administration I hope and 
»iust that neither I nor any jtfeer 
Republican senator will, for the seem­
ing sake of party advantage and to 
put the party to pewer in a hole, re­
sort to any practice that will prevent, 
that party from functioning and 
functioning promptly. I • will do 
everything in my power to get the 
appropriation bill:- through bv March 
4. so that the Democrats will have a 
clear field for the difficult problems 
that will confront them at the extra 
cession'
WANT FEDERAL .IOBS
Representative-Elect Moran Is Hear­
ing From His Hungry • onsti'urnry
Regular meeting of ladies' auxiliary nuHm^r by Howard
to Canton Molincaux Monday evening ^Bernadette Sncw. seemed to be 
at 730 , most loudly applauded. Members
Chief of Police W. S Dyer caught a a!lthc classes took part under 
trout at. Lake Megunticook Thursday I Codings direction, 
which weighed two pounds and three
ounces.
Wilbur Clark and family are mov­
ing from the Arthur Davis house on 
Cedar street to the Parker Dear, 
house. Bay View street.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Conley left 
Tluu; day for New Yo a city where 
they will spend a few days, going la tar 
to Fruitland Park. Fla. to visit hts 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James Conlev 
who are spending the winter there.
Mrs. W. D. Heald entertained the 
C.C H Club thts week at her home or 
Park street.
It's a month before Edward C Mo­
ran. Jr . Democratic Representative- 
elect from the second ’faine District, 
takes office, hut alreadv he ha heard i 
from a large numner of nis constltu 
•n’s
And then me' age-, nr aid. are of 1
ih» -1 a-., mport '’ ml get ■ 
federal jeb? '
The letter- flow into hls apartment ' 
in Washington, to ttie office of Rep- ! 
lesentative John K Nel on and to J 
Reekland All arc being tiled away, 
but decisions in patronage rn-.r ■, are i 
net expected until alb- March 4
WHAI HIND Ol GRAM IE?
Tne desk scraping in Junior High 
is still going on. with Miss Nichols' 
10cm as the present scene of action. 
The -jackknife's carved initial' from 
generations of students is thus un­
ceremoniously disappearing in favor 
ot a .smooth, newly-varnished surface.
Lincoln Ccunty line iast mght and 
both were losers to Lincoln Academy, 
the bovs 56 to 37 and the girls 28 to 15 
Erskine was having sort of a field day. 
.•coring 10 baskets, as well as three 
points cn fouls. Score of boys'game. 
Lincoln Academy 
G
Fuller If 
Merrifield. If
Counie. If ...
Erskine, rf .... 
Place, rf 
Glidden. If 
Tukey. c .... 
Kimball, c .. 
Simmons, lg
0
1
1
HI
II
I)
5
(l
1
Special
VALENTINE
BOUQUETS
Silsby’s Flower
Shop 
371 Main St. 
b. Rockland a
South Thoma: tan 4, Kickapoo 1
It was no fault of "Cap" Drink- 
water that the Kickapoo team lost by 
five pins to South Thomaston for he 
had thc splendid total of 349. and 135 
I for high string South Thomaston 
won the match tn the last string when 
Ames contributed 123 and Carr 117 
1 The summary:
South Thomaston — Brault 282, 
Ames 286. Simmons 250, Willis 273.
[ Carr 333. total 1424
Kickapoo-Folan 271. Auld 274, 
Clarke 266. Mayo 259. Drinkwater 349. 
I total 1419. ♦ • • •
Kickapoo 5. Barbers II
Thc team which won no points a' 
all had the satisfaction of furnishing 
high total and high single, both made 
by Ames. The summary:
Kickipoo — Folan 301. Auld 274, 
Clarke 282, Mayo 290, Drinkwater 264, 
total 1411.
Barbers—Cavanaugh 263. Fogg 253, 
a™, am Fitzgcraia 281. Snui- 2a.. 
total 1349.
F
1
0
0
3
0
0
II
0
1
0
1
0
The Junior High assembly was pul 
on this week bv Mi: - Hughes 7-3 divi­
sion. Tlie opening exercises werc con- 
c'uc'.ed by Kathleen Drake. Affer a 
piano solo by Barbara Johnson. "Ar 
Idyll of the New Year." a onc-act 
p'ay. was presented. Thc characters 
were: The man—Stanley Farnham:
Adventure—Virginia Haskell: Fathc 1 
Time—Woodrow- Anderson; Thc Little i 
New Year—Shirley Torrey; The «ca- 
sons—Grace Grant. Hclen Leppanen.
B’Ulah {fltelen. Eleanor Barnard:
Tlie months—Ruth Wheeler. Joan 
Philbrcok Viola Conarv. Lawrence
u n p bit. bit with all fortunate I C:,nda«- Pr^nia Lovejoy. Nancy IL. Snow. If 
nioinfh to lx* there. Following supper Snow. Joseph Samprone. Bernard 
the Orange meeting was held and Thompson. Edward WiiHanison. Win- I 
business of importance transacted. : Dimick. Milton Rollins. Fred
Tlie lecturer. Leona Risteen. had a ! ®teckman; Achievement — Edith ; ....
very interesting program and outlined Choate. The concluding feature of Thoma'Ton High won two games 
a program of interest for future Program was an illustrated read- from Boothbav Harbor at Thomaston 
meetings. This Grange is to enter- ! in«- "Yesterday's Oir! and Today's 
lain l lmerock Valley Pomona Grange i ®tel " Thc old-fashioned girl was 
field meeting and also plans to enter- ; Elizabeth Hammond and today's girl 
tain neighboring Orange:; in the near I was Elizabeth White Thc reader was 
future. Ruth Wheeler and the musical num-
Frieiicts here of Mrs. Carrie Phil- J tels Played by Hester Hatch. Every
MIAMI BEACH ... FLORIDA
GLENCOVE
Through oversight thc public sup­
per ot Penobscot View Grange last 
Thur day evening was not announced 
through the pre'-, coii'-eouentlv a 
large number mtosed one of Mr ;. Min­
nie Mile.' surprise nippers and which
Weston, lg ......  0
herd. HT ................. 7
Genthner. rg .......... 0
Totals ................. 25
Rockport High
O
E. Annis. rg 
I. Annis. lg
Grant, lg ........
Ccllamoie. c .... 
Payson, rf ....
Totals 12
F
2
0
1
4 
1
5
13
Rclerec. Wotton. Time four 8s
last night, thc boys 32 to 19. and the 
girls 38 to 14 Jacobs was high point 
man to thc boys' game.
Thc proposal of a Congressional in-
___ , vestigation into all phases of the da-
1!lP brook of Rockland werc sorry to learn ' CI}e was P'ea-sed to see the parep.ts j pression Indicates that Congress hasA nf pvpr.il d'LVS in the I urw* ux rwvnamiu vic cvxry vu lvar  |  "“7' * —— i
Pf n,e k-nd of granite to tc of tlic unfortunate death of her son. ' 'vho visited thts entertaining per- | taken seriously the report of a scl- 
used for the Portland pos‘iofflc< wa' Francks Philbrook at Matinicus Isle]'
lndicsted bv Treasury officials who are last Tuesday.
etudying whether Maine or Ma'sa- William Stanford and Miss Ardclla 
chusetts '-tone should toe used. It wa: Ft-ylcr of Warren were guests of Mr. 
understood the contractor for the e’Kl Mrs. Alton Wincapaw Wednes- j 
building wa: being asked to submit tlay-
samples of Maine granite, which ------------------
senator Hale and Representative , A trade paper says too many trucks ,
Beedv have been advocating. A de- are being turned out by the manufac- 
cisioc is expected to he withheld turers. Yes. and too few by the driv- j 
until the samples arrive. ' ’Atlanta Journal.
STAINLESS
c----r------- 1. ^ samc
too, if you p
A/ICKSV VapoRub
Same formula . . same price. In 
original form, refer
COLDS
overWmillion jars used yearly
entist that thc human race will sur­
vive another 500.000.003 years — 
! Springfield Union.
—
Moths, observes a London entomo­
logist, are among the least aggres- 
J sive and assertive of insects. A casual 
I view of the trousers of the old even- 
1 ing suit convinces us. also, that they 
I are not averse to taking a back seat. 
—Boston Herald.
MANGER
North Stati on
BOSTON
U EXTRA PERSON
500
ROOMS 
With BATH
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
YOU’RE
" i nthe 
SWIM"
at the BLACKSTONE
Bathing from
thc hotel
American and 
European Flan
.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of 
Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality. 
. . . Here’s a friendliness that makes you 
feel immediately at home. This, with its 
proximity (200 yards) to the ocean, its sun 
baths, its dances in thc gardens and its de- 
!!<•; -.s food, is sufficient reason why the 
Blackstone is always comfortably filled and 
why you should make reservations in good 
time. Send for booklet of details and sched­
ule of sensible rates. : : : :
BLACKSTONE HOTEL
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TALK OF THE TOWN The American Legion drum corps is making excellent progress under its 
new drum major, O. E. Wishman.J
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
. Ieb *csslon ot K‘>«« •nd? Maine made brick and Maine quaiLlmerock Valley Pomonas at East UnloiU i„
Feb. 6—Monthly meeting of city Gov- rict^ granite will be used in thc deco 
ernment. rative construction work to begin next
„ 6~5’,0,rts! club Mlnstrels at Hlgl‘ i Ucek on the soldiers’ hospital unde;'School auditorium. .. . .. .. .. , __
Feb. 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading*| construction at the National Home in 
at Universalist vestry. TogUS.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday. ______
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb. 14—Camden—c. c. H. club Valen-; Del Bissonctte, one of the best and 
“nFebBali6^TheCtt c?3£ r h 8..< pluckiest ball players who cver went 
presents "The Automatic Butler," a, Out Of Maine is Still in doubt as to 
farce in three acts. what the season will provide for him.
Woman's Educational’cn!b. Meet ng ° Thc Brooklyn Dodgers decline to take
Feb. 17—Kippy Karnlval at Rockland 
High School.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day charity 
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman.
Maude Blodgett. Carolyn Stewart and 
Thelma Stevens
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Third annual coast Guard j tain the dry law exactly as it is Mrs.
bFebTM Camden - Fifty-first Annual! ferry *«s aPP°mted a
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at the Opera state vice president. Mrs. J. H. Hud-
House. j d list on of Orono is chairman. Mis.
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied , ...__bodies meet In Bangor Kcdncy Roundy of Portland ls score-
WEATHER ' ---------
The sun rose out of a calm sea this . At the meeting of the Auxiliary of 
morning and at last accounts was the Sons of Union Veterans Wednes- 
proceeding at about the usual speed day night an observance of Lincoln's 
through a marvelous clear blue sky I Birthday was held chiefly through
him on until convinced that he is in 
playing trim.
At the recent Portland meeting tc 
organize a Council of Women to re.
Walter C Ladd is ill at his home 
on Walker Place.
Special buses will run to Tlie High­
lands after'the Forty Club show Mon­
day night.
There will be a baby conference 
Monday afternoon from 2 to 4 at 
the Red Cross rooms.
The exterior steel work of the 
Knox Hospital building is being, 
touched up with paint.
Knox Lodlge of Odd Felows will 
have work on the third degree Mon­
day night. Lunch will follow.
A new Dorman shoe store will be 
opened the latter part of next week in 
the store next south of Studley Furni-1 
ture Co.
IN THE 
CHURCHES
a poster contest which was won by 
Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs Gussie 
Chase. Washington's Birthday will 
be observed at the next meeting which 
falls on Wednesday, Feb. 15.
Tlie Second District Council meet-
This celestial R.F.D. man was not 
destined to be a “haymaker” aH day. 
for the Weather Bureau told of com­
ing cloudiness with a prospect 7? 
scattered snow flurries. Tlie baro­
meter read 29.91 and rising and the 
temperature this morning was 29.
The official weather report for Sun, I ing of the American Legion Aux- 
day is cloudy and cold, with moderate iliary, Department of Maine, takes 
west and southwest winds. Meantime place in Thomaston Tuesday at 1.20. 
bare highways and Chlckawaukie All department chairmen are expect- 
Lake only about half frozen over, ed to be present, each to present a 
Land sakes! 11 vital message concerning her work.
------------------ j,; The hostess unit will provide an en-
Sunshine Society meets Monday tertainment at the close of the busi-
afternoon at the ciub room.
Clyde Young of Matinicus has 
moved into the Dr. F O. Bartlett’ 
tenement on Union street.
A Washington’s Birthday dance will 
be held at the Elks Home, with 
Thomas Anastasia as chairman.
ness session. Adelyn Bushnell to be 
1 a featured artist.
Household goods from a Dark 
Harbor summer estate were brought 
to Rockland on the steamer West- 
port Thursday and shipped to New 
t York. This gave rise to a rumor 
i that some of the Dark Harbor sum- 
j mer folks were already leaving the
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
night with circle supper at 6 o'clock <■ «...Tbo non' wr4ii ♦ v,a stood that illness in tne family is theThe new offleers will be in the chair' of this transfe(.
for the first time.
Mrs. Alfred Staples, Crescent street 
who has been seriously ill, with a j 
trained nurse ln attendance, is gain-; 
ing slowly.
The funeral services of Mrs. Del-1 
phine Orne will be held at 2 o’clock ! 
this afternoon from the residence of [ 
her son, Arthur L. Orne 204 Broad-
way.
The L.T.L. will meet Monday after­
noon after school in the corner 
building next to the Baptist Church. 
Children between 8 and 14 are wel­
come to belong.
What is thc distance from Wins­
low-Holbrook square, corner of Main 
and Park streets, to the Soldiers’ 
Monument in Camden? The Cou­
rier-Oazette is asked this question, 
and hopes some motorist will furnish 
the answer.
Mrs. Alfreds D. Griffin who has 
been a patient at Knox Hospital since 
breaking one of her hips six weeks 
ago celebrated her 80th birthday 
this week by moving about on 
crutches. Mrs. Griffin is the mothei 
of the hospital's new president. Mil- 
ton M. Griffin.
The Barter Column is showing in­
SERMONETTE
topic will be “Ninety-nine percet:' 
pure." Dwight Mosher and Miss 
Olive Bragg will sing a duet. The 
Lord’s supper will be observed at the 
close of the service. Weekly prayer 
meeting is on Tuesday evening at 
7 30; Ladies’ Aid on Wednesday eve­
ning at 7 o’clock held at Mrs. Ever­
ett Higgins.’ Trinity street and Bible 
study on Friday evening at Earl Ran- 
dalls, Washington street.
• * * •
Thc subject of the sermon at the 
First Baptist Church on Sunday 
merning will be, "The Proclamation. ' 
The choir will sing "There Is A Holy 
City." Shelly. Thc ladies' trio will 
sing "Trust in tlie Lord," Jaeger. Tlie 
I right hand of fellowship will be ex- 
i tended lo new members, flic church 
| school will be held at the noon hour 
with classes for ail ages. Tlie Chris- 
. tian Endeavor meeting will be at 6 
j o'clock and the people’s evening serv- 
| lee at 7.15. Everybody's big sing with 
organ and piano. Tne choir will sing 
"Let Us Crown Him,” McGranahan
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
Ridge and Port Clyde
Services for Sunday, Feb. 5, will be:
At the Ridge, 10.30 a. m.. and a the 
Fort, 3 p. in., the pastors subject, ' 
"The Trial of Faith.’ The evening i 
service will be at the Ridge this week, i 
subject, "Does Death End Life?"
Sunday school at the Ridge 11.30 [ 
a. m., at the Port at 2 p. m. Junior i 
C. E. at the Port. 6 p. m.
Mid-week services: Wednesday at 7 ! 
P m. at thc Ridge, Thursday at 7 at t 
the Port.
Rev. Milton R. Kerr, pasto-. offl- I 
elates at these services, to v/hlcli the j 
public is cordially invited.
Truant's Harbor
Tlie sermon subject Sunday morn­
ing at Tenant's Harbor and at Wiley 
Corner in the afternoon, will be "The j 
Sons Consuming Zeal." thc fourth ln | 
a series. Bible school meets at the 
usual hour, opening exercises in 
charge of Miss Emily Morris; Chris- 1
The male quartet will present “Olori- L1?”,, ®?de“v?r at 5d5' ‘°pl®’ .i'?™
THE OLD 
<OALSHOVEL 
SURE SLAPS 
DOWN OLD 
MANWASTt/
And Coal is the 
Best Possible 
Form of HeatShall We Determine Our Ideals," Mrs 
F. W. Barton, leader; Miss Cora 
Brown of Wiley Corner will give an | 
illustrated sermon in the evening at 
7. Her subject will be of special in­
terest to young and old. and will close 
the observance of Christian Endeavor 
i Week. All are welcome.
cus Things," Lyon. Mr. MacDonald'; 
subject will be “Dreams That Never 
Come True.” Special recognition is 
to be made of the couple who have 
teen married the greatest number of 
years between 30 and 60. Our happy 
prayer and praise meeting on Tues­
day evening Ls at 7.15.
Pray For Thoie at Sea
How many, safe at home, 
thought for those upon the sea?
On this coast the sailor is often 
in peril. Not long ago an old 
teacher said. “How changed re­
ligious thought Ls from the days 
when people believed that prayer 
could alter the weather or any 
law of nature." The idea being 
that we have gotten beyond 
notions that border on super­
stition.
It may be so. but if this genera­
tion has lost faith in prayer, it 
should admit frankly that it no 
longer has faith in Christ. For 
he taught men to pray. To as­
sume it cannot avail is to affirm 
that the Creator is powerless in 
the face of the laws of his uni­
verse. which he created.
John H. Yates, in peril in the 
fog. wrote a beautiful hymn, 
which Ira D. Sankey set to music;
Our life ls like a stormy sea 
Swept by the gales of sin and grief. 
While on the windward and the lea 
Hang heavy clouds of unbelief;
But o'er the deep a call we hear.
Like harbor bells Inviting voice.
It tells thc lost that hope ls near.
And bids the trembling soul rejoice.
Moody and Sankey believed in 
prayer. Our ancestors faced the 
perils of the new world with faith 
and prayer. Mothers pray. Whit­
tier sang:
Through Him the first fond prayers 
are said
Our Ups of childhood frame;
The last low murmurs of our dead 
Are burdened with Hls name.
Pray for thc mariners, for even 
the winds and the waves obey 
HLs will.
William A. Holman.
give
TENANT'S HARBORDIED
JOHNSON—At Rockland, Feb. 2. Minnie. | .. u
wife of Michael Johnson, aged 59 years, Ml.. IX)Ulsa Turner has returned , 
4 months. 25 days. , from Massachusetts where she wa.s
keating—At Warren. Jan 31. Francis called by the death of her sister Mrs 
Is ae?llDB' 50 y“™’ 9 months' Henry Hall of Waltham.
SPEAR—At Rockport. Feb 4 Ella, widow ' ^StCr Malco1*™ Picrs0JJ ls making 
of John s Spear, aged 72 years. 6 rapid recovery from influenza and 
months. 2 days Funeral Monday at pnuemonia.
io o'clock froni Bowes & Crozier's par- Herbert Pierson remains quite iU
ULMER—At ^Rockland Feb 4. Clarence ,
e. Ulmer, aged 79 years. 6 months, 12 Harry Patterson and daughter 
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock Doris were calling on friends here J
TURNER—At Burkettvllle, Feb. 2 Marv Thursday.
F widow of Ulmer Turner, aged 70 Mrs Gertrude Hupper is substl- iyears, 3 months. 28 days. Funeral 
Sunday at 1 o’clock at Burkettvllle 
Interment at Dexter.
The natural, even heat 
produoed by cuol insures 
you of a comfortable, 
healthful winter. Don't 
delay in ordering your 
supply.
COAL SAVES DOLLARS 
It’s Cheaper and Better
Our Fleet of Trucks are 
Prepared To Give Immediate 
Delivery On Coal Ordered Now
tuting for Mrs. Norma Hawkins at | 
the Port Clyde grammar school. 
Mrs. Hawkins is recovering from 
pneumonia.
The latest word is very favorable 
from Alvin McNeilly, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Mathew McNeilly (Doris Hurd) 
of Brookline.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our baby Pauline, 
who died Jan. 31. 1931
Friends may think we have forgotten. 
When at times they see us smile:
Little do they know the heartaches 
That our smile hides all the while.
• Mr. and Mrs Maynard McFarland. $1250EGGSTOVE
NUT
island in anticipation of the com- creasec* strength and is destined to 
serve a real purpose. Vesper L. Pack­
ard of Packard's stores at the High­
lands, offers a grand array of trades 
and wants for almost anything, like 
beans or potatoes. The column is 
well worth reading.
ing of automobiles, but it is under-
. 1., Arthur B. Packard of Glencove has 
“Oet out thc old Panama and come received word that his aunt. Mrs H 
down here; it's great," writes Ruel J
Whitney, a former Rockland boy who 
ls evidently visiting his father. Frank 
H. Whitney, in Fruitland Park. '
C Crawford, died in Hathorne, Fla. 
Wednesday, aged 78. She had been 
gradually failing for a
years. The deceased was the daugh-
-------  ; ter of Nathaniel and Katherine
Outgoing and incoming officers of , (Jameson) Carroll and formerly re- 
Oolden Rod Chapter O.E S. are asked sided in West Rockport, where she 
to note rehearsal dates in preparation united with the Baptist Church. Her 
of the Installation scheduled for Feb husband who survives her. was Henry 
15—Sunday at 1 p. m.; Sunday. Feb. Crawford, formerly of Thomaston. 
12. at 1 p. m.; and Tuesday evening,' The couple have resided in Florida 
Feb. 14 at 7. about 40 years. Mrs. Crawford is
-------  also survived by two sisters, Mrs.
The Pentecostal Mission s food Laura Packard of Olencove and Mrs. 
kitchen at the corner of Water and Emma Leach of West Rockport. 
Ocean streets is much in need of a , “ „ ..
good baking oven, and the donation of Mr- an<* Mrs- E J- Morey of North
________ The Leighton shirt factory in
number of ] Waterville, the proprietor of which is
E. K. Leighton of Rockland, is one j 
Maine industry which is not hard 
hit by the heavyweight pugilist De­
pression. It is employing about 125 . 
hands .and is flooded with orders 
which promise activity for some! 
months Jp come Inability to get the 
required stock is a handicap just at 
present.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Herbert Edward 
Blackington. who died Feb 5. 1932.
' There's a little green mound in the 
churchyard
Where at evening I wander and weep, 
j There's a dear vacant spot by our pillow 
I Where a dear little head used to
sleep.
There b silence in parlor and chamber
There’s a stillness in every room 
, For the little pet lamb of our number
Has gone to its heavenly home
Nana. Auntie Muriel and Uncle Averyl j
In
IN MEMORIAM
loving memory of little
Amateur wireless operators have 
been receiving two-year extension 
for their licenses. Tlie Courlcr-Oa-
The subject of Mr Rounds’ sermon Blackington. who passed away Feb 
tomorrow morning at the Con^ega- 1932 
tlonal Church will be “The Fower Of 
A Vision.” Sunday School at neon.
The Comrades Of the Wav will meet 
in the vestry at 6.30 o’clock.
Sonny 
5.
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Telepone 487
We think of Sonny ln silence. 
No eye may see us weep;
But many silent tears are shed 
When others are asleep.
Tales-
zette is informed that these docurvuu uttMiifc , u vn uu uu ui i -— ----------- —-  ------- , i __ _  » . . . . . .. » • » •
on* would be much anDreeiated bv street, received word Thursday ments are not to be returned to thc e8E& 255S’ ..b“.,..,S I t O MXr,’iJU
, Newcastle. Mrs. Hopkins had been 
The persistent and hard work given ■ ‘P with pneumonia only since Tuea- 
by Principal Blalsdell of Rockland She was a former Rockland girl
High School has made it possible for and w,»s «nployed in Fuller & Cobbs 
the Community Park skating rink to i many years ago. She was the 
continue. Eugene R. Spear, a near Daniel Hopkins who for
neighbor to Community Park, is very, «nany years was an officer in the 
anxious that Mr. Blalsdell have proper Massachusetts State Prison. After 
credit, as he has been a personal wit- i Lis retirement they returned to the 
ncs of the popular principal s cf- family home at Newcastle, one of the 
forts. finest places in that town. Funeral
_____ services will be held at the home
Tickets to the inaugural parade and SuIJd3y at 1 p m Mrs 
Inaugural ball are available at thc, wa!:
Moran Insurance office and should be 
applied for early. While the demand 
would probably be greater if the af­
fairs were going to take place in 
Washington, Me., it is not unlikely 
that some may go from this section
the recipients are simply to attach,. . .
the slips to their present licenses and for tomorrow will be appropriate for 
retain both.-The Norwegian Rilser-
Larsen Antarctic expedition which 
started Jan. 8. is now south of
Madagascar, and amateur are re. 
quested to listen for "L.M.Z." on thc 
20-meter band
Raymond Walsh was the winner of 
the two mile race at The Spanish
the 5th Sundav after Epiphany: Holy 
Communion at 7.30: church school at 
9 30: Choral Eucharist and sermon at 
10.30; vespers at 7.30.
Our blessed little sunbenm 
Our child of loving care.
Only God knows how we miss you 
Since he called you home up there.
They say time heals all sorrow.
And puts happiness ln Its place:
But never shall we be happy 
TUI we meet you face to face.
Father. Mother and Sisters.
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS
Its Six Per Cent 
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment 
Legal For Maine Savings Banks 
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, 
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable 
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of thc 
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors 
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest, 
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at 
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock­
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
109-S-tf
blandmagee and thc Gobbins
Hlandmagee is a peninsula rather j 
than an island, not far from Lame 
in Ulster, Ireland, and was anciently 
Lhe home of the Magees, and on it are 
curious stone remains of prehistoric 
times. The Gobbins arc bold cliffs 
off the eastern shore, which in recent 
ytars have been opened to the public, 
as before they could only be seen 
from the sea. Their vast precipices
CARD OF THANKS 
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M E Ladles' Aid of Cushing, also of 
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to a chopping bee and did 
work. I am grateful
Edwin W. Seavey
Cushing.
Norman W. Lermond who is spend­
ing the winter at Gulfport. Fla., was 
recently a guest of honor at the an­
nual banquet of the St. Petersburg 
Chess Club and saw a remarkable 
and if so they will appreciate the demonstration of simultaneous chess 
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top of (hem. They are penetrated 
by many caves and the rocks provide 
much | homes for large flocks of seabirds. 
Nearby, at Brown's Bay, the visitor 
can see an ancient "rocking stone," a 
glacial rocjj of several tons, but the 
chief scenic attraction for all is thcl ARD OF THANKS ____Wc wish to express our Rpprcrintlon to ‘ uilV
those who so kindly offered their serv- ' majestic Gobbins. 
loes and helped ln any way during our 1
recent bereavement and also for the 
many beautiful floral tributes 
Mr and Mrs A D Broadman Mr. and 
Mrs Silas A Watts.
Warren. Feb. 3 •
dominate, too. because February and 
March were winter months
One reason thc Rockland girls’
The American Legion meeting 
Thursday night was well attended 
many of the comrades having recov­
ered from grippe. A great deal cl 
business was transacted and a longbowling team has been consistently ^v meeUn™ toe rwult
hv tho at.onvta from iv found " v,:‘v llvu‘y mceung was me result.beaten by the Augusta team is found 
in this despatch: "The three-string 
total for a girl's record on the Y. M
It was voted to hold a food fair in 
the near future, but no date was set 
because of the amount of work to beC. A. alley was smashed last night 
when Alice M. Emery of Hallowell. dcr£ *" ad^a’?®c ? J? 
rolling for thc Independent team, hit; _^00d.fa ys,hed in 
332. Prior to that, the girl's record ! E°s-kIand aJ fLe Arcade, but not as 
was 319 The record high single for.^' “ times and floor space 
girls, held for some time bv Fran-1’1” I*™1'1 , "evW“elesi1Ith‘‘
eena Overlook, was also broken by c°"\mlt: ce hopc* t0,«ivc the Public a 
Miss Emery who turned in a sing!r rood show, and plans to keep th" 
of 122 over Miss Overlook's 120." The . P£ices down according to thc times, 
voung women in question have been 77,6 next Legion smoker will be held 
bowling against Rockland. tat the Legion hall Thursday Feb. 9
end a good card is being prepared by 
Chairman Milton French. Advance
in fellowship and sociability. Sev­
eral members were on hand following 
absence because of illness, and the 
especially large group was privileged 
to listen to a masterly address on 
Calvin Coolidge delivered by Rev. 
Walter S. Rounds. Mr. Rounds pre­
sented his study of the character and 
accomplishments of the late presi­
dent with characteristic insight anti 
sympathetic understanding and by 
common consent it was voted the best 
of a long scries of splendid talks given 
the club bv this speaker. Visiting 
Rotanans included Col. E. A. Robbins 
of Camden, warmly welcomed after a 
j long illness and John Doe of Port- 
[ land Fred W. Wight and Carl 
j Thurston were guests
Saviour.” Tuesday prayer service is 
at 7.15 followed by election of delegate 
and alternate to the Bangor conven­
tion of May. 3 • • • •
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni- 
versalLst Church at thc 10 45 service 
will sneak on “The Free Church of 
America." The quartet will sing 
"How long Wilt Thou Forget Me. O 
lord." Pfluegcr. and the junior choir, 
| making Ils first appearance in their 
! new robes, will sing "Lord. For Te- 
i morrow and ILs Needs." in which Jane 
Welch will sing the incidental solo 
Church school will meet at noon, alv, 
, the Knickerbocker Class at the office 
cf the W. H. Olover Co. and the Worn- 
j en's Class at the home of Mrs. E. F. 
! Olover and Intermediate Y.P.C.U at 
5 The week's activities Include 
I Chapin Class picnic supper at the 
home of Mrs. E. F. Berry Tuesday; 
Mission Circle with Mrs. David Tal-
t'ARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank tny neighbors and 
friends for their kindness and sympathy 
during my recent bereavement:. I 
especially want to thank Miss Daly and 
the nurses at Knox Hospital: and also 
those who sent flowers.
Alfred G. Hills.
Thomaston •
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks 
to our friends and neighbors for their 
; many kindnesses during our recent be­
reavement; also for the beautiful floral 
■ tributes.
Gilman Stone and faintly.
| Thomaston.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends of Crle- 
haven. Matinicus: also neighbors and 
friends for their many kindnesses and 
assistance during our recent bereave­
ment
Mrs. Adele Philbrook and family Mrs. 
Carrie Philbrook. Cheater Philbrook 
I Owl’s Head. •
ir
MIAMI.’ FLORIDA
The most interesting spot in 
the Eastern Hemisphere dur­
ing the winter months.
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all aclltltlea.
Reautlful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof fftrnf- 
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan) 
single rooms fc 50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day 
nii upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln the J 
L" Building
esi” Ownership-Management ij
WILLI AM M. URMEY .
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has a card 
party Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock . 
lhe admission very iow. Circle sup.
;.er will be served by the brothers al
C15. and business meeting at 7.30 4 Pedenil Mlgratory Bird LaW
At the close an entertainment wul bas becn an excellent protection for
tickets may be obtained from Legion 
^umbers, and the samc old depression 
'prices will prevail.
be provided by members whose birth­
days fall in January. February at-d 
March. The Lodge was very proud of
thc shore birds of the county waters 
is apparent from reports that come 
from the seashore hunters. Quoddv 
the fine program presented for the | Bay and the Campobello Inlets and 
Boys-’ and Girls Service Club when marshes are a favorite winter feeding
supper guests recently. Selections 
were given by an orchestra directed 
by Mrs. Emma Harvie. with thLs pc
ground for all varieties of winter 
birds, which arc agreed by all to be 
much more numerous than for many
rohnel: Trumpets. Charles Dorgan,, years. The species most frequently
Eleanor Harper and Marian Harvie: hunted and hardest to kill ls the
piano, Dorcthie Harvie; drums. Dun- 1 whistler or golden-cvc, thc wariest 
ley Harvie; violins. Flora Hooper and and one of the swiftest winged birds
Ruth Nichols; saxophone, Edwin 
Jones. John Knight gave a piano 
solo, Margaret McMillan and Marian 
Ludwick a piano duet. Oliver Hamlin 
harmonica solos and Barbara Atkin­
son recltaa tions Miss Madlene Rog­
ers directed the program.
Don't take chances witnout automo­
bile Insurance. Insure your automo­
bile today with Roberts <Sc Veazie, 
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic 
Temple, Rockland. 40-S-tf
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E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland 
Highlands
Artistic Memorials bi Stone
---------------------------------------------
In thc eastern waters., as well as one 
of the moet toothsome. A practice 
resorted to by one of thc most suc­
cessful hunters of the eatern section 
is to wear an all-white costume, and 
carry a gun with white barrels. Thi: 
outfit can be taken among the ice 
cakes in February and employed so 
as to take the hunter close to the 
flocks of whistlers, old-squaws and 
shellducks which come in to feed In 
the mouth of brooks. The species 
known as dippers, however, has al­
most disappeared from the shores, 
whether on account of the disap­
pearance of eel grass or from some 
othcr cause, is not known.
I am ready to make out your In­
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele­
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main strep'
12-tf
We have no doubt that the voter; 
will hold the successful party strictly 
accountable for its campaign pron - 
•«es if. bv any chance, they arc able wlw.
to remember what they werc. Boston ; Wednesday; and a “Penny Sup- 
Herald. | Saturday at thc vestry in charge
of Miss Mary E. Sylvester, sponsored 
by thc church school.
POOR QUAN
Sixty Days in Rockland—Farced 
To Move Three Times 
L. Quan, former chef of C. S. S. 
Mayflower during llarding and 
Coolidge administrations, has had 
to move three times since coming
to Roekland.
OPEN TODAY, JAN. 31, in per­
manent location—
PENOBSCOT GRILL
Foot of Limemrk Slrert. Old and 
new patrons welcome
Prayer meeting nt 10 o'clock is thc I 
first service of thc day at Littlefield 
Memorial Church followed by prc.'ch- 
I lr.g service at 10.30 when the pastor 1 
j will preach from the subject "The 1 
greatest enemy of righteousness." ■ 
The choir will sing an anthem. 
Junior Church under tthe direction of 
Miss Olive Bragg meets at 10.30 also; | 
Sunday school at 11.45 with classes 
for all ages; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led by 
Miss Bella Lord using thc topic 
"Discipleship and its meaning." At 
the evening service at 7.15 thc pastor's
For Jig Saw 
Puzzle Makers
1-8 in. Ply Wood, 75c and $1.10 per sheet 
Cardboard, 7 l-2c per sheet
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
Headquarters for Sherwin-Williams Paint. Largest 
Stock and Lowest Prices in the County 
ROCKLAND, ME.
LADIES’ h^-(cicr SHOES
NOW GOING ON!
BIG RESPONSE TO OUR SALE 
BUT—
Many good styles left in each price line—
$2.95 $3.95 $4.95
DRAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
MNERAL NEWfMNER SERVICE
Turnifhei the advertising 
ammunition fo blast out con­
sumer indifference lo your sales 
appeal FBRUAHY 
ISSUE 
now here FREE at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Page four Rockland Courier-GazeHe, Saturday, February 4, 1933 Every-Other-Day
CHAPTER XII. CONTINUED
WOMANKIND OF KNOX COUNTY
The Life Of Genevra Metcalf Robbins Was Typical Of 
These Fine Rural Communities
IFollowing the death on Dec. 11, 
1932. of Mrs. Genevra Metcalf Rob­
bins. in the town of Hcpe. a brief 
obituary was printed in this paper.
Though Gpnevra outlived all 
other cnildren of Abijah Metcalf, 
the eldest of the ten Saphila (Syl­
vester), who passed away last year, 
lived to be over ninetv, and the sec-
So typical was her life and character ond oldest. Drucilla (Cole), who went
WARREN
When he hart wriggled out at the 1 
top of the shaft and found, by grop. 1 
lng around, that It was capped with 
a wooden windlass, he was willing , 
to rest for a few seconds and catch | 
hls breath before giving Betty the 
agreed-upon signal.
At once It was answered and he 
began to wind. In a few minutes i 
ha had drawn the bucket and Its 
precious freight out upon the wind 
lass platform.
Wben the candle waa relighted 
tt became apparent that they had
ascended tc. wnat seemed to he 
nothing more than nn upper layer 
jof the rabbit warren of bewildering 
^passages and drifts.
“Haven’t you any Idea where we 
'are?’ Betty asked.
I "Wait a hit," said Igindis; and 
then. “I’ve got It! Hasn’t Bert 
Canby told you about his mine—the 
Quavapai?"
“Yea.”
“Well, there are two Quavapnls; 
the new one that is being worked 
now, and a much older one,” and 
he repeated for her Starbuck's ac­
count of the ancient workings. "That 
ls attout where we are," he conclud­
ed ; "buried somewhere ln those old 
workings. We’ll keep on golug 
while the candle lasts. There roust
"Haven’t You Any Idea Where We 
Are?" Betty Asked.
be some connection between these 
old workings and the new. You’re 
not too tired to tramp, are you?"
"I’m not tired at all now. And 
we must get out If we can. " e 
haven't been kidnaped and shut up 
in here for nothing.”
That was the beginning of a long 
period of fruitless wanderings In 
a maze that seemed endless.
It was not until their candle had 
dwindled to a half-inch that the 
really desperate character of their 
situation gripped Landis. With the 
light gone they would be utterly 
helpless.
For a little while they sat In si­
lence. When he spoke tt wus to say. 
"I’m to blame for whatever happens 
to you, Betty. If I hadn't brought 
you along—the devils, whoever they 
are, who kidnaped you, wouldn't 
have left you to starve at the bot­
tom of that shaft."
“Maybe not. But you mustn’t 
think of that now. You did what 
you thought was best; we both did. 
Do you think they’ve got Wally, 
ton?”
"I’m afraid they have."
“If he is gone, there Is nobody to 
miss us; not very soon, anyhow. 
The Stillings will think I was In­
vited to stay overnight with the 
Smiths; and the people at the hotel 
won’t miss you. will they?"
"No, I suppose not."
As he spoke, the remaining bit of 
candle wick fell over, to burn flick- 
eringly for a few seconds before lt 
went out.
After a moment In the Stygian 
darkness that followed the extin­
guishing of the candle, Betty said 
wearily, "I'm awfully tired; aren't 
you. Owen?"
“No; not very tired. But I know 
you must he. Put your head on my 
shoulder and go to sleep, If you
She did it, and after a little while 
he knew from her regular breath­
ing that she had really fallen asleep. 
Before long he felt that he, too, was 
•uccumhing; and after a few efforts 
to tight off the lethargy of fatigue, 
his eyes closed In spite,of hls re­
solve, and he slept.
When he awoke Betty was still 
sleeping, with her head on his shoul­
der, and, sharp as was his desire 
to move and stretch and get the 
stiffness out of hls muscles, he was 
unwilling to disturb her.
ft was while he was sitting with 
wide-open eyes staring into the 
darkness that he saw, or thought he 
saw, a faint thinning of the dark­
ness at a point directly opposite. He 
stared again and saw nothing. Then, 
In a flash, the faint thinning of the 
blackness came again, and his start 
at this rapetltion awoke Betty.
“What Is It?' she asked.
“I don't know. Look straight 
ahead; do sou
a,
“Wliy—why, yes; It's light! It 
someone coming for us?"
He rose stiffly and lifted her to 
her feet. "We'll see," he said, but 
he did not say it hopefully.
What they saw. when they crossed 
to the mouth of one of ihe passages 
leading out of the space where they 
had slept, was a thing that Landis 
was not remotely expecting to see. 
The passage mouth was the en­
trance to a long, gently inclined 
turnel. at the lower extremity of 
which was a faintly glowing electric 
light.
“Whit does tliat mean?" Betty 
asked, whispering as if she were 
a'raid the miraculous light might 
d - ippear If she spoke above her 
bieath.
“It means that m.v guess was 
rigid. We've been lost iD the old 
workings of the Quavapai. and that 
light is in one of the new workings!"
“Now that we know where we are, 
we can get out. can't we?'
“We can try mighty hard, anyway. 
We’ll go down and see what’s at the
bottom of this raihole!"
Approaching (lie lower end of the 
Inclined passage, they could see 
that the light bulb was suspended 
from tlie roof of a much larger 
drift, through which ran a minia­
ture railroad track. Landis asked 
Betty to stay behind In conceal­
ment while he went on to Inves­
tigate. She consented, merely urg­
ing him to be careful.
Reaching the larger tunnel he 
found it empty. Though the work­
ing tunnel was lighted, lt was 
driven on a curve which limited the 
view ln eittier direction.
Since there was nothing to deter­
mine a choice, Landis turned to the 
left. Before he had gone very far 
be heurd the rumble of • car on the 
rails behind him and hastily crowd­
ed himself into a niche in the tun­
nel wall. When tlie car came In 
sight he saw that It was pushed by 
a single mau.
Watching the car. Landis had a 
curious shock when, just before tt 
disappeared, the squeaky rumbling 
of the wheels stopped abruptly. The 
car moved ns silently as If the 
wheels and the rails upon which 
they were running were shod with 
velvet.
Convinced Instantly that there 
could be but one reason for the 
sudden silence, Landis crept for­
ward. The tunnel straightened It­
self and the scene he was mors 
than half expecting to see was re­
vealed.
In the tunnel heading a number 
of men were at work; two of them 
manipulating two big air drills 
which were visibly churning away 
at the rock face of the heading. 
But instead of the raucous clamor 
which this should have raised there 
was a silence as profound as of 
the grave!
Fully aware now of the use to 
which his stolen invention was be­
ing put, Landis made a quick search 
for the hiding (dace of the black 
box. He hud little difficulty ln dis- 
• covering it. It was half concealed 
in a shelf-like niche of the tunnel 
wall close at hand, the electric cur­
rent for Its operation being taken 
| from the light wires overheud.
Landis saw that l)is time for ac­
tion was short. In a few minutes, 
or perhaps seconds, the car would 
be coming out. Reaching up quick­
ly. he opened a slide In the hlaek 
box and did that which wus need- 
| ful to paralyze its delicate and in­
tricate mechanism. Then, as the 
i deafening, ear-splitting clamor of 
the drills burst out In the heading, 
he leaped for a branching side drift.
A moment later two men who had 
run to stop the drills eame along, 
but they were not hurrying. When 
they came under the nearest light 
bulb Landis recognized them at 
once as two of the three he and 
Markham had seen In the lobby at 
lhe Copah hotel, two of the trio 
who had driven westward from 
i t'opah to disappear so unaecount- 
, ably and mysteriously.
“What the h—1 do yon suppose 
went wrong with the machine?" one 
was saying as they passed.
“It got me for a second," said 
the other. "I wasn’t looking for It. 
Think it gave the snap away?"
"If It did, there'll be merry h—1 
to pay. The captain 'll want to 
kill somebody. Today is the day 
when the big deal is to be pulled 
off."
This was all that Landis heard; 
and when he looked out he saw 
that they had taken the black box 
from its niche and were trying to 
make It function. Presently one 
said, ‘it’s no good; she's gone out 
blink; burnt herself up Inside some­
how, I guess." Then Landis saw 
liim open the slide ln the side of 
tlie box and direct the beam of a 
pocket flush Into the Interior; saw 
him do this and heard his low 
whistle punctuated by the single 
word, ’ ll—1!"
"Smashed all to the devil," said 
tlie investigator, replacing tlie box 
on Its shelf.
of that womankind which dignifies 
and lends grace to siese smaller 
Maine communities, that request was 
made by the paper for a more de­
tailed story ot that life. This has 
been supplied by Alice Cole Kleene. 
of Hartford. Conn., a native daugh­
ter of Hope.—Editor.1
six years ago. was eighty-three 
Genevra was the third to grow up. 
as Arision. preceding her, died in 
infancy. Each of these long-lived 
women in her own way made a 
strong impression on those who 
knew her. Though different, all had 
practical ability, a quiet strength ol 
character and a never-failing inter-
Chester Wyllie who has been 111 
for little more than a week returned 
Tue-day to his route as mall carrier
Sunday morning at the Baptist 
I Church tlie fourth In a series ol 
I "Sermon On the Mount" will be 
liven by Rev. Howard A. Welch; 
the ! Bible rchool at noon The evening 
worship will be a union service al 
the Congregational Church, with 
Rev Mr. Welch, the speaker.
Virgil Hills has been ill 
grippe. Raymond Kenniston did the 
chores for Mr. Hills meantime
Although there was no Wednes- 
day evening service at the Congre- 
' national Church this week the pas- 
I :or expects to be able to fill the pul­
pit Sunday morning and will have 
.is his subject, "The Reward of 
j Faith." Union evening services will 
b? held at this church, and Rev. Mr.
Genevra Metcalf Robbins—August Someone who met "Neve a few 
9. 1848; December 11. 1932 weeks ago spoke ol her keen inter-
The woman wno bore this rame 651 ‘n everything pertaining to those 
first saw the light eighty-four years she knew.
ago in Hope. Maine. She was the On? wonders whether these fine, 
fourth of the ten children of Abijah strong old-time characters may not 
T. Metcalf and his wife Lucy St. have owed a great deal to the school- 
C'.air. whose farm had a command- ing of experience. To grow up in a
TO BE CONTINUED
Georges Valley Pike between Warren 
and Belmont were Charles Starrett, 
Walter Starrett Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
E. Starrett, Harvey Buber, John Mc­
Donald and Frank D Rowe. They 
reported some very enthusiastic 
discussion. George Nichols of Cam­
den and Lincolnville, who is presi­
dent of the Knox and Waldo Coun­
ties Selectmen's Association, was 
chairman of the meeting.
Following a short attack of grippe 
the effects of which weakened the 
heart, Francis E. Keating died Jan. 
21 at hls home at East Warren. The 
funeral services were held Friday, 
Rev. Howard A. Welch officiating and 
interment was at the Leonard ceme­
tery. Besides the widow Mr. Keat­
ing leaves three children, Beverly, 
Raymond and Robert.
Mrs Evelyn Robinson recently en­
tertained as supper guests Mrs. Jes­
sie Walker, Mrs. Helen Maxey, Miss 
Mary Wyllie and Mrs. Laura Star­
rett.
D. L. Lawrence of Enfield is sta­
tioned here to aid in snow removal, 
and has moved his family into the 
vacant tenement above the First Na­
tional store.
Mrs. Mary Berry has been 111 from a 
severe cold.
Mrs. Nettie Vinal substituted Thurs­
day and Friday of this week for Mrs. 
Abbie Newbert at the Intermediate 
school Mrs. Newbert is confined to 
her home with the prevailing malady
Fourteen members of the commit- 
son ' tee of 15 chosen at the special town 
meeting last Saturday afternoon for
with
est in life. This last trait may have I Welch will deliver the address, 
contributed to their longevity [ The degree staff of Warren Lodge 
l.O.OP.. visited nnox Lodge at 
Rockland Monday evening, and con­
ferred the second degree 
Verr.on Packard, second year stu­
dent at the University of Maine, is 
spending a few days with his father 
Loring Packard, between mid>-year 
examinations.
Ruby Starrett, Ernest Starrett. 
Jr., and Margaret Starrett. all chil­
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. 
Starrett are ill. the first two from 
; chicken pox, the latter from grippe
Mrs. Chester Wallace and 
Vernal are ill with grippe
Installation of officers of Ivy 
Chapter. O.E.S.. will be held Friday 
evening Mrs. Grace Wyllie. retiring 
matron, and Chester Wyllie, re’iring { 
patron, installing. They will be as- i 
sistsd by Mrs. Alzada Simmons as
Mrs Genevra Metcalf Bobbin- ai the 
age of 30 Years
Mrs. Ger.evra Metcalf Robbins at the 
age of 50 years
the purpose of making estimates on 
the various town expenses for the 
year 1933. assembled at Glover hall 
Wednesday evening. A great deal 
was accomplished, but as the esti­
mates were not entirely complete, it
marshal. Mrs. Nettie Jameson chap- be necessary for the committee
; lain and Mis. Carrie Smith as or­
ganist. The installation is seml- 
I public.
Herbert K. Thomas is out again
’ after having been 111 last week.
Ellis Spear of Newton Centre, 
Mass., who has been visiting rela-
' lives at Brunswick, is the guest of 
Miss Edna F Boggs.
Mrs Ina Harding is employed lr. 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
to meet again next Monday evening 
at the same place at 7 30.
C. Frank Berry. Mrs Evelyn Vining, 
Mrs. Newell Eugley and Roland Berry 
and family have been ill with grippe.
Dorcas Circle of King’s Daughters j 
will meet with 'Mrs. Ida Libby next I 
Monday.
Mrs A. V. McIntyre was hostess to 1 
the Contract Club Thursday evening
The meeting of the. Help One An- |
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Simmons. Mrs Simmons and chil- . P’t1?*’ of King’s Daughters
dren having been ill. I scheduled for next Monday evening |
ing position at the head o 
Lake. All the children were born 
in a little old house. ,of which no 
trace tt mains but the well-head in 
the old orchard, but in hls latter 
he WAS able to have new build­
ings. a big red barn and the white 
house which stands on the upper side 
of the road. Moses, his brother, lived 
directly opposite at the foot of the 
lake, and Thurs .on. another brother, 
on the east shore, both places now 
serving as summer camps.
A life that spans the better part 
of a century has seer, many changes
Alford big family group would develop the 
ability to adjust oneself to ethers, 
more easily acquired at an early age 
(Indeed, the pre-school recently in­
troduced for very young children has 
this purpose). And .he necessity for 
each to lend aid in the work indoors 
and out. provided that exercise of 
the hand which must be supplied for 
the city child of today in manual 
training courses in the schools. Cer­
tainly the child growing up in such 
a family received a varied and valu­
able training at home.
After the turn of the nineteenth
Miss Eula Skinner returned Sun­
day to Waterville to resume her. 
teaching duties in the junior high 
school there Monday.
Paul and Eugene Dalrymple have 
returned to school after a siege with 
the prevalent illness, grippe.
Miss Evelyn Sawyer is guest of 
her sister Mrs. Clarence Adams at 
Hartford. Conn. Mrs. Lee Franklin 
who has been Miss Sawyer’s guest 
the past few weeks is spending ten 
days at her home at Glastonbury, 
Conn.
Alfred Souci, who has been guest 
of Camden friends and of Mr. and 
Mrs. Burdeen Simmons over the 
weekend returned Monday to Bos­
ton.
Josef Vinal was expected to ar­
ls postponed and there will be no 
meeting of this organization until 
March 8.
Mrs. Ruth Wilson and son Alfred 
are recovering after a siege of grippe
Guests Thursday afternoon of Mr 
and Mrs Raymond Borneman were 
Mrs. Elva Borneman and Clarence 
Shuman of North WalJoboro
• • • •
Mrs. Rebecca 11. Watts
Following soon after the death of 
her husband Judson E. Watts which 
occurred Oct. 12. Mrs. Rebecca H 
Watts died last Sunday night. Ten­
derly cared for and admthistered to
HORIZONTAL
,-To give ear to
4-Wai indebted to
8- A thin nail
9- Melody
11-Scrapes
13-Soak with water
15- Moved rapidly
16— Titles
18- Time period
19- lncitea
21- Hslf a acore
22- A bird
23- Ever (Poet.)
25- Mstter in aeriform
state
26- Rope for fastening
a boat
28- A house pet
29- Eneign (ebbr.) 
32-A passageway 
34-Material with a
corded surface
38-Ceete
38-Girl'i name 11-Thrived
39-Hearts 12-Perched
41-A unit 13-Lalr
42-A bird 14-Suspend
44-Skimmed along the 17-Wander aimlessly
surface 20-Leaf of a flower
46-Stagger 22-Cautions
47-Raw metals 24-A rodent
48-Current 25-Said to a horse
49-Moistens 27- Split
28- A wine
VERTICAL 30- Apparatua forcooking (pi.)
31- lmitated
1-A fruit 33-A Hebrew month
2-A nocturnal 34-Decay
mammal 35-Foot-llke organ
3-Paradise 37-Unlts
5-Conflicts 39-Frlgid
6-Before 40-Coverlng for the
7-Eating cars foot
8-Boast 43-Portuguese coin
10-Land measure 45-Skil|
VINALHAVEN
The senior Christian Endeavor will. 
hold lt regular service at Union | 
Church vestry Sunday evening at 6 
o'clock with Allen La wrv leader 
There will be special musical num­
bers. including a vocal solo by Miss 
Carolyn Calderwood.
Miss Cora Crabtree returned Wed-
hat affect modes of living and even century , when the p.oneer period was
habits of thought, but its color and 
i significance still depend most on the 
i i actor of human relations.
At the age of eighteen, soon after 
I the Civil War. Genevra married 
, Alden Robbins and went to live at 
j ihe home of bis parents in Appleton.
Three years later her first child was 
born. Effie Elia (Mrs Ali Minke,
passing over into the industrial, 
there were very few vocations open 
to girls Matrimony naturally stood 
first. It was perhaps the only one 
which could bc thought of as per­
manent 'Ar.d In such a period the 
girl who did not marry was at a dis­
advantage'. A girl could teach 
school, but there were not enough
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
at the home of her daughter Mrs. A I nesday from Belfast where she has 
D. Broadman since the death of Mr spent several months.
Watts, she had gradually weakened- but suffered no £in. Her last days has
rive Wednesday lrom Orono to were cheered by visits of friends, her o1^wl,
spend the rest of the week with his one great pleasure as she was totally i f h M
mJ'Vtht ^dremained “n~mplain-' Ca™ g^'Sockland is visiting his __=
Mrs. Watts was bom at Warren. for the bene Hara SheldonMarch 22. 1854. the third daughter gthed J,venh b lhe her daughter’s family from NorOt
. .. .. ... held Vt.. about a. vear ajzo Beside
parents Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Vinal 
Among those from Warren who 
attended the meeting held Monday 
evening at Masonic hall in Union 
to further interest in the proposed
She moved here with •
that she lost her first grandchild, 
Neal Mink, son of her daughter Effie.
-------------- ------- ------ -------......... - But she was not embittered. In-
about two years later a son Ray- schools to go around Three of the stead, her long and close acquaint- 
mond H.; and fourteen years later sisters did—Saphila. Drucilla and snee with grief flowered into a posi- 
a second son Robie B. Robbins | Nellie. Opportunities to do house-
"Uncle" Jesse Robbins and his ‘ »'°k were few Many sought posi- 
wife. comparatively old when she tions in factories The two older 
came to t.ie old home, grew older ' Strls had been to Lawrence. Mass to
w *L™dc“” J°-h.n X*5**’1 1 Basketball Association Wednesday ^ldH l" ,abou‘ a -vear
.u-i- v----- i her daughter she is survived by a son-
Arthur L. Orne of Rockland, and by J 
grandchildren. A prayer was held at ’
and were gone. Her son Raymond 
passed on. then her own husband 
who had lived there allots life, ex­
cept tor two years spent ln Cali­
fornia in 1856-7. Then she lost her 
two older children The only one 
left of her immediate family was
tive genius for sympathy and serv­
ice. In those days families in the 
country had to depend on neighbors. 
‘Neve," as she was affectionately
work in a woolen mill. Saphila never refused to go where she
married Mellen Sylvester, a man 
from Turner. Maine, who was act­
ing as a foreman, and they made 
thetr home in Lawrence for a time.
When Genevra was thirteen her 
mother died, leaving seven children
her son Robie who has lived at home I a'- heme, and she went to Lawrence 
or the past ten years with his wife 
and children. She had also a 
g.anddaughter, Fern Mink 'Brenner) 
of Miami. Florida, and a grandson 
Ivan Mink who with his wife 'Irene 
Johnson) and their two children live 
on Appleton Ridge All her brothers 
and sisters were gone and almost all 
her cld acquaintance- and Iriends
:o stay with her sister a while and 
"got a chance to work in the river 
mi.i' A Rockland girl. Amanda 
Crockett, taught her to weave ghe 
came home for the winter school, but 
returned to Lawrence later .
As we look back, this sort of an ad-
with the exception of her lifelong venture into the world seems risky- 
neighbor and comrade. Mrs. Juiia not in one sense, for these girls were 
There!Gurney who lived next door 
is scarcely anyone remaining to 
realize the j ar: she piayed in het 
little corner of the world.
A bare record of facts gives little 
clue to a peissnality. We must know 
how the individual moulded the 
events of life or was moulded by 
them, in her case both.
Being what she was. her life was 
uneventful in her own eyes, as tt 
would still be in the eyes of* the
was needed ln sickness or sorrow, to 
the house of birth or the house of 
death. The doctor might not arrive 
promptly or not come at all. but she 
did.
“I always went," she once said, 
“not because I liked to, but I felt 
that I must help those in trouble."
This was literally true. Some like 
to go where there is excitement, but 
it was not so with her. She went in 
obedience to an inner necessity. 
And the sound of her voice, her sym­
pathy and cheer, were comforting. 
She brought not only help but the 
hopeful attitude which gives courage. 
No one in the community was de­
pended on like "Neve," or so beloved.
The years passed over her. She 
too began fo grow old and cbuld not 
go everywhere, only to those who 
had the strongest claim upon her. 
But her sympathy did not lessen 
With the new sorrows In store for 
her. she was to sound new depths. 
Life could make her* heart still more 
sensitive, as the violinist attunes hls
fortified morally by their upbring- 
:ng But the conditions must have 
bren appalling—arduous work, long 
houi and cheap hoarding-houses, 
at a time when there was no regu­
lation of sanitary conditions or for 
the purity and preservation of food, 
little medical knowledge of the
cause, cure or communication of dis- 1 instrument without mercy to bring 
rase. Onc of the sisters came home forth finer harmonies.
I ill with “rheumatic fever.” Their • • • • (
! friend "Mandy" Crockett died early., When her husband died, she sent 
world, but for the discovery in our But their youth and spirits appar- i for her daughter Effie to come home 
day that tome of the most interest- i ently carried them through with with her family, to be her mainstay 
ing biographies and autobiographies \ q;gh hearts. The country environ- jher declining years. And Effie 
are those of men and women un-1 ment wa better, but sometimes a i came, a woman of great beauty of 
known to fame. w hole family was carried off by character, but not to care for the
Her life was narrowly circum- i some scourge like typhoid or diph- , mother to whom she was so devoted,
scribed. Her home for sixty-six years -.heria. Yet. though science has1 Instead, she herself, in the prime of
was lets than three miles from her found toxins, there are other things ‘ife- was stricken down with
bjthplace, so that she had little j co make life dangerous in our ma-
change of sc$ne. In her latter years chine age.
she spent an cccasional winter in Lauraett. the ycungest sister who 
Haverhill, Massachusetts, with a j had been carrying on the work in 
friend and one with a brother in Genevra's absence, wanted to get 
Kansas City, and also went there to awav when she returned the second
care for her youngest sister Evie in 
her last illness.
The old Robbins place was 
hemmed in on two sides by a steep 
hill. Her life was hemmed in too. 
for her means were narrow and her 
duties many, but it was rich within, 
for no hill could shut her away from 
humanity or the sky.
In her thirties she was a slender, 
energetic figure with -ark eyes and 
hair that never turned grey. She 
was so full of life that she would 
often run dow-n a path rather than
baffling disease, fo be nursed for 
months by the mother, who was so 
tortured at the sight of her daugh­
ter's suffering that she could be re­
signed to her death. This would 
seem the greatest blow of her life, 
time to attend school, so Genevra ^5* in ber latter days, when her 
lift school and became the house- Ison Robie and his wife had come to 
keeper, doing the work for hei bve with her. the cruel accident to 
father and six children. She knew one of her little grandchildren. No
, wonder that in the end her heart 
wore out.
Though not In good health and of 
j frail physique, she was courageous 
! and cheerful. One who saw her with 
I her younger grandchildren at the 
Union fair a year ago was struck by
Anyway, we've discovered that Easy 
isn't a one-way street.—Milwaukee
, Leader.
night at Town hall was well attend . 
aw ™ £ «d A large amount of money, gro-
Ju'd-mn F Warr^ ^vr^anAMrs cenes- etc • was received and will be 
JUCtSOn Z-. WattS, son Of Mr. sLFlCl I j:_,_hv *>./»♦ nwroniuofinn Tu-n 
Silas Watts of Warren. Pour chil- Xe niX ,he
dren were born to this union. Myrtle. °f b ^b , ’ «
boys teams. Locals vs High School.now ACrs. Broadman, Sila&, George enn—A nf tvm t /voic--u’ score 36 to 24 in favor of the Locals,
at^ha a^^nin^TwTo^amiiv the-girls’ teams, Scouts All Stars vs 
died at the age of nine The family Nitc^evos. 33 t0 27 In favor of
had made their home at East War-, ... o,„_-—___ _  - scouts All Stars. Both games were
I ^appy and much enjoyed bv the
audience. Dancing followed
liZ I™ m “ by the Fakers Use of
for a time, thence to .1 , &ecnpi• K a r thC h&ll W 3 S QOn&tCCl the A&-OC1”Camden, and remaining there for fiveu__ _ ation and music given by the Fakersyears before thetr return to the home —...n,.ac. .v... ,— j 
nl«z-a at P^t Wa,™     lat. 17,15 Pr0VeS lhat th<* b0?5 and 8lrlSplace at East arren, where the lat­
ter pan of their lives was spent. One 
of the happy occasions in the life of X^ev
this couple was the celebration of Mrs R^ecca Are> 
their golden wedding anniversary.
Feb. 2. 1922.
Mrs. Risty Warren who was oper­
ated on for ruptured appendicitis and
Mrs. Watts was ever a faithful wife.
working side by tide with the hus- g d exPected home ln tw0
band and father for the common good ' a.,;.
of the home for more than 60 years. R £ J eaT^nh
a devoted mother, enriching the lives Warran H
har z»vwiiriv. j-ia ner motiiCr Airs vciTiaru Warren, votfon hUdr ” ^th h unselflsh de' At Pleasant River Orange Wednes-
pbv h t h„i. <l»y evening the third and fourth de-
tunorai torv', w h ®nduc^d • grees were conferred upon candida’es 
froX tha i M1mm J°Vce Bennett, Hildred York.
inf awlnrt^n Hester Brown and Howard Coombs.
and many were In attendance. The . harvest sunoer was served beautiful flowers bespoke the love and , M*s LucyPPCooirtbs was hostess
lll*Xh^-hratheT^P^ed °ne b>" Wrfnesdav evening ^o the Needle- 
all who knew’ her. The bearers were rinH
Benjamin Watts. E. B Clark, Herbert' thr. Pnrvpr
foteT^wa^foela^ot^ ' Stree‘ B(rld^ £!ub’ Mrs ^VfoM*”
Mrs. Watts is survived by one grand­
daughter Mrs. Paul Oilman of Bos­
ton, a sister Mrs. Clara E Orant of 
Rockland and several nieces and 
nephews
day for a visit with relatives in Marl­
boro. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs H W. Fifleld are visit­
ing friends in Camden and Port­
land.
W. W. Wells of Saddleback Light 
Station was in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Robert Arey was hostess Wed­
nesday to the 4-A’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haskell of 
Portland are guests of his brother 
Frank Haskell.
The Mothers’ and Daughters' Club 
with Mrs.
the home Saturday morning before 
taking the remains to Rockland 
where the funeral took place at the 
home of her son. Interment was in 
Achorn cemetery.
Watch for the date of the Senior 
Christian Endeavor valentine social 
to be held In Union Church vestry. 
The program will include sketches, 
games, etc.
Regular meeting of De Valois Com- 
mandery. K T , was held Friday 
night.
ere interested in the good cause 
The Weary Club met Thursday with Whoever inherits the earth will be meek enough before the mortgage is 
paid off —St Joseph News-Press.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take
BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norwav Medicine Cn. 1-tf
PILES
And other rectal diseases 
Treated Without Pain 
or Loss of Time
DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 1076
39 UNION ST. ROCKLAND
127Stf
nothing about cooking, but Hudson 
who was not able to do hard work, 
was around the house and gave her 
some help. She was now sixteen.
Two years later when she married 
Alden Robbins, ten years older than 
herself, she was well prepared to . _
make the' home for him and his I b«r exquisite sympathy and patience 
parents. 1 wlth childhood In gently guiding
them to strike a balance between 
their wants and needs. Truths 
which stated harshly might wound 
or'estrange, came from her lips with 
a deep underlying tenderness as if 
she saw that life had so much suf­
fering in store for these little ones 
that she would not inflict unneces­
sary pain, though they must learn, 
'you can't have everything that you 
want!"
Her attitude toward religion was a
or skating, evidently enjoying it all fo.other Hud?on. so long an invalid, j reverent one. the attitude of a per- 
' died very suddenly. Lauraett who | son wbo has given much thought to 
had been so eager to get out into
the world, contracted typhoid fever 
and died in Rockland. The father's 
ill health and death soon followed, 
and not long after her sister Nellie 
(Mansfield) was dead of pneumonia.
Some years later she had to see her 
son Raymond, a fine promising youth 
on the threshold of manhood, fade 
away, powerless to save him. After
walk. Her voice was musical and |
kindly and always the same. She was Vivacity and humor were not the 
the liveliest grown-up anywhere only side of her nature as the years 
around and fond of fun, but did not passed. Somewhere along the way 
joke at anyon?'s expense. She , s.ie developed or discovered in her- 
liked to give people “a good time,1' self an extraordinary responsiveness 
especially children. On holiday oc- to human suffering. If inborn, and 
casions after a lavish and delicious i it doubtless was, it must have been 
dinner she would pop corn for corn- heightened by witnessing at such an 
balls, bring Snow apples from tht impressionable age the illness and 
cellar, set out cider and plan games d.ath of her mother. Then her
WHITE HEAD
The lighthouse steamer Hibiscus 
landed the Chicago pneumatic en­
gines for the whistle house last 
week There are four—two oil en­
gines and two smaller pressure en- j
gines. The machinists have not ar- I met Thursday evening 
rived yet. but are expected soon. Angus Henniger at the home of her 
Work is progressing fine on the other j daughter, Mrs. Langtry Smith A 
Jobs and it is thought the workmen chicken supper was served, 
will be here several months. I Mrs. Ezra Conway entertained
Miss Julia Young, who teaches Thursday afternoon two tables of 
school in Massachusetts arrived here bridge at her home. The guests were
Thursday enroute to Matlnicus and i Mrs. Marion Littlefield, Mrs Flora
was a guest of Mrs. A. J. Beal at the Brown, Mrs Doris Shields, Mrs. Lucille 
Light, being obliged to stay over un- Carver, Mrs. Ida Libby. Mrs. Hazel
til Monday on account of the ter-, Roberts, Mrs Madeline Smith. Hon-
rible storm of last week. ors were awarded Mrs. Brown and
------------------ Mrs. Smith.
“After all," says a politician, "Great j William Doane has returned to 
Britain and America speak the same Portland.
language. "Oh, yeah?"—Humorist, i Regular meeting of Marguerite 
------- ---------------------------------------- -  | Chapter, O.E.S . will be held Monday
Pains, Headaches, nl^s AmeS has been subsu-
NArVAtt I tute teacher this week for Mrs. Ma-■ i rion Headley
MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due 
to colda, nervoua atrai n, exposure or similar causes. 
Chi*ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective, 
reliable nnd riyc QUICK RELIEF Soldby^XBK. 
all druggists for over 45yean>. Aik for —
CHICHESTERS PILLS
"JH, DIAMOND (kANO* .
/Mz/zi/w/azr/
> EM BALM ING-4 
NSTOR ANBUIANO
8tnce 1840 this firm hts f*lthzn’i» 
served the lamtlles of Knox Count, 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Day Telephone 450-781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MX.
as much as the children did. It was 
never dull where she WM. With her 
husband, who was good company too, 
she was an active member of the 
Appleton grange and in social gath­
ering, contributed hcr share, and 
more of good spirits and good will 
She would not speak ill of anjwe. 
If an ahsent person was criticised 
or condemned, she would say. "Per­
haps we don't know the whole story."
those questions of the heart in the 
presence of life’s mystries for which 
man has no answer. She would not 
disturb the beliefs of others, but she 
herself was not given to making 
professions. Instead of professing 
friendhip, she lived it. So with her 
religion,—it was not something to 
be put into words but life Itself.
A. C. K.
Elmira, N. Y.— 
"Several years ago I 
took Dr. Pierce’s 
Favorite Prescrip­
tion and it did me a 
world of good," said 
Mrs. Elizabeth P. 
Baker of 104 Wash- 
ington St. "Before I 
. . r learned of its great 
value I was sick continuously—hardly 
knew what it was to bc well. I suf­
fered from sharp pains, had nasty 
headaches and my nerves were so bad 
I could not rest day or night. Thru the 
use of the ‘Prescription’ I was soon 
restored to normal health.”
Write to Dr. Fierce’* Clinic, Buffalo, 
{(. fer free aesllcel edrlee.
Arthur Orne of Rockland was in 
town Thursday, called by the death 
of his mother Mrs. Delphine Orne.
Rehearsals are being held for the' 
comedy drama "What About Betty." 
to be presented by the same cast M., 
"The Village Lawyer."
Mr and Mrs. A. M. Cassie have re­
turned from several weeks' visit In 
Boston. Worcester and Portland.
W Adelbert Smith returned Thurs­
day from Augusta.
Delphine S., 88, widow of Amos D 
Ome, died suddenly Feb. 2 at the 
home of her daughter Mrs. Maurice 
Calderwood with whom she had made 
her home. Mrs. Orne was born in 
Waldo, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R
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The New 
Cooperation
It has been said that the secret of our Nation’s success in 
the crisis of 1917 was the efficient mobilization of man 
power and resources—Army, Navy, Red Cross, Industry 
—every available energy, working in unison.
Community competition demands a similar strategy.
It demands the mobilization of every civic enterprise. The 
mobilization of every civic force which has an objective 
of its own—business, industrial, religious, educational, 
social, fraternal and individual citizenship.
The interests, ambitions, pleasures, prosperity and every­
day requirements of the area which is right at our bor­
ders, run in a parallel line with ours. Merged, we become 
a unit of double strength, double power—The Greater 
Community!
Few towns put forth the necessary effort to cover the 
business, industrial, religious, educational, social and fra­
ternal requirements of this greater community area— 
although this way lie greater possibilities!
It is the extra effort of developing the Greater Community 
that spells success.
With singleness of purpose, the ef­
forts of these units must be direct­
ed into one great channel—that of 
linking town and country into the 
Greater Community.
This Is The . 
New Cooperation
A Town Is a Service Center
The Six Essential Services are:
1. Employment.
2. Merchandising and Marketing.
3. Transportation and Communication.
4. Social and Recreational.
5. Educational.
6. Religious.
Figures prove that the number of 
those who go out of town to do 
business is small compared to 
those who should—but do not— 
come into town to do business.
Hence, the new co-operation is the 
answer to the challenge—‘Tor- 
tune awaits one Community in 
ten.”
Our Interest In The Community Prompts Us To Sponsor This Message 
Talk It Over With Your Friends And Neighbors
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
I
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' NIAGARA OF SOUTH"
Term Sometimes Applied 
To Muscle Shoals Again 
ln Public Eye
Muscle Shoals and its Wilson Dam, 
to which President-elect Roosevelt
____ ______  ______ irecently made an inspection trip and
Then came the carriage repository. ; in the further development of which 
which was later taken dowm. At the ; be announced an interest is th-1
head of the street on thc opposit" “Niagara of the South" insofar as ...... ......... ...............
side lived Mr. Campbell. His sor. potential water power is concerned. ( Qtjler uses—ja Vicks Antiseptic
William married Marv O'Brien, according to a bulletin from the personally acquainted with
Washington D C headquarters of its quaUty and its economy.
------ - ------------------- . .--------------- , the National Oeographic Society Born in a depre5SiOn year. Vicks
the pulpit of the Federated daj" alld whcn 11 was one of tne [ Below in the two-story house lived ' Muscle Shoals is off the mam ^ptjgeptlc is priced accordingly. Thc 
Church tomorrow. Sunday school will principal streets At the foot of the Enoch Carleton who superintended "J? anc* u f h ' anc* con" regular size is a large 10-ounce bottle
be at 9 45 a. m.; morning service at street was the Burgess & O'Brien the shoe making in the State Prison, sideratky south of the center of usuai 75c vaiue_fOr only 35c. For
' ■ -..........................- - ‘ population, and Is therefore not so testing. Rockland druggists are
well known to traveling Americans • ’ a] trlal slzc This ,s a
„< l.c nr,.., «.».«" Qnly 10c_
while the supply lasts.
Notices of Appointment
I Charles L. Veazie. Register ot Pro­
bate for the County of Knox. In the- -- - • in
THOMASTON
There will be a rehearsal of the 
incoming and outgoing officers of 
Grace Chapter, O.EB., Monday eve­
ning at 7 o'clock. The installation 
will be held Wednesday evening.
Thomaston won both games from 
Boothbay in Andrews Gymnasium 
Friday night. Boys—Thomaston 32.
Girls—Thomaston 38,
WADSWORTH STREET, AS WAS
Mrs. Ellis Copeland Gives Interesting Review Of a Well 
Known Thomaston Thoroughfare
To those Interested in Thomaston
Boothbay 19;
Boothbay 14
m^nwit^^CXDunn jby Mrs Copclnnd' * rM]uest' 15
thc Seventies, the following, written
Above were thc State houses occu- 
bv the Sta’e Prison officials.
street. Monday at 3 o'clock 
Rev Hubert F. Leach, who was con­
fined to his home the past two Sun­
days, is now improving and will oc­
cupy
intensely interesting
Wadsworth street in my girlhood d"u,5h‘" of Ed’ard °'Brien' thl 
J shipbuilder.
11. subject "Transformed Souls;" the 1 st™ with F R- o-Rricn « manaw, ' and hls goo<i wife' known as Aunt music will Include “The Pathway Di- 0W ttmew u«d^ meet S"**'0”' Below was my great aunt's
vine" by Harris; evening service at cn(1 Jlt on the naU kfg.
Miss Matilda Burgess who came were*'the' lime? kilns running ever>'cnc came t0 ^cr homc ’
from New York to attend the funeral fuU „ ™ XveX *e 6apt w"- thP" °f"”’
^'^rnert'homVpvirifl  ^en B Br>ant' I liam Watts house, and just above was
The Baptist Mission Circle will andT,
H.nrv Knox. and later owned and
home—Aunt Polly Hyler, whom ev­
eryone loved and who wanted to feed
went there often and was always 
greeted with—
“Don't you want a cookie, dear?
meet with Mrs. John Brown. Gleason . ...» „ „
street, next Tuesday at 2 o'clock. £Ecup,lcd , b> Hcnry B. Humphrey.
as some less important power sites.' 
says the bulletin.
River Crosses State Twice
"The Tennessee River, on which, 
J these rapids are situated, is the main 
other tributary of the Ohio River and car-
Vicks Chemists
Invite Tests of 
New Antiseptic
The makers of Vicks VapoRub have 
now produced an oral antiseptic. It 
is called Vicks Voratone An kept lc 
They urge every user of a mouth­
wash and gargle—for halitosis (im­
pure breath', oral cleanliness, and
I never refused and no . , , , , . , _ .— ------- - ... .
renkiex ever tasted so good Below ties a large volume of water, espec- State of Maine, hereby certify that was^Ute Gillchrest^hmjse^where Aunt tally in _ the /pring .month.. The ,.^ .£7
v» viwiw. : _ , , . . ««»o w.u«a..«jv nuusv wuuv Gut., — -- --- i- o - annointed Administrators. executors.
White Cross work will occupy thc Tbe furnkl'ings were lavish, with its , gaily Joe lived. She enjoyed having river, flowing far to the south and OlJj;d,ans an(t conservators and on the 
J bric-a-brac and paintings; and the the children spend an evening with then far to the north, makes a vast d„,r, hereinafter named.“mC ,y i town with its statuary and tbe hand- £ ^a^ulTknit and tell rtortos.j bend greater than that In anyr other smua - u«o
’ -------- ---------------------‘ ' some of the latter were pleasing and " ' —
Mrs Luther Clark, accompanied by I . . t .
Mr and Mrs. Mitchell and son Har-jfom5/Cnce which surrounded it. ______________
old motored Thursday to Portland for* Above was the Mank house which gome were quite gruesome, and when 
the day
Prdbate Notices In Everybody’s Column
Advrrtlmmenta In thia column not to 
exceed three llnea Inserted once for 25 
cents, three tlmea fo- oO centa. Addi­
tional lines live centa each for one time
STATE OF MAINE
Legislative NoticesSTATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested ln either of 
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 
ln and for the County of Knox, on the 
17th day of January in the year of our 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-three and by adjournment from 
day to day from the 17th day of said 
January the following matters having 
been presented for the action there­
upon nerclnafter indicated It ls hereby 
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all 
persons Interested, by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks 
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a 
newspaper published nt Rockland In SMALL brown purse containing money | Classified Editor of The Courier-Oazette.
said County that they may appear at a Rn(j kryN lost Tuesdav evening Finder The charge is 25 cents for one Insertltn
Probate Court to be held at said Rock- ,nay Keep money but please return purse of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser-
land. on the 2lst day of February A D . Rn(j Keys to THE COURIER-GAZETTE tions. Larger ad prices on application.
1933. at nine oclock In the forenoon, office. Strand or Park Theatres 14-16 Phone 770
and be heard thereon If they see cause ---------------------------------------------------•—•— mm——————
MARY J. PENDLETON, latr of Borton sav °™L book hnumbere4 "gMS^and “he I Oliver Typewriter, fair condition Will
Mass. deceased. Exemplified copy of Will ownfr of sa|d book asks for a duplicate exchange right. P. O BOX 441. City.
and Probate thereof, together with a tn accordance with the provision of the ! _____________________ '4*16
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will and 8tatc )aw SECURITY TRUST CO. By, _ . ,lk-
Administration, asking that the copy of ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. Rockland. Me d
said will may bc allowed, filed and re- , 15-S-21 boards 1° build a partition Will trade
corded In the Probate Court of Knox -----------------------------------------------—— i for an awning or truck cover. Write
County, and that letters of Adminls- BROWN and light tan female hound ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. 15 Willow
tratlon with the Will annexed be Issued lost In Rockland No collar, answers to 3t.. City.__________________________ 14*16
Will trade lor anything that offers— 
j four nearly new 33‘i tires, tubes and 
rims. Have also a 2-horsc wagon and a 
2-horse sled Extra good condition. 
Trade for wood, beans, potatoes Would 
1 like to trade groceries lor a 6-cvllndcr 
engine. PACKARD'S STORE. Highlands. 
City. ________ 15-17
10 cents for three times, 
make a line.
81x words TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 7. 1933 
CLAIMS—330 P. M —H P 142—Re­
solve ln favor of Curtiss-Wright Flying 
Service. 15-16
♦ LOST AND FOUND ■; Barter Column
V ♦ ♦ The Idea behind this column ls to
GERMAN poller pup lost, answers to mRk® possible the exchange of goods or 
name Peter. RUTH FOWLE. 67 Park St services between people who wish to 
15-17 trade some possession of theirs for other 
goods or articles. Simply address thc
Rockland
of the major streams of the United Q^gonT of^RocitUnZ w»' appointed 
States except the Snake River and Actatr.. and qualified by ming b.ndj
the Rio Grande. ,irUYier4be'rt HAGER late of Union. I
"Some of the headwaters Of the d,“faaed December 27. 1932. Herbert L
to Walter E Pendleton, of Boston. Mass., 
with bond.
addison w McCorrison. late of 
Appleton, deceased. Will and Petition 
for Probate theteof. asking that the 
same may be proved and allowed and 
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Liz­
zie B McCorrison. of Appleton, she 
being the Executrix named In said Will, 
without bond.
ALBERT L GUPTILL. late of Owl h
Head, deceased. Will and Petition for Orace st City
name Brownie." C. E. BARNARD. 4 
Chestnut St. Rockland. 15-lt
; WANTED ’
POSITION as chef or order cook want­
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous 
Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F. 
tf | good as new. for a quantity of wood or 
■ coal, for trucking service or cash.
Probate thereof, asking that the same vnUNn woman exnerlcnced Hlah Heater good as new Apply Nell 8 Perry, 
may be proved and allowed and that teacher and librarian, desires THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office. City.was later moved back of the Humph- I it came time to go homc there was
Mr Studlev of Rockland is having I rey house, and above the Peter Wil- some hustling to get there. ...... j ..... i  -------- —— - , . . ..
thc West End Market, recently occu- , house, while nearly opposite in The brick house below belonged lo Tennessee rue in Virginia tde ^PtSnd Jammry
pied bv E P. Ahem, improved and the center of the street stood thr my grandfather. Capt. Oliver Robin- stream then J*0ic i»n
town pump where the farmers would son. grandson of Major Hanse Robin- i crossings of the State of Tennessee, m.ary e CLARK, late of Thom««*on. 
stop for a drink, and water their «,n. Thomas Rider lived in the hous. looping between times rnto northern dece^ January* n. imEx.
wrses. The house above was the belmv^And thenwe come to^c Utten. ^grmn
pied 
painted.
Alpha Club will meet with Mrs. H 
S. Kilborn Monday evening.
The Meeting House Hill Club met 
with Mrs Robt. A. 'Watts last Tues­
day evening at her home on High 
street. The guest list included Mrs. 
Paul Huber. Mrs. Casper Woodcock, 
Miss Julia Woodcock. Mrs. Earl Ris- 
teen. Mrs. Webster Clark. Mrs. Ed­
ward L. Rltteen, Mrs. Lucy Sillery. 
Mrs Robert McFarland. Mrs. Bernard
H Guptill. of Owl'a Head »hr being the 
Executrix named 111 aald Will, without 
bond.
CLARA E. YOUNG, late of Rockland, 
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be
"OL* »/l"noona and evenings. Write
John Tucker home; there were four 
daughters, two arc now living in Eng­
land and two are in Maine. Above 
was the Capt John Roney house, my 
home with the big elm trees I loved
the river that lies in Alabama that con- _______
later tains Muscle Shoals, a section of I deceased January 17. 1933. Lillian l 
taken down Next was the John rapids 37 miles long. In tilts short ^Jellandf q^aYfl'ed'dby flnng8bSnd on 
Nickerson house and then the Capt distance the river drops about 130 5amf dat,Xit Young house, and below John feet, iwarly a the entoe fall! carr.e tbalano. late « Port ayde.
iiu n m Di i ur  KOOeri young nuu^. ---- - ” ' " o . deceased. January 17. 1933. Fred B
Above lived Joseph Williams who had White, the baker, who baked beans between Chattanooga and the Ohio Balano of port Clyde »a» appointed_ . ... -i __ ~ Diver . J___ ______ Ja store in the Campbell block 
Now we come to the little school
house which is now a dwelling house.
Robinson. Mrs. H L. Wolf, Miss Edna and above, the Lermond house. Next 
Watts and Miss Ruth McEwen of came the Thomas Beveridge house 
Bowdoinham. end above the Fountain house, and
Mr. and Mrs. William Hastings i then came the home of Sarah Cusli- 
were supper guests Thursday of Mr. ing and her daughter, always known 
and Mrs Walter Hastings in the lat- 1 as "Lute."
ter’s new home on Green street.
Friends of Mrs. Vem Achorn will 
be pleased to know that she is re­
covering from her recent illness from 
pneumonia.
Theodore Bradford is passing 
through another attack of illness.
Mr Bradford has had several strug-
River.
^.,1,1 mtotwis nan ■»-> i "Plans to improve the Tennessee at I ----- ... ..
thick James Vo^e lived in the house I Muscle Shoals have been ln existence B^go^wa. appmmed Ext ’and i
h.i»«: and William Vose in the house for more than a hundred years. The qualified bv filing bond January 17. 1933
long since been removed Secretary of war in 1824. This im- B Robt,lns Of Appleton was appointed
And that ends Wadsworth street as ' provement was wholly for the purpose Exr without bond
was. Now the old ones are gone, and of bettering navigation Work wa' angie m moffitt. late ol Boston
and brown bread, and made those 
wonderful hardtacks half an inch
Admr. without bond 
SOPHIE J. WELT, late of Rockland.
'estamentary 
of Rockland, he being the Executor i 
named ln said Will, with bond.
LAURA H SHIELDS, late of Vinal­
haven. deceased. Will and Petition for 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letter* Testamentary Issue to Charles
14*16
Will exchange your Grain and Feed 
HOUSEKEEPER wanted tor widower ! »»cks subject to our count and Inspec- 
i on mit nf town Anniv at GROVE nand free from holes for our High 
I-RECT PP 15-17 I OrRde Poetry Stock and Dairy Feeds.
1 —-i-------------------------------------------— We offer you MORE FOR LESS" at all
YOUNO woman would like work of times. Highest quality feeds at lowest 
en years expe- prices. STOVER'S <
rlence as general maid Write BOX 30. STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER 
care Courier-Gazette offlce. 13*15 . FEED MFG. CO. on track at 86 Park St.
Tel. 1200. 14-16
TEACHER." care This Office 14-16
AMBITIOUS young man to learn 
chain store business. Long hours, low 
pay. Address L M.. care this offlce.
15-lt
4 -•>*«•***«•*«•**<•*«>
4 
«
strangers have taken theii plaots.
IU.
M
FOR SALE
a«♦. ... . . MAN wanted with auto to handle our _ ___ _________
A. Shields, ol Vinalhaven, he being the |lne 0( KOOds in Rockland and surround- ♦ I»■---- ------------ - - ------ - i -Executor named In said Will, without |na towns. A good opportunity lor - . — _
bond The petitioner further prays that man wn0 Can adapt himself In selling twfi vf hfns .nd vn.im, mw fn.the Court determine as a matter of fact ,he consumer a Hue of household neces- H.ndSsee u
whether the omission of J Herbert ,lu„. A small bond and references re- Sf ■S?nm.«rnn
Shields et als. was intentional or oc- ouirea AddrPRs granh union tea • WQODS ST Thomaston 
casioned by mistake. quired ddress GRANU UNION TEA CO.. 241 Congress St.. Portland. Maine
ANGIE M _________
Mass. deceased. January 17. 1933. Carl 
W Moffitt, of Boston. Mass was ap­
pointed Exr and qualified bv filing bond 
but wax of small value Further im- on^.me d;«,nte7f-dntBln °f
provements to help navigation were Flora c. hussey late ol Rockport, 
made up until the World War. when deceased January 17. 1933 Charles T 
! it was decided to harness the river by
actually started in 1831 and a canal 
with several locks was constructed.
“DREAM BOAT” IN THOMASTON
—~ .. B 8, rs„ ta - -»-
"Dream Boat." an operetta in two scenes 'books and lyrics by bara.i jencrgy for ty,e production of nitrates ; anna a cousins late of Rockiand
. Gramcs Clark and music by Arthur U. Penn) will be presented in Thomaston 110 be' uscd in the manufacture of ^"'^ckJand^waP't^mt^
gles with current diseases this win- Saturday night. Miss Alcada Hall will bc the accompanist, assisted by Hazel ammunition, The WUson Dam wa< Exr without bond
ter Harrison and Phyllis Bclasco .violins' in overture. The program follows; begun in 1918 and was not completed Atteat
Henry Vose is one of thc latest vic­
tims of grippe
Mrs. Helen Watts is quite recovered j 
from a temporary illness.
Thc incoming and outgoing officers 
of Grace Chapter. OES.. are request- ! 
ed to meet for rehearsal at the hall i 
Monday evening at 7 o'clock.
Services at the Baptist Church Sun- j 
day will be: Bible school at 9 45: 
morning worship at 11. topic "The j 
Modern Priest:” Lord's Supper at the 
close of the service; Y.P.S. of C E. at 
6; evening service at 7. topic "Open 
Windows to the Soul of Christ:" or­
chestra and special music numbers.
The high school assembly Tuesd iv 
morning was in charge of Miss 
Eleanor Seeber. Miss Beatrice Hav­
ener read a paper on the "Lame Duck 
Amendment'' and Richard Spear one 
on “Technocracy.”
During thc past three months 118 
families in town have been recipients 
of Red Cross fiour, cloth and gar­
ments.
Thc next meeting of Pine Cone 
Troop of Girl Scouts will be held 
Sunday at 3 30 in the Methodist ves­
try.
Mrs. Ida M. Stone
Ida M.. wife of Gilman Stone, died 
at her home on Beechwoods street 
Jan. 31. after a short illness, although | 
she had been in poor health for the 
pact few years. She was very tender­
ly cared for by her children in her , 
telling health and iast illness.
Born in Thcmaston April 26. 1855 
daughter of Nathaniel J. and Nancy 
iCamnbelli Woodcock she had lived 
in this town all her life. She wa' 
married to Gilman D Stone Cct. IR 
1874 and to them were born 12 chil­
dren. eight of whom arc now living.
Mrs. Stone was a kind and levin? 
wife and mother, an example of real 
motherhood, one who gave all her life 
to her family. Always cheerful and 
kind to everybody she was beloved by 
all and will be greatly missed. Be­
tides her husband she is survived by 
eight children, several grandchildren 
and six great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at her 
late home Friday afterncon. Rev. 
Hubert F leach of the Federated 
Church officiating. Thc bearers were 
Cana Stone. Forest Stone. Hollis H 
Young and Maurice Lindsey. Inter­
ment was in the Thomaston cemetery.
SCENE I.—Children are seen playing in a meadow at evening. The 
Dream Mens call is heard. Later the Dream Boat arrives, drawn ov 
Night Moths, to carry the children to Slumber Land.
SCENE II.—On top of the Mountain of Dreams. The children are enter­
tained herc bv the Queen and all the Slumber Land Folks until the 
Dream Man's call is again heard, when they go buck to Real Folks Land. 
CHARACTERS
CHILDREN WHO VISIT MOUNTAIN OF DREAMS
Helen ................................................................ celu Slon''
Dorothy .................................  Lizzie Tut tle
4ljre Marilyn Miller
Katherine Evero1 Hwel:
nick .................................................................................. Edward Lakeman
Billy ......................................................................... Lewis Tabbuf
Frank ........................................................................ B'lb’ Gilchreot
Others in the chorus are—Marjorie Woodcock. Leona Frisbee. Violet 
Paquin. Esther Achorn, Christine Carstenscn. Arline Clossen. Pauline 
Gillis. Maxine Mitchell. Ruth Miller. Phyllis Kalloch. denies Lermond 
Beverly Kirkpatrick.
SLUMBER LAND POLKS
qurrn ......................................... .............................. .......................... Deris Mpssmar.
Her Attendants—Alice Henry. Kathleen Anderson. Olive Leach 
Fairies—Maxine Chapman, Sally Gray. Eva Spear. Marion Burkett. 
Ftorine Burnham
Gnomes—Oordon Crie. Roger Morse. Richard Whitney. Edward Lynch
Scribe ......................................................................................... Enos Verge
Maker of Good Dreams ............................ Lewis Johnson
Puck ....„................................................................................... Lewis Stone
The above children take part in the Chorus in Scene I.
sailor ...................................................................................... Russell Young
Pirates—Douglass Mills, chief. Bobby Young, Richard Thornton.
Neil Libby
Indian*—Frank Richards, chief. Bobby Clark, Malcolm Carney
Messenger .............................................................................. Billy Hopkins
Night Moths and Talking Flowers—Mary Luce. Dorothy Robertson. Lois 
O'Neil. Phyllis Hall
Maker of Bad Dreams Frank Richards
Drram Man's Helpers—Faith Long. Virginia Rocs 
Pages—Gilbert Beattie, Edwin Leach
Drram Man ................................................................... Richard Paquin
Music between scenes played by Higii School Orchestra under direction 
of Alcada Hall
Saundrr of Rorkland was appointed 
1 Exr without bond
begun in 1916 and as not co pleted 
until 1925.
bftO.OOO II. P. Available at Flood Time
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either ol 
"This dam is one of the largest in the estates hereinafter named: 
the United States The river SDreads At a Probate Court held at Rockland.I,. «, .!,«♦ the »nd ,or the County ol Knox, on theOUt to a great breadth SO that the day. o, January In the year oi out
dam lacks only about 700 feet Of being Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
a mile long. It is approximately 122 “J, ML’X'rf ~I3
feet high to the roadway on top, an.l janUarv the following matter having 
contained at the time Of its com- been presented for the action there- 
pletion a greater volume of concrete lndlclted lt hereby
than any other dam in the world
Because of the great width of the 
river at the dam site, construction wa- 
very costly Dam and power house 
have cost to date $47,000,000. The 
power house is situated at the south 
end of the dam and has foundation-
Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all per­
sons Interested, by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks 
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a 
newspaper published at Rockland In 
said County that thev may appear at h 
Probate Court to be held at ^ald Rock­
land. on the 7th day of March A D 
1933. at nine o’clock ln the forenoon, 
which provide for the installation of and t>» h»ard tbeiwnn if tbex-see cawe 
IO rvinwxf tlirkitxDc thnt will rAmrl 11 ri/X G ESTATE GEORGE A. HENDRICKS 18 giant turbines that Ulll produce a ,wte of RocKland de^ea^ed Petition for 
maximum of 600.000 horse power. Of Licence to issue to Frank H Inaraham. 
these, eight have been installed and ot Rockland to convey certain real es- 
Li e tate situated in Rockland and fullv de-1 are capable of producing a maximum scribed in said petition and distribute 
’ of 250.000 horse-power. The maximum proceeds of sale among the heirs of thc 
st low water Will be about 100.(Kh A Hendricks, living In d:f-?rent State:
Wltnes*. MEI.ZER T CRAWFORD Bs-
_____ ________ t_________ ____ quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
son Dam and power house in 1925. i Counts Rockiand. Maine
the plant has been put to very little 1 ' charles l. veazie. Register
use. Some electric energy has been 15-S-21
sold to existing power companies, but —
at no time has the power house been CUSHING
called on for IU maximum produc- Mry Thompw)n whc ha.
“in connection with the building * lhe FaV
I of the Wilson Dam. the Federal returned t0 her homt ln
Government constructed two huge
factories for the manufacture of h 7 °
nitrates from the nitrogen of the air. I tr w „ ’ aervic” for
The various buildings of one. situated I
at the town of Sheffield, a few miles " dd„f„ ,tOp,?,h nc-"-and J*r
down stream from the southern end ™ L Robbin.. Mis. Alice
I horse-power.
"Sine; the completion of thc Wil
of the dam. are scattered over more 
than 1 800 acres of land. It has never
ROCKPORT
Mr." Sadie Estabrcok of Manchcbr. 
N H . is thc guest of Mr. and Mrs. B 
r. Wooster.
where they arc taking Mrs. Blakeley's 
daughter Patricia *o the Children's- 
Rc pital. They were accompan.ed as 
far as Portland by Mr and Mrs 
Eouglass Bisbee and Mr. Blakeley.
• • • •
Harbor Light Installation
Thursday evening at MascnU hill 
cciui rcd til - an iu -ivtolletioti of 
officers of Harbor Light Chapter. 
CE.S. Retiring Worthy Matron. Lucy 
M Stevenson. prc;;ac< s-d performed 
her duties in a very pleasing manner.
Mr-Nellie Alexander, who has been i These officers were ln»taliod: Meric 
caring for Mrs. Lavina Mank during JBkb worthy matrOn; Frederick 
her recent illness is now at thc honr 1
of Mr and Mrs. William Clark, Beech 
street. Mr. Clark, who has been con­
fined to his bed the past two years, 
is seriously ill.
Walter Richard? i? recovering from 
liis recent illness and able to be out.
Mr? Leola Mann is substituting 
the West Rockport school during thi 
illness of Mrs. Veda Brown and whose 
son Nell is also a victim of the pre­
vailing epidemic.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Whitcomb ci 
Searsport were callers Wednesday on 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash.
Mrs. Faustina W. Crockett of Rock­
land was guest Wednc'day at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs D A. Whit­
more.
Miss Marion Upham entertained as 
dinner guests Thursdav night Mrs 
Vivien Kimball ana Mrs. Alteni 
Thompson of Rcekiand and Miss 
Maiguertte Carroll and Miss Doro­
thy Upham of Camdtn.
TTie Tuesday Bri-ige Club was en­
tertained at the home of Miss Carrie 
Libby
Mrs. Ralph Blakeley and Mrs. Reta 
Crozier left this morning for Bcston
Strout Insurance Agency 
J. Walter Stroot Alfred M. Stroot 
InRuranre In all Its branches 
Probate Bonds Notary Public
Vinal Building. Phone 158 
III) MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
Richards, worthy patron; Gwendolyn 
Buzzell, associate matron; Harold 
Buzzell, associate patron, Orra Burns, 
secretary; Alice Marston, conduc­
tress;: Marion Cash, associate con­
ductress; Ina Wooster, chaplain: 
Erlene Davis, marshal; Anna Fish, 
organist; Hattie Rhodes. Adah; Susie 
Auepland. Ruth; Ruth Miller Esther: 
Elsie Hawkins. Martha; Marion 
Upham, Electa; Orris Burns, sentinel 
Treasurer-elect. Addie Jenkins and 
Warder-elcct Albertha Larsen were 
absent due to illness and will bc in­
stalled at a later date.
During the ceremonies selections 
were rendered by Fish's orchestra 
Frederick Richards with fitting re­
marks presented Mrs. Stevenson with 
a past matron's Jewel and retiring 
Worthy Patron Burt Stevenson Jr., 
who had completed his third year in 
that capacity with a gift. Mrs. Bisbee 
presented to Mrs. Stevenson a gif' 
lrom the chapter in appreciation of 
tier work as installing officer and one 
frcm the officers who had served with 
her dur ing the year. Mrs' Davis also 
received a gift for her services as mar­
shal for the evening.
A social hour followed in the ban­
quet hall with music by the orchestra 
Refreshments of cake and punch were 
served with Mrs. Nina Carroll and 
Mrs. Marion Richards in charge. A 
cumber ol nul-of-lown guests were 
present.
WASHINGTON
Lloyd Ludwig wa? home over last 
weekend returning to Waterville Sun­
day to resume his studies at Colby.
Dr. S C. Pierpont ts confined to the 
house with the prevailing distemper.
Mrs. Charles Lit inhale who has 
bten away for several years has re­
turned to her home here at thc vil­
lage.
Mrs Pitt Calkin of Malden, Mass.. 
is r'aylng with her son Ralph for a 
tew weeks.
Supt. Jesse Fuller ^f Liberty was a 
business caller in town last Tuesday.
Mr?. Edith Overiock Is at the homc 
of Mrs. Helen Bowes for an indefi­
nite stay.
The W.H.S. Dramatic Ciub will pre­
sent the comedy drama “Jimmy" at 
Union Feb. 9. A dance will follow thc 
play with music by Overlock's Or­
chestra.
SOUTH LIBERTY
Tuesday morning as Cedric Suke­
forth. who attends High School at 
Libel ty village and also transports 
the children lrom Mr. Brown's was 
motoring along thc highway near 
Anson Moody's on Knowlton Ridge, 
thc steering gear broke. Thc car 
swerved and started across thc field, 
truck a rock and completely over­
turned. demolishing it. Mr. Suke­
forth sustained a fractured finger 
md strained muscles of the arm 
Miss Jewett escaped with a few 
bruises and little May Ann Barlow 
without any injuries whatever but 
badly frightened. The car is a total 
wreck, and the occupants are to be 
congratulated on their very narrow 
escape.
The school at South Liberty closed 
Feb. 2. after a term of ten weeks 
taught by Mrs. Erma Rhodes.
Viewing motlonpictures. wc read, 
causes less eye-strain than reading a 
book for the same length of time. 
And as to mental strain, there's
slmplj- no comparison —Arkansas 
Gazette.
Come and see them. 22 BBECH- 
-------------  ' 13*15
THE E J. DAVIS place on Summer St. 
‘‘-16 Is for sale. All modern, heated garage. 
R U COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Malr
AMBROSE MILLS, late of Rockland 
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be |
RocklTnd Xhe being the executrix mllk pr.,ces ^nd ,15c .Drlve Pow" °f one-lutlf h p. motor lor sale;
namVd m said WUL iuhout tend !nMg&y f‘crh £ »>», Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg^ Mlf
The pet.uoner farther pray, that the scr^ch Fe^»!.10 kg Xh lwo ’“o”"
Court determine as a matter of fact wjth oil ti 3R d*trv fppH nca w.nr^v ,,L J? 77 Xn,K
whether the omission of Llewellyn F (°" h while vou wait m 5 bae lot> V?RI°7 WILLIAMS. 15 Fluker St
Mina. w„ mtenttonal or occas.oncd by T d.^Vom the’ We^ ' Th°mltston________________________ l^-°
““w**® ] you. No middlemen, and you can bank PRESSED hay and straw lor sale, will
L MORTIMER BUTLER, late of War- the savings Wc guarantee to produce deliver ln truck load lots Write or Tel. 
ren deceased Will and Petition for £" A™ - .“°r® (?r Prtce» J F BRYANT. Thorndike.Probate thereof, asking that the same ?AS3.r2P£iN«.«ir?l5i.»-DISTRIBUTORS Me
may be proved and allowed and that f?r,jn2)V,?’l.FEJF> C-?, O.liJr“Ck ~
Letters Testamentary Issue to Fred M Bt M Plr* 8t- Rovklan^. Tel. 1200 
Butler and Lizzie M Whitmore, both
Wanted—You to know that we ean 
give you more milk and eggs under our
of Warren, they being the Executors 
named ln said Will, without bond.
ESTATE CHARLES F ROSS, late of 
Union, deceased. Petition for Adminis­
tration asking that Edward C Payson, 
of Rock'and. or some other suitable 
person be appointed Admr . wltih bond
It
TO LET
St.. Rockland 14-tI
15*23
DRY fitted wood and Junks under 
13-15 cover. $8 T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263-21 
mm or 739-M. 15-tf
ONE ROOM and kitchenette furnished 
- an. , heated and lighted. $6 per week V. F
George, deceased Petition lor Adminls- STuDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080 
tratlon. asking that Thomas McLean ot
St. Oeorge. or some other suitable per- ------------------------------------------------- -
i»on be appointed Admr. without bond BOARD and room, with use of bath
ESTATE WILLIAM McLEAN late of St
Quaker Baled Poultry Litter. Some­
thing better that Is beneficial to yoUr 
land and the best poultry litter for 
hens and chicks on the market A cir­
cular on request. No waste Very low 
in price. Bales or tons. Used and en­
dorsed by Maine Experiment Station. 
We also Just received car baled shav­
ings STOVERS CASH GRAIN STORKS.
13-tf DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED 
MFG CO on track at 86 Park St.. Rock­
land. Tel. 1200 14-16
ESTATE S MARION HEKKING. late 16 H*1, Wefk' 12 L1SLE ST • Clt'’- >4-16
ol Buffalo N Y deceased. Petition for FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
ELECTRIC washing machine $15. Call
. _ . , ........... .......... ........ wa*avx. . »t C M P. Service building. Union and
Administration asking that Robinson room5 l0 ]et at 49 pica.sant st Adult* Willow Sts AUSTIN GARDNER Ttl. 
Verrlll ot Portland, or some other suit- only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Llmerock 74-M 15-17
able person be appointed Admr. with gt. 13*15 ' 1 —1 - ■
bond ----------------------------------------------------------- LUMP soft coal. J7.50; screened. 69.50;
rsTi-rr writ son v u.uie FOUR room unfurnished apartment hard coal. 113.50; coke. 110 50. J. B
to let range, connected with boiler. 85 PAULSEN Tel Thomaston 84-2 12-tfWarren, deceased Petition for Adminls- week without garage and 65 50 with------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------.....A* s u.h- .?°ut I^UDLEY 283 Main St ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tin
o.LuLLi. ioj Prompt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE
14-tl
of Warren, or some other suitable per- Tel iOgO 
son be appointed Admr.. with bond.
ESTATE GUY O THAYER, late of 
North Haven, deceased Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Marlon E 
Crockrtt of North Haven, or some other 
suitable person be appointed Admx., 
without bond.
ESTATE WALTER A QUINN, late of
North Haven, deceased. Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that George L.
Quinn of Rockland, or some other suit
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. all mod­
ern. hot water heat and garage Apply 
69 NORTH MAIN ST Tel 261-J 13-15
:lcnr*- 
s co.
For Sale—Values Under our plans of
MORE FOR LESS" one farmer has been 
buying his feed for 23c per bag. Let us
STORE and equipment to let. West- tell you how you can do the same to- 
end Market. Thomaston. $15 month, day We have Just what you want to 
grocery store location for 50 years. V. offset LOW MILK PRICES and 15 CENT 
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1080 EGGS. MORE FOR LESS FEEDS"
14-tf made fresh while you wait for 5 bag lots
a—77“;—Z77------ Z—7 or morc more for less Chicku -APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block Starter $150; Scratch Feed $110. Egg
able person be appointed Admr.. with- MRS B B. SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel. 264 mash with oil $138 per bag. 20 per 
1-tf cent dairy feed $108 per bag Fine 
granulated sugar this week $4 20 per 100 
dver%nw? anri Flour?» <3c per bag up Wc can
| out bond
. ESTATE ALLEN Y BOOGS. late of 
Hope, deceased. Petition for Adminis­
tration. asking that Hattie A Boggs of 
Hope, or some other suitable person bc 
appointed Admx.. without bond.
ESTATE GEORGE A HENDRICKS
LAND WA?fi# CO. CTriDM4 * ^,Ve ?°Ur 1**“ P"*'*™* »«*« »»<«
Williams and Miss Ciemmie Robbir.s 
of Union. Rev. H I Holt W. H Rus-
bcen in u-e The second, four miles up K'1!'. Marv Wyllie. Ralpii Wyllie,
stream from Sheffield and close to 
the end of the dam. occupies a tract 
of approximately 2300 acres It has 
operated only on a test basis The 
Government also constructed a large 
steam power plant of 80.000 horse­
power with which to operate the sec­
ond nitrate plant pending thc com­
pletion of thc dam.
Near City of Florence
Arthur Young and Mr. and Mrs May­
nard Brennan of Warren. Mrs. C if 
Wa-hbum. Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Collamore and son Oliver. Mr and 
Mr*. Frank Ha'hcm. Mrs T . B 
Wyllie. Richard Wyllie. Mrs. Gcorgie 
Thorndike, Mrs N F. Andrews. Mrs 
Jo ephine Stone. Forest Stone. Ray­
mond Young. Walter Young and oth­
ers of Thomaston. Rev. W. E. lewis. 
Alfred Morton. Mrs. Jennie Cook.
"The north end of the Wilson Dam F'c<* Yeung. Mrs. Adclia Jameson, 
is in the suburbs of Florence. Ala- Mrs. Katherine Benner, William 
bama. a thriving little city of 12.000 i Bradford and Riley Bradford of 
inhabitants. Florence is a tj-pical ln- Friendship.
land Southern town of shaded streets, 
many of them lined with fine old 
mansions. Like other communities 
near Muscle Shoals, Florence felt the 
hectic war-time prosperity that 
poured liberal wages into the hand? 
of 20.000 workers on the dam and 
nitrate plants. But the town had 
grown up long before, and today it 
shows no scars from thc boom ixrioJ 
"When the Wilson Dam was built, 
primarily for power production thc 
possibilities of improving the naviga­
tion of the Tennessee River by the 
structure were not overlooked. At the 
north end of the dam is a canal with 
V? flight of iocfcs through which 
river boats are lifted into the Wilson 
Lake. Back water from the dam 
makes the river navigable for 14 miles 
up stream, but at this point a shallow 
stretch occurs. There an auxiliary 
dam is being built which will make 
the river navigable to Chattanooga.
A small dam. also, has been built 
several miles down stream from Wil­
son Dam to make possible the passage 
of river traffic over the lower end of 
Muscle Shoals.
"When thc up-stream dam is com­
pleted it will be possible for Tennessee 
River traffic to operate from Chat­
tanooga to the mouth of the river 
and on down through the Ohio and 
Mississippi to the Gulf, carrying its 
burdens of coal, stone, phosphate 
rock, coke, iron, lumber, furniture, 
and farm and food products."
An American film actress was ap­
plying for a pa.'.‘port.
"Unmarried?" asked the clerk. 
"Occasionally.' answered thc ac­
tress.—Montreal Star
A clergyman, on hearing some on: 
remark that liberalism was creeping 
into the churches made the comment: 
"If that is so, I hope it will soon 
•.trike the contribution boxes." -Bos­
ton Transcript.
___________________________________14-tJ every day You can balance your Iced
I HAVE furnished rents and unlur- budget here and bank the difference. 
n nlshed rents at all prices; also good har- STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS-
late of Rockland, deceased Petition to «»ns ln real estate. ROBERT U. COL- TRIBUTORS lor STOVER FEED MFG. 
Determine Inheritance Tax. presented LINS. 375 Main St. Tei. 77. 14-tl on^track at 86 Park St.. Rockland,
by Charie- H Hendries- of Stoning- —
ton. Admr
ESTATE SELDOM D WILEY, late ol 
Union, deceased. Petition lor License to 
sell certain Real Utate. situated in 
Union, and fully described lu said 
Petition, presented by Mary Robbins ol 
Lowell. Mas? Exx.
rtTiTr VIDCIKII f n.kTTc-i o 1 . NEW YORK Talior. cor. Malli and
Tel. 1200 13-15
♦ —- -------------------------------------------
MISCELLANEOUS^ • ; £GGS AND CHiCKS I
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for 
License to sell certain Real Estate situ­
ated In Thomaston, and fully described LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock- 
in said Petition presented by Edward land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* 
K Oould ol Rockland Exr solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
14-tf
pressing. Suits to order $17.50 8-tf
ESTATE EVERIN G DAVIS late of 
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Dis- WATCH and Clock Repa 
tribution. presented by Merle D. Flic4* father and antiques. Call and deliver.
BER.of Oorham. Admx s. A MACOMB:
ESTATE GEORGE A HENDRICKS. Rockland, Me
late of Rorkland. decraxrd. Petition for 
Distribution presented by Charles H 
Hendricks of Stonington Admr 
ESTATE MARGARET MINIHAN, late 
of Rorkland deceased Petition lor DI
23 Amesbury Rt 
156*10tl
WHEN you are planning to sell yout 
chickens and fowl, call PE 1 ER ED­
WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland. 14-tl S. C. R I RED CHICKS, high produe-
FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try |nE strain. State tested and accredited 
Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner for pullorum disease. Write or phone 
Laughlin. Adm?"™ WU‘R" " : than Y?,u 11 ‘ 58-14 M M KINNEY, Thomaston. Me.
suits GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL st. George road 10*18
ESTATE FRED L GRAY, late ol COMPANY. Camden. The only dlstrlbu-
Vlnalhaven, deceased. First and Final tors ol Shell Fuel Oils. 14-tf i
Account presented for allowance b> ___________________________________
INTERESTING
READING!
And mighty profitable, lool Our 
1933 Catalog—I just off the pre-sl 
—points the wav more clearly than 
ever to economical purchases in
SEEDS—
FARM NEEDS— 
POULTRY SUPPL’ES— 
DAIRY EQUIPMENT—
always QUALITY with 
ECONOMY
Writ? or tall—right away for your 
FREE Catalog
. Leslie B Dyer of Vinalhaven. Admr. 
i ESTATE EVERIN G DAVIS, late of 
! Friendship deceased. Second and Final 
Account presented for allowance by 
Merle D Piles ol Gorham. Admx.
ESTATE MARY ELIZABETH McNA- 
MARA late of Rockland, deceased. First j 'rjf 
and Final Account presented for allow- /C 
ancc by Rose McNamara, of Rockland. 17/ Exx.
I ESTATE ALBERT L. PAYSON, late of 
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final 
Account presented for allowance hy 
Ethel Payson of Rockland Admx 
ESTATE MARGARET MINIHAN. late 
of Rockland, deceased First and Final 
Account presented for allowance by 
George E McLaughlin. Admr
ESTATE WESLEY N WASGATT AND
( CYNTHIA H WASGATT. of Rockland, 
minors Petition for Reduction of Bond 
presented by Charles R Wasgatt of Kit 
tery. Gdn
HELEN BRADFORD BRYANT, late of 
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition 
for Probate thereof, asking that the 
same may be proved and allowed and 
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Har­
riet Wilson Burgess, of Thomaston, she 
being the Executrix named In said Will 
with bond.
VDiTINA ULMER, late of Cushing 
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be 
proved and allowed ••• d thal Ix,ttrr 
Testamentary Issue to race E Fisk o! 
Rockport. she beln; the Executrix 
named ln said Will, without bond.
ESTATE AMANDA I SIMMONS, late 
of Friendship, decea -I Petition to 
Determine Inheritance a presented 
bv Charles C. Wlnca| of Rockland. 
Admr. c t a.
ESTATE AMANDA E SIMMONS, late 
of Friendship, deceased. First and 
Final Account presented for allowance 
by Charles C. Wincapaw of Rockland. 
Admr c.t.a.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for 
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
I Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Ere
t/iL
Be
Federal and Temple Streets 
POBTLAND, MAINE
VINALIIAVEN 4 ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
j Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5 3(
I A. M . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7 25 
I Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock- 
1 land about 9.?".
I Return—Leaves Rockland at l ow p. ai., 
Vlnaihaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston­
ington at 4 40. due to arrive at 8wan's 
lelanrl about 6 00 P M
a H STINSON.
130-tf
ECAUSE thc wending 
i nvi tations shou Id bc 
mailed two weeks before 
thc wedding itself, they 
must bc ordered well in 
advance. And, because 
(bey arc so critically in* 
spcctcd by their recipi­
ents, they must also bc 
ultra-correct. Linweave 
Wedding Papers can be 
shown you at 
The Courier-Gazette
Ask to see them
WFItimc IMPKItK
S. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state 
accredited, prices 15c to 12c each ac­
cording to number. Chickens are now 
the farmer’s best bet. Eggs for hatch­
ing Write for prices E C. TEAGUE. 
Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42. 14-tf
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s Strain S C Reds. 
State accredited for white diarrhoea. 
Bred for eggs, type and color; $14 per 
hundred for March. Discount on 500 
or more F. H WYLLIE A SON. Thom­
aston. Me., Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6. 
___________________________________ 14-tf
GET YOUR poultry supplies at Bur­
bank’s. Most complete line of brood­
ers. incubators, feeders, fountains and 
other equipment ln Maine. E W BUR­
BANK SEED CO. 19 Free St. Portland
15*17
Every bird on farm blood tested and 
found free from pullorum disease 
Breeding stock, good size and color, 
extra good laying strain, all eggs used 
ln Incubator two oz. and over. Am 
booking orders for March and April de­
livery; 1 to 500 $14 per 100. 500 to 1000 
$13. 1000 and over $12 per 100. Delivered 
and guaranteed to be o. k Flock has 
been fully accredited for flve years. C. 
w LIGHT Tel. 17-12. W a 1 d o bo ro. 8*19
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will 
! call any time. Highest prices paid. 
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO.. 741 Main 
St.. Westbrook, Me. 4*27
FOR SALE
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic
GAS HOT WATER 
HEATER
Size «. Style F 
Practically New 
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
Mabel H. Holbrook
Teacher of Piano
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. 
TEL. G39 W
124’lt
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Sensational Prices in Our Great FEBRUARY FURNITURE SALE
FUU UP CHAIRS SPECTACULAR BED VALUES
A very special February 
Furniture Sale Value is Of­
fered in Occasional or Pull 
Up Chairs.
$4.95
$13.95 Site
This is truly a wonder value. Any size bed. Fine 
cotton mattress. Sturdy National spring—a tre­
mendous value at $13.95.
THIS SALE STARTS
TODAY
EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR GREAT STOCK 
CUT!
25 - 50 Per Cent
COME IN! LOOK AROUND! BE CONVINCED!
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-325 Main Street, Rockland, Me.
DINING ROOM SUIH, 9 PIECES
$69.50
Ma
Just think of what this means, a high grade, hand­
somely designed, first quality Dining Room Suite, 9 
pieces, full size, for a price comparable only to pre­
war levels!
MAHRESSES
This store, always famous 
for quality mattresses at 
low prices outdoes itself 
in this sale. For instance, 
Fine Soft Long Wearing 
Cotton Mattress—
$3.98
®SOC* ETY.
Mrs. E. F. Glover gave a tea at her • 
j heme on Claremont street yesterday j 
afternoon, honoring Miss Hattie Hall , 
j of Augusta.
Mrs. B. B. Smith of Lincoln strett 
I was hostess to the Thursday Contract ,
Club yesterday afternoon.
i
In addition to personal notes regard ;^ Circle supper will be served at the 1 The Chapin Class will have picnic 
mfnt'«McIS,lT‘ndes'!^sV*inform’attoS* of Congregational vestrv Wednesday at supper Tuesday at 6 oclock at the
-- - - — * 6.15. Mrs. H. B Fales as chairman j home of Mrs. E. F. Berry, 25 Grove
.will be assisted bv Mrs. A H Jones. I street.
Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mrs. N. F. I -------
Cobb. Mrs C. I Burrows. Mrs L A I Miss Hattie Hall of Augusta ts guest 
Thurston, Mrs. H. F Hicks. Miss Etta | of J. C Perry, North Main street. 
O'Brien and Mrs. C. W. Proctor. I _____
artclal happenings, parties, muslcala. etc. 
Note, aent hv mall or telephone will be 
eladtv received.
TRl.EPHONE _________________  710 or 7M
Dr. Walter P. Conley sails from New 
York today for Fruitland Park. Fla., 
where among other diversions he will 
ehoot quail with Dr. Eben Alden Dr. 
Conley returns to Rockland March 
flrst.
Mrs. Mildred Lord, convalescing ,
The Methebesec Club ls presrntim 
- Mr. and Mrs. George H. Avery go Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta
tw Bc:ton today to attend the Sports 
man's Show at Mechanic Hall tht 
coming week.
, _ , . . . , j ' The Eo-A*-You-PIease Club was
from grippe has had a relapse and fnW.rtalned at supper
is quite ill. Wednesday evening by Mrs. Verna
1 Robishaw. at her home in ThomastonIn the contract tournament at Mre ____
Alan L Bird's card room these re- | . ~ -
suits are shown: Ladies, top scores '-jhoficld ga\e a
• Thursday. Mrs. A. R Havener and br.dge party Thursday evening, with 
. twn tnhlpx Hnnnrs wnrr won hv M
in a dramatic criticism Tuesc'ay aft­
ernoon at 2.30 at the Universal:.* ; ve- - 
try, this being the fourth ln the series 
undertaken by the club. Mrs. Lincoln 
bas been attending several of the 
current New York successes during 
thc past few weeks, and her reviews 
will be based on one or more of these 
plays. Her previous brilliant pre­
sentations guarantee an afternoon of 
thorough pleasure.
‘ON MY SET”
WALDOBORO
Mrs. J. O. Stevens north and south; 
Mrs. Fred L Linekin and Mrs. M. F. 
Lovejoy, east and west; men, top scor: 
• Friday) Kennedy Crane and Nathan 
Farwell, north and south; C. H. Duff 
and B. B. Smith, east and west.
t o tables. o ors ere  by rs. 
Gardner French. Mrs. Ralph Glen- 
denning and Miss Hazel Marshall.
Mrs. Evelyn Ludwig is ct Kncx Hos­
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moulaison have
The Woman's Missionary Society 
cf the Methodist Church will hold an 
all-day meeting Thursday at 
heme of Mrs. Edith Tweedie. presi­
dent. There will bc picnic dinner.been called to Portland by the Illness ne meetlng will open to wcmen 
of Mrs. Moulaison s brother. of toth society and the parish.
Go prepared to sew. A worthwhile 
John A Brown has returned lrom mje, ;onary program has been planned 
Brockton. Mass. where he has been by Mrs. Tweedie.
spending several months with Wil- -------
liam F. McKenney and William, Jr. Mrs. Harry W. French of Rankin
-------  street, was hostess to the Tango Club
Mrs. L. A. Walker has been with : Thursday evening High liners in 
her husband. Representative Walker, 1 bridge were Mrs. H W Thorndike, 
in Augusta this week. L. F. Chase and Mrs. Adelaide Joyce.
Lucien Greene, hoir.c from Maine \ **^r an<f Mrs. Joan H McLoon and
over the weekend, has as a guest nis ' MrsEverett A. Munsey wentto Fort 
collegemate Robert Clunie of Rum­
ford
Mrs. Wesley Thurston was hostess 
to tne T Club last evening at her 
th( home on Broadway. The birthday cf 
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was observed 
and a birthday cake was featured in 
the refreshments.
Fairfield yesterday to visit Dr. and 
Mrs. Linwood Rogers for the week­
end. Senator and Mrs. A. C. Mc- 
I ccn will motor from Augusta to Join 
thc family, the reunion serving to 
cilcbrate Mrs. Rogers' birthday.
Kennedy Crane Jr. and Robert 
Dunton are home from Bowdoin for 
the mid-year recess.
Kalloch Class meets Tuesday aft«r- 
noon ln the Baptist parlors for work. 
Take lunch.
Almon Cooper Jr. who has been 
home from Univers.ty of Maine re­
turned yesterday.
In thc series of Chrbtian Sci­
ence broadcasts, which are find­
ing many interr-ted listeners, 
Hugh Stuart Campbell will broad- 
east over a Columbia network, 
roast to roast, Sunday, from 1.30 
to 2, hLs address pertaining to 
Christian Science healing.
The announcer who broadcasts 
Bo-ton Globe news items at 8.20 
a. m. and 12.15 p. m. begins hi. 
seventh year on the air next 
Tuesday morning. Scores of 
radio fans have told me how- 
much they enjoy the service he 
giver, and I am hoping that quite 
a few will send him «ome message 
of congratulation, if nothing more 
than a postcard. If addressed to 
Howell Cullinan. rare of the 
Harvard Club. Boston it will 
reach him. Letters or cards 
should be mailed Monday morn­
ing, or earlier if you choose.
Osmond A. Palmer who has been 
eenfined to the house by grippe the 
past week, is improving slowly.
Mrs. Mary Bunker on a vacation 
from the Senter Crane store is visit ­
ing her daughter, Katherine, in Pon- 
'and.
Roger Gowell of Polanti and Albert 
Burdick of Portland were recently 
business visitors in town.
Mrs. Earl Benner is a patient at the i 
| State Street Hospital in Portland.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland 
was in town over the weekend.
Mrs. Willis H Crowell attended thc 
meeting of the Maine Federation ot j 
Women's Clubs in Augusta Thursday 
and Friday.
The ice went out of the river Jan 
26. The extremely high tides of the 
past week covering the wharves have
I attracted much attention
Senator Maude Clarke Gay spoke 
before the Hour Club Thursday a: 
Fairfield. a
Mrs. Florence Shuman was a recent 
visitor in Damariscotta.
George Bogg.1 spent Friday and 
Saturdav in Portland
The Meenahga Sewing Club held ar 
all day session Wednesday in the 
Grange hall. There were sixteen 
members present and the time was 
passed in sewing. Dinner was served 
at noon with cold meat, whipped pota- 
i toes, turnip, squash, pies, cake and 
I coffee on the menu. The hostesses 
were Mrs. George Duswald and Mrs
! Wentworth.
- Mrs. Florence Shuman and Arthui 
1 Chute have been spending a few days 
I in Gorham
Miss Laura Whitcomb returned 
Monday from Newport, after passing
j several weeks with her sister. Mrs 
Maurice Marco.
A new bridge club, to be called "The 
' Brunettes,” was organized at thc 
home of Mrs. Kenneth Weston Mon­
day evening. Miss Helen Bond was 
elected president. Members present 
were Mrs John Redmond. Mrs. Earl 
Spear. Mrs. C B Stahl, Mrs. L. T. 
Weston. Mrs. B. G. Miller. Mrs Har­
old Glidden and Miss Helen Bond 
Mrs. L. T. Weston will entertain at 
the next meeting.
Funeral services for Capt. Albion F. 
Stahl were held from his late resi­
dence Thursday afternoon. Rev 
Qeorge Coliins, pastor of the Baptist 
Church officiating. Interment was 
in the German cemetery.
Capt. Stahl died Jan. 30, after an 
illness of a few months. He was born 
iii Waldoboro, and in his early you’h 
he followed the sea but afterward re­
tired and has since resided at his 
heme here. He w’as a deacon of the 
Baptist Church also a member of 
King Solomon lodge and Order of 
Eastern Star. Besides hi.s wife Lucy 
A. Stahl, he is survived by two sone 
Vertna A. Stahl of Portland ar.d 
Ja*per Stahl of Pottstown, Pa.; two 
laughters Miss Carrie B. Stahl and 
Mrs. Irving Horne, both of Portland; 
three sisters Mrs. Abbie Montgomery 
if Thomaston and Mrs. Theresa A 
Keene and Mrs. Willard F. Wade of 
'.his place.
EAST WASHINGTON
Clyde Sukeforth ol South Washing­
ton was a business v'si'or at the home 
3f Mr. and Mrs. C E. Overlock Tues­
day.
Clarence Hannon of East Palermo 
is working for Roy Light for a fc.v 
months.
Miss Milliccnt Hamilton has re­
turned from New York where she has 
;een since December visiting her par­
ents.
Mrs. Clara Overlock was suppei 
guest at the home of her daughter 
Mrs. Josephine Finley in Razorville 
last week Wednesday.
Roy Light and Clarence Hannan 
radc a business trip to Camden last 
Saturday.
Mrs. Allen Ripley who has been ill 
is now able to be around the house.
C. E. Overlock sold a pig last week 
o Oscar Upham of Union.
/Wi A Ai I
■=■ L. CD R I DA „
"TITTLE
TATTLE'
Has no place in the 
scheme of things to-daw
; VALUES that "click" with sensible people
Open from 
January 10th
Booklet upon 
request.
whether they are shopping for an auto or vacation 
facilities. That s why so many wise folks have se­
lected MIAMI as the spot for a glorious winter 
vacation . . . and the VENETIAN as the greatest 
hotel value in this area.
The high standard of operation . . . service . . . 
cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab­
lished the Venetian as the outstandins bay-front 
hotel. . . have not been lowered one bit . . . Out, 
the 1933 rates have . . . and here’s how . . . 
Room with private bath, including 3 meals 
daily, $5, $6, $7, per person, or
European plan if you desire.
George Carter who has been very
Ul at his home on Lake avenue is 
now able to be up and around the
house, and is gaining slowly. 1 -------
------- i The Speech Readers Club meeting
Mrs Cora Snow will act as hostess [ Thursday afternoon devoted thc
and leader for the next meeting of greater part of the time to practice 
Progressive Literary Club Tuesday j for the State tournament. Reports 
afternoon. Current events will bc ! were presented. It was voted to give 
the answer to the roll call. Part two $5 to the Boys' and Girls' Service 
of King Henry IV. will bc read be- Club.
ginning with thc first act. Question­
naires.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Webster of j 
Southwest Haibor have been visiting 
her a*mt. Mrs. Clifford Witham. at 
15 Frederick street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Bickford were 
in the city from Southwest Harbor on 
business Thursday.
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. meets 
Monday altcmoon at 2.30 at the 
homc of Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear. 
Mrs. Alice Karl will be program 
chairman, with "The Ballot as her 
topic. Mre. Spear will bc assisted by 
Mre Krfhcrine St. Clair and Mrs. 
Mary Ladd.
Mrs. Clifton Cross was hostess to 
t'nc Tuesday Night Bridge Club for 
luncheon. Honors were won by Mrs 
Guy Douglass, Mrs Raymond Cross 
end Miss Maerlse Blackington.
Mrs. A. R. Bachelder is 111 with 
grippe at her home on Union street.
Tlie Moonlight Auctioneers met 
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Ralph 
Clark. Union street. Prizewinners 
were Miss Esther Ahlberg. Miss Mar­
garet Bowler and Mrs. Gladys Buzzell. 
Lunch was served.
Miss Gladys Blethen of Holmes 
street entertained at sewing Tuesday 
evening.
tester B. Plummer is visiting his 
daughter. Mrs. Lee Seguin ln Bloom­
field, N. J., for two weeks.
Mrs. H. Laton Jackson was hostess 
to thc Hill and Dale Club Thursday 
efternoon.
Robert V. Stevenson who has been 
missed from trade channels the past 
month, was able to be out yesterday 
for the flrst time since hc became J
confined to the house. He hopes to; 
return to his place of business in 
about a week.
Ruth Perry. Clifford I add mid 
Graham Hills are home Iron, Maine 
for the weekend.
______ •
Wilham Kester of Sea View Ga­
rage is on a busuicss trip io North 
Haven
Sherwood Frost, who lies been very 
ill with grippe is slowly improving
The monthly meeting of the BPW 
Club took place Thursday evening nt 
Thc Thorndike. After dinner ad­
journment to the grill was made. It 
was voted to give a dinner to thc Boys 
and Girls' Service Club in tlie near 
future. Mrs Jennie Allen Wilson 
sponsor of this organization, told of 
her aspirations for these children tc 
develop into sound and clear think­
ing American citizens. Miss Ellen 
Daly, superintendent of Knox Hospi­
tal gave a graphic story of the 
American Red Cross and thc Knox 
Ocunty General Hospital. Miss Daly 
-tressed the point that thc importance 
cf thc National Red Cross is not felt
deeply enough in this community a r Marsh motored to Orono yes- 
shown by lack of interest tn the drive ' today accompanied bv his son. Henry, 
for members. If some disaster befell | returning to University cf Maine
Rockland, it would be the National | ____
Red Cross who would bring succor Members of the Universalist Wom- 
Miss Daly also brought out points i en s Society arc busily engaged in 
showing that comparatively few pro- making diminutive aprons to figure in
pie in thc ccunty and this city realize ! an “apron party” to bc given at thc | 
the vital importance of Knox Hospi- , vestry Wednesday evening. March 1st | 
tai in serving needs ether than d> • j Each tiny apron has a pocket in 
reel medical and surgical attention which appears a verse informing thc 
Through thc hospital laboratories it I purchaser that admission will be 
Is possible for many phases of dis- j based on waist measurement. In con- 
eaces and treatments to be studied : jurction with the party circle suppei 
They make nossiblc blood transfusion will be served by men of the parish 
for example. If emergency supplies | Wjth George L. St. Clair in charge.
Carl Thurston arrived home from 
University of Maine Thursday for the 
mid-year recess.
The Itoocvik Club met Tuesday aft­
ernoon with Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett. 
Rcckland street There were six 
members present? The time was de­
voted to Red Cross sewing. The next 
meeting will bc Tuesday, Feb. 21. with 
Mrs Albert S. Peterson, Main street
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr. and 
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey enter­
tained Thursday evening at a pro­
gressive dinner. The occasion alsc 
served as an observance of Mr. and 
Mrs. L. E. McRae's wedding anniver­
sary and Everett Munsey's birthday. 
Guests were Mr and Mrs. Harold B 
Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen 
of Camden Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C 
Wentworth. Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis 
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. Mr. and 
Mrs Harold Cross, Dr. and Mrs. Dana 
Newman, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Coombs, and Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mc­
Rae.
I am ready to make out your in­
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele­
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street.
12-tf
Mrs. F. L. Grc-’ti goes to Deer Is! ’ 
today to visit relatives. She will be 
accompanied by her sister-ln-la”’. 
Mrs. Adelaide Joyce of Chicago and 
Deer Isle.
William Ellingwood Jr., is home 
from Colby tot the mid-year recess.
St. Bernard's parish will have a 
card party at Thc Thorndike grill 
Wednesday evening, with Misses C. 
Winifred Coughlin and Marie Dorgan 
in charge. Play will begin at 3 
o'clock. This will tc thc third party 
in a series.
The Universalist Mission Circle 
meets Wednesday at the home of Mrs 
David Talbot, with Mrs. Talbot. Miss 
Maud Pratt, Miss Carrie Sheriffs, i 
Mrs. E. W. Pike and Mrs. L. F. Chase [ 
as hostesses. Luncheon at 12.30 will [ 
be followed by relief sewing until 2.30 I 
when the devotional exercises and | 
formal program will be presented, i 
Thc theme for prayer and roll call 
will be “Righteousness." Mrs. George 
H. Welch will present a paper on 
"Alice and Phoebe Cary."
arc needed, often in the homc. an ap 
peal goes to thc hospital and ls met. 
Cnly a few days ago oxygen was need­
ed In a pneumonia case ln Camden, 
and it was Knox Hospital which had 
the oxygen to provide. It is one of 
the largest business enterprises in the 
city, providing a constant flow of 
money back into the city through the 
purchase of supplies, salaries, etc. 
Told Informally. Miss Daly made her 
points most'comprehensive.
and a radio program is also planned
JIG SAW PUZZLES
For Sale or To Let or Cut To Your 
Order. Rental 25c per week. Also 
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood. 
Special Glue, Boxes, Etc.
II. L. MASON, Thomaston, Maine 
Telephone 104 lOtf
FLORIDA
MIAMI'S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient io all points of interest—-Modern in every way 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which 
wirround the hotel Many rooma with private balconies
HOTEL
June to 
October
Steamboat tickets to any part of 
the world. Tours arranged to West 
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. 
Lovejov. Insurant*. Phone 10GO-J, 
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
143 then 145-S-tf
Booklet
on
Application
GRALYNN
Corner Second Street 
and First Avenue
zv me MCA/ir oz
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN 
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
An Interesting cesmaRolltan atmesphere . . 
Cheerful reems Pleasant service - • Fine res­
taurants . . Mederetely Priced . . Arewnd the 
corner are theatres, dwbs and glamereus Time* 
Square . . A perfect hotel fer the visiter . .
ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from >3 Single and M Double
•
JOHN I. WIST. Manat*
Naw Under New Management . . ."A ffefionce Hotel**
hotel!I NCOLN
44th TO 45th STREET-Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK 
—   —
May We Suggest—
HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET
Located on Bcacun 
Hill Neit to the 
State House.
BOSION, MASS.
Just a feu minutes’ walk to the theatre, tinancial, 
and shopping centers.
New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, ^.00 up; with bath, **3.00 up 
Complete Rrsniirint mrl Cafeteria Service
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect 
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from 
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Owl's Head
Looks good I.om lhe tower to see 
Capt. Leadbetter's boat at her moor­
ing again.
The storm of last week which was 
so very heavy along the coast fortu­
nately did no damage here as we liuve 
a good harbor.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Ross called 
at the Light Tuesday nignt
If weatner is good next week there 
will be some inside painting going 
on at this station.
The whole community is saddened 
by the death of Edward Ross and 
Francis Philbrook of this place
Tenant's Harbor
The storm of the past week was 
surely a tough one but did no damage 
here, although the sea was the rough­
est we have even seen it.
Mrs. Dudley is slightly improved 
in health.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Watts have 
both beer, ill with flu and attended 
by Dr. Gross. They are gaining now.
« • * •
Great Durk
Jan. 27. What a sea and what a 
surf! When we can't find any news 
to write about, Old King Neptune 
helps us out. It is impossible >o 
descritje the height of the seas and 
surf but we will give you some idea 
of the damage it did. The island was 
divided during the high tide and thr 
drift wood on one side went across to 
the other side. The place where this 
happened is about a quarter of f> 
mile wide, so you can imagine what 
the seas were like. The graveyard 
was washed away, small trees along
water for fog signal engines and 
reaching the oil house. It also came 
up around the fog signal house while 
the keeper was in there on watch, 
but did not get quite high enough 
to maroon him there. It twisted the 
car track some down by the boa' 
house and flung rocks on and around 
the boat slip which were so large the 
keepers had to use pries to remove 
them. Although it was bad enough, 
we were more fortunate than they 
were at Matinicus Rock Light. We all 
thought of them a great deal after 
we learned the news over the radio, 
and are hoping that they did not 
meet with great loss It sure must 
have been a frightful experience for 
them.
It is fine here today, and the lob­
ster fishermen are out hauling what 
traps they can find after, the big 
storm.
delibly on the minds of her audience. 
Her enthusiastic listeners rose to their 
feet, thereby demonstrating their 
appreciation of her magnificent art."
John Tasker Howard, author of 
“Our American Music" is at work on 
a biography of Stephen Foster. The 
source of much of his material Ls 
Foster Hall. Indianapolis, which con­
tains many family letters, documents, 
and an almost complete collection of
the first editions of Fosters song.-, i gaz|ng across thc street at the 
Mr. Howard recently presented a pro- scene of his first triumph—the old 
WJ^m obsMvanc^o£th'? j p,aiais ROyai jg now a medium- 
priced chop suey cafe, with dusky
and others of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra.
The Lewiston-Auburn Symphony 
Orchestra, recently organized under 
the direction of Napoleon Dufresne, 
made its first public appearance last 
Sunday evening. Among the artists 
assisting was noted Miss Exllia 
Blouin. contralto, whose glorious 
voice lias been heard in Rockland in 
exchange programs with the Rubin­
stein Club The orchestra numbers 
about 50 players, its personnel in­
cluding many young musicians, sev-
AT THE CAPITOL
Continued From Page One)
residence of George Carpenter to VI- 
nalhaven.
Smith, Vinalhaven Establishing 
closed time for rabbits in Vinalhaven! 
from Feb. 1 to Nov. 1 of each vear.
•Walker, Rockport—Opening Crystal 
Lake in the town of Washington to 
ice fishing.
____ ___________ _ _______ Walker, Rockport —Appropriating
eral being 15 and 16 years of age, who $13 to Maynard Thomas of Rockport 
are fast becoming skilled on their in- ! f°r damage to car by moose, 
struments. I Hobbs, Houlton—Appropriating $24
O. O. McIntyre says: "I noticed Paul 
Whiteman in a chocolate brown over-
death, Jan. 13. 1864. Jan 13 various 
civic groups of Pittsburgh held their 
annual ceremonies at Foster's grove. 
• • ♦ •
The New England Conservatory of 
Music Library, through the courtesy 
of Josiah Kirby Lilly of Indianapolis 
is amassing a large collection of bulle­
tins and other publications, privately 
printed, of the Foster Hell Library. 
These documents are creating a 
unique library memorial cf one of 
the foremost of early American com
lights and private booths, catering 
to Suburbia's modest young hand- 
holders enjoying a breathless night 
along the Great White Way. What 
memories must have flooded Paul's 
mind! For there, in its day. was the 
most colorful restaurant the town has 
ever known And Paul, its most color­
ful figure.”
• • • •
O. O. goes on to say: "Grace Tib- 
bett. corresponding from New York 
for a Beverly Hills weekly, recently
good supply of Pepsodent Antiseptic 
and Vicks Vaporub on hand, so we 
feel quite safe.
We were pleased to see a letter from 
George Woodward at Wood Island 
also Irom Charles Tracey at Narra- 
gagus
Good news to hear tliat Keeper 
Hutchings is improving in liealtli.
We are all sorry that Mrs. Vinal 
Foss ol Manana has had to go to the 
hospital again.
The storm did some damage here 
flooded the boathouse and smashed 
in the doors, and gave the keepe- e 
job to clean out rocks and sand. But 
he lias made repairs so lhat every­
thing is o. k. now.
• • • •
Saddleback Ledge
News is scarce here at this time 
of the year.
Mr. Alley, first assistant is home on 
leave. ,
Mr Mathie and myself follow the 
general routine—eat. read, sleep, and 
put jig saw.puzzles together. Thanks 
for the Jolly Fat Boatman received 
from The Courier-Gazette. It is all 
put together and we also have four 
others put together along side of it 
Mrs. Nelson Bunker donated three of 
the jigs, one of 300 pieces, one 180 
the other 160 pieces. The puzzles are 
much appreciated at Saddleback, they 
I while away many hours that would 
| otherwise be monotonous.
Marshall Point | j had dinner Jan. 16 with Rev. P
Hello! you lighthouse keepers on | j. Clifford, pastor of the Vinalhaven 
the outside stations! I know by thr Union Church, and came away with 
high surf here that you must have all a large bundle of magazines and some 
had your troubles. It was the highest j religious matter that he had collected 
ever here and destroyed the road for j for Saddleback.
more than 200 feet A crew of men we have not had much communi- 
came and repaired it. removed the I cation lately with Capt. Bennett of 
large boulders, etc., so it’s passable j Heron Neck. He has been real busy 
but rather rough traveling even now , building a henhouse. After moving 
Have driven some stakes to mark the pullets {rom oid to the new 
where the old ocean rolled up at us house the birds appreciating thetr new 
and will show the tourists next sum- | domicile, staged what Capt. Bennett 
mer. But it will be hard for them to thinks is an egg laying contest. So 
believe tt.
Am anxious to hear about the storm 
at Halfway Rock Station, where I 
was at one time.
We wish all the keepers would 
w-rite about the storm at their sta-
all of the captain's spare time is spent 
carrying eggs to the house 
The first of last week the weather 
being fine and the trees free of snow. 
Capt. A P Roberts of the Vinalhaven 
Grocery Co. t better known ss
"Chief”) fared forth with a brand 
new double bitted axe and a saw lo 
cut himself some firewood. By the
tions. It would be interesting to the 
the shore were seen drifting off, and I people not in the service, and especial-
large rocks were taken from their ( ly so to Mr Puller, who is in Florida .....
place and put upon the banks. The and probably did not realize what a "7v’’th» MuZf’VJ ™*»>»<«« surround b, | !«“>“!
Union office will be able to call on us
I Want to show him how high the surf 
rolled onto the reservation.
but no damage done to it.
Now old Man Winter has blanketed
us with snow so everything is begin­
ning to look like winter again 
1 everett Stanley has returned after 
a ten-day leave with his family at 
Manset. His children have all been 
ill wilh grippe but are out again now
Indian Island
sideration that five years slashing 
meat and weighing tea. is not a 
muscle builder. • Well, to make a long 
story short, the chief cut six cords of 
wood, and at the present writing sal's 
he leels as if his back was surely
Mrs. Foster Reed has been ill in broken and his arms and hands as if 
bed at the lighthouse for the pas' -ome one had pounded them with a
Frank Shaw of South Portland has three weeks, and is still attended by club. Mrs Roberts is still Decline his
mice! Mr onrl KJvc A O « ,,been guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. H < £jr Carswell.
Kennedy the past week. ! Mr Reed and Clifton have both
I wonder if ail the readers are er.- ; been victims of grippe.
joying the serial story in The Cou- ' • • • •
rier-Gazette as I am. It surely is a j Franklin Isle
good one. and if you haven't started I _ .. , , , .
reading it you better get the old copies ' Some weather last weekend. It
out ar.d do so. was l£e w?rst no/^east gale since
. . . „ ! we ve been here It damaged part of
our slip, and all we could see for a
Portland Breakwater
L. M. Burrows started to make a 
cull at this station one day list 
week but was stopped at the head of 
the breakwater by the sea. So all he 
could do was to look down upon us 
and wait until a more favorable day.
Mrs Bernice Noyes was a visitor 
here Tuesday. Herbert Noyes hat 
been housed with flu and attended by 
Dr Welch. He was out for the first 
time last Monday.
Mr and Mrs. L. M. Burrows and 
daughters Louise and Theresa and 
Mrs. P. L. Marr motored to Southport 
Jan. 22 to be with their brother N 
G. Burrows at the old homestead.
Mrs. P. L. Marr has been confined 
to the house with grippe since her 
return from Southport but is now ffn- 
proving.
Dice Head
Sunday morning — snowing and 
blustering. This storm upholds the 
old saying, "long foretold, long last" 
lam wondering if they got much of 
a washing at Saddleback Light Sta­
tion. As I was on there 11 years I 
know something about the sea at that 
place. But of course a northeaster is 
not as bad as a southeaster, on account 
of Isle au Haut breaking the wind 
and sea. We feel no gales at this sta­
tion, and being up in the bay so far 
cur only inconvenience is shoveling 
snow. It is very quiet around town 
at present.
I was much pleased to read the 
news from Baker Island where I was 
stationed 15 years before coming here. 
I say write often, and I hope that you 
will like your new station.
The Lions Club gave a Father and 
Son banquet Wednesday evening. 
Jeff Smith was the speaker and gave 
a very interesting talk to both 
and sons.
while was water and spray, which 
seemed to come in sheets, when the 
sea would roll in and break. Rain, 
snow and hail fell, so vou see it was 
terrible. And lt was even worse in 
some other places. We, too. feel 
sorry for the damage done at other 
stations.
E. O Thompson sawed Sherbon 
Carter's wood and also that of Amos 
Loud of Loudville.
Neil Poland of Loudville has his 
wood all out. He sawed it by hand 
and has it all split.
Mrs. Ida Poland has been ill this 
week.
Leroy Poland is gaining rapidly.
Mrs. Orel Teel has a bad cold.
E. O Thompson and Lewis Carter 
were in Rockland one day last week
Sherman Gifford’s health shows 
very little change
potatoes for him. cutting his meat 
and bathing his back and arms with 
"bear oil.” No line fish in this vicin­
ity yet. Well wishing Capt. A. P. a 
speedy recovery I sign off.
I did not get this letter mailed as 
soon as I expected so will add a few 
lines:
Jan. 27-28 we certainly got a good 
washing. The seas smashed in the 
boathouse doors which had a 4"x4" 
bar across them, then a brace from 
the center of the bar to the wench, 
broke both of them, threw the doors 
and a 130 gallon kerosene tank up to 
the wench, where they became wedged 
between the boats, tore off about 
eight square feet of clapboard from 
the northeast side of the house, ripped 
up some of the shingles on the roof, 
and the water came in over the keep­
er's and first assistant's rooms; also 
ripped shingles from our coal bunker 
tcok about 80 feet or more of our boat 
slip, and we cannot use the liberty 
l boat until the slip is repaired. It 
parted our telephone cable close to 
the Ledge, and broke the wire rope 
'tay to the masthead Seas strik­
es the side and roof shook the build­
ing so the stove rattled.
posers, born in 1826. Many of his started her column with this gracious 
songs are classics of Our American (or (jje singer from whom she is 
folk music, particularly Nellie Was q1V0rce<j: 'Lawrence Tibbett gave his
a Lady." “Oh Susanna." "Swanee 
River." "Come Where My Love Lie- 
Dreaming.” etc.
In the collection are pictures and 
descriptions of Foster Hall, delight­
fully sequestered in the Indiana 
woods outside of Indianapolis—a lit tl"* 
stone music hall of refined propor-
first recital since 1927 at Carnegie 
Hall to a packed house. He sang a 
well-chosen program beautifully'.'”
• • • •
We have told you in the past of 
Edward Ransome, a fonner Auburn 
lad, whose tenor voice is winning
In the New York telephone book 
one can find a Harry J. Beethoven 
nnd the Beethoven Caterers There ! 
ere 52 Bachs (none named Johann) 
and one Bach School oi Music. 
Seventy-six Glucks. Too many Wolfs 
tc count, but only 23 Schumanns and 
24 Schuberts, including a piano tuner 
and a marine plumber. Rosalind 
Mozart and Mozart Hall. No Meyer­
beer, Liszt. Paganini. Puccini, Chopin 
Eleven Francks. Three and a half 
columns of Strausses. Six Elgars 
Cne DeBussy. There are three 
Carusos, including a Caruso Restau­
rant, two bootblacks and a barber 
Carl Haydn. B I. Brahms, dentist 
Two columns of Webers. Eight 
Verdis, including a barber and a res- 
tauranteur. Emuiio Bellini. Twenty- 
eight Schonbergs, one of them a 
dealer in antiques. Two and a half 
columns of Wagners—one Richard, 
one dealer in hops and malt, on* 
manufacturer of Insect powder and 
Wagners Home-made Pies • • ♦ *
A California music shop recently 
received this request from a won an 
ir. a neighboring town: “Can you send
MIAMI, FLORIDA
The must Interesting spot In 
the Eastern Hemisphere dur­
ing the winter months.
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities. 
Beautiful rooms and high 
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc­
ture. Every room steam heated 
Rates: (European Plan) 
Single rooms $2.50 per day 
upwards
Double roums 13 00 per day 
upwards
A Laura darobsrn Cafe In the i 
Building , '■
I Ownershlp-Managementf 
LWILLIAM M. IIRMKV-J
to the George H. Tfiomas Fuel Com­
pany for 30 bags of cement bought by 
the State.
Walker. Rockport— Appropriating 
$2000 to Warren for road between 
Union and Warren on west side of 
Seven Tree Pond.
Walker. Rockport —Appropriating 
$2000 to Union for road from the 
residence of Harold Wentworth east-
erWnT/r tRm.S’'S’ AnTrnnriatlnd $>«» for frOm
Walker. Rockport -Appropriat ng r!nrnpr tn r»rr'« Pnrner
$2000 to Rockport to aid in repairing; fellow's Corner to Carr's Corner.
Oak street. | Harmon. Hancock — Lengthening
McLoon, Knox—Authorizing the hunting season on deer in Hancock 
printing of directions and advice for County to allow hunting from Oct 15
persons lost in the woods on the back j to 1-
of every hunting and fishing license, i Cooper. Waldo—Prohibiting use of 
Gay, Lincoln—Appropriating $500 any but kerosene light in night hunt-
to Waldoboro for repairing road be-1 ing for skunks and raccoons, 
tween Route 220 and the Union road Cooper, Waldo—Appropriating $2C03 
Gay. Lincoln—Appropriating $1000 t0 Monroe for road from Brooks 
to Waldoboro for repairing road from town line to Monroe Village. 
Winslow's Mills to Nobleboro.
Gay. Lincoln—Appropriating $500 Cooper, Waldo — Appropriating $1000 to Waldo for road from Brooksto Waldoboro for repairing road from . lin„ t Belfast 
West Waldoboro to Dutch Neck. j ... ..
Cooper, Waldo—Appropriating $500 tooper, waioo 
for repairs to Fort Knox.
tions within which Mr Lilly and his recognition. Mr Ransome has re­
associates have accumulated original cently returned to the United States
Appropriating 
$1000 to Swanville for road from 
McLoon, Knox—Appropriating $86 Swanville Mills to North Searsport 
to William Sansom of Rockland for j Cooper, Waldo — Appropriating 
me a copy of Paul Whiteman's theme damage to his automobile by deer. 1 $750 to Searsmont for road from the
'ennn •• D r» rvi z»i » ay tn Ulltn1)" ... *___________lasl.- AwizvIH rPiiv»r» in thol innnl va lln'song, "Rapacity in Blue?
E. O Thompson of Loudville has, We certainly had a time getting the 
sawed wood for many of the island dccrs fixed again rom.
folks with his machine. j ing int0 the house and tossing things
• • • • around. Finally we got the door?
The Cuckolds j rigged temporarily but solid. We will
It was quite a treat to get mail to- j surely miss our telephone 
day after not having any for nearl-. 
a week. The northeast gale of last
Two Bush
Mrs. Floyd E. Singer arrived Jan. 
25 to visit her parents, Mr and Mrs 
F. C. Batty. Mr. Singer is stationed 
at Rockland Breakwater as additional 
keeper.
The big storm of Jan. 27-28 brought 
our first snow and the highest tide 
in my recollection. Our power dory 
r.nd all of the boats had to be hauled 
well up on the grass ground. Little 
Two Bush was submerged and the 
pond is full of salt water, and the 
black ducks had to vacate as there 
was no place for them to drink.
Mrs D. L. Mann’s geranium, pre­
viously mentioned, had to be cut off
weekend raised havoc at this s.a- 
tion. The bulkhead was broken down 
by the seas and driven into the east 
| side of the house, breaking out all 
j windows but one on the lower floor 
I and also broke through the thick 
' wall in the dining room, flooding the 
i rooms all day with water. The ke“p- 
! ers made temporary shutters and 
j put on the windows toward night 
i when the tide was low and they could 
j work without being washed over by 
j the seas
For two days and nights the heavy 
1 seas pounded the house and every- 
' thing in the rooms were wet with salt 
tothprZ 1 water before they could be removed, 
iatner i and shingles were torn
from the buildings, the back porch 
washed away, the kitchen door broken 
and one end of the fuel house was 
smashed The middle section of the 
fiat slip went adrift and many other 
damages resulted. Although no in­
jury was done on the keeper’s side of 
the house the rooms were flooded 
with water. Some concern was felt 
for the safety of the whole house 
before being able to get shutters up 
again, as there seemed danger of the 
seas smashing the partitions. We 
are waiting anxiously for the break­
water to be replaced, as a southeast 
gale would do more damage even than 
a northeast wind on the eastern side 
of the dwelling house.
The experience was rather a hectic
First Assistant Alley returned here 
Jan. 31 from Beal's Island from a 
leave of absence.
letters, manuscripts, sheet music, 
first and other early editions, por­
traits, photographs, and various other 
Fosteriana. The library with adja­
cent music room is amply endowed so 
that no money gifts are accepted, 
but any document concerning 
Stephen Foster not already possessed 
may be bought if fhe owner is not 
willing to give it to the library.
Thc most recent addition to the 
Conservatory Library's collection ol 
Fosteriana is "Two Stephen C. Fos­
ter Songs: Long-ago Day and This 
Rose Will Remind You.” They are 
published by J. Fischer and Brother 
Ownership of the original manu­
scripts now rests with the Poster 
Library, behind which possession is 
an interesting little story. In 1930 
Miss Thayer, conservatory librarian 
noted in Musical Courier an an­
nouncement of two unpublished 
Stephen Foster songs owned by Dean 
J Rice, of Salt Lake City, whose 
grandfather. Thomas D. Rice, famed 
delineator of the plantation negro, 
had encouraged Foster as a compose: 
Miss Thayer called the notice of this 
discovery to the attention of Percy 
Lee Atherton, American composer, 
who in turn appears to have sought 
to interest in the preservation of the 
manuscripts both the Library of Con­
gress and the Foster Library.
• • • •
Serge Rachmaninoff, who vyith 
Fritz Kreisler and Paderewski make 
up a trio of great artists who have 
stood out against radio, has admitted 
that his attitude is changing He is 
going to broadcast—sometime—"de­
pending on circumstances." He has 
very definite ideas about the condi­
tions under which he will make his 
broadcasting debut, however. He har 
set forth his ideas in this manner:
"I could not conceive of playing 
without an audience. It I were 40 be 
shut up in a little cigar box of a room 
and told that my audience was 
listening to me somewhere outside, 
I could not play well I could not feel 
anything. The most precious thing 
for me when I play is establishing 
a feeling of confidence with my audi­
ence I should have to think only of 
my visible audience rather than of 
millions who were listening outside 
For me. the broadcasting would have 
to be secondary—something that I 
gave no thought to while I played.”
• • • •
Sir Landon Ronald, conductor and 
head of the Guildhall School of Music. 
England, was married in a London 
register office to Miss Mary 'Molly)
after three years of vocal study in 
Italy. With him is his bride, lhe for­
mer Miss Nathalie Zucchl. to whom 
he was married in Milan Nov. 3. Mrs. 
Ransome is a sister of Mrs Charles 
Hackett, whose husband is the noted 
tenor formerly with the Chicago Civic 
Opera. She spent her girlhood in 
Albany, N Y., where her father, the 
late Victor Zucchl, served as Italian 
consul for many years. Since the 
death of her father, she has been 
living in Italy. Mr. Ransome gave a 
concert in Bennington, Vt.. Jan. 27.
Mr. Ransome studied five years 
with Vincent Hubbard in Boston, dur­
ing which time he spent his summers 
at The Battery, in Belfast, in com­
pany writh Mr. Hubbard. In Milan he 
has studied with Angelo Parola. fa­
mous Italian teacher, and ono-tini) 
star of the Manhattan Opera Dur­
ing the last year. Mr. Ransome madr
THE SONG AND TIIE DEED
as it touched the celling, and now its I One for Earle Macauley of Boothbay 
length is nearly six feet and It is very j Harbor who was substituting for As-
handsome.
We certainly enjoy reading The
Courier-Gazette and when it is re­
ceived it seems like getting a letter 
from home.
The new U SS. Portland passed
sistant Keeper Seavey. We had no 
radio service as the salt water caused 
a short circuit to the batteries, and 
having no telephone we were entirely 
marooned For a couple of hours 
West Cuckolds was completely cov-
WHITE HEAD
The Coast Guard crew were called 
to Matinicus Wednesday forenoon 
by the discovery of two men who 
had been asphyxiated in their boat daughter of R D Calfison
from coal gas fumes. Members of 
the crew used all their methods of 
resuscitation but to no avail and 
the men were pronounced dead 
They were Edward Ross and Fran­
cis Philbrook. both of Owl's Head.
The worst storm and highest tide 
ever recorded here raged Friday and 
Saturday of last week but not much 
damage was done. A fish house and 
its contents owned by Charles Wal! 
at Rackliff's was washed off the 
shore and went adrift and a pile 
driver belonging to H. Andrews was 
washed up on the shore. It was a 
fie'ce wind-up for the most beauti- 
fu month of January the oldest resi­
dents here had ever seen.
Clyde Grant of the coast guard is 
on ten-days leave of absence at his 
home in Wiley's Corner.
Lyell Drinkwater of the coast 
guard is at his home in Rockland on 
sick leave.
Steamer Hibiscus landed 40 tons 
of gravel here one day last week.
here Jan. 23 for her trial course at j ered. Our postmaster at Newagen 
Rockland. said there had never been anything
The steam freighter Cornish passed , iike H here for 40 years, and let us
here Jan. 27 in the height of the 
gale, bound to up river ports.
Will ring off for this time 
best of wishes to one and all.
with
Petit Ma nan
Elmer L. Dobbins of Jonesport 
called here Jan. 16 and installed a 
new 6-tube console Majestic Radio for 
Keeper Fagonde, which is giving good
Mrs. Fagonde and Mrs. Freeman 
have been ill but are now improving.
Well, we are on the map again, 
after the big storm and high tide of 
Jan. 27. It was some tide when it 
came over the sea wall here, which L« 
very high, and It really did get over
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham of 
Baker's Island Light is at the home 
of her uncle, Lester Alley, at the 
light, tor on indefinite stay.
Little Jackie Kelley was an over 
night guest Tuesday of Capt and 
Mrs. E. M. Milks at their apartment 
in Rockland during Capt. Mills' 24- 
hour leave from the station
Guy Crowley, M.M., and Wilson 
Carter, BM., who were both called 
home on account of serious illness 
in their families, have reported back 
at the station
Work is going right along at thehope it will be 40 more before it hap- . . .
pens again. One experience like: Lighthouse Reservation dunng the 
that is enough in a lifetime. ?<x>d weather.
B O. Ayer is very il! and is being i Mr- and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham 
cared for by Mrs. Fred Day. Mr. were visitors in Rockland last week
Ayer is owner of Jerry's Lsland. His 
wife died about a year ago and he is 
making his home With his son.
« • • •
Burnt Island
on hts liberty day.
Charles Wall has moved his fami­
ly from Rackliff's Island to the Wil-
I liam Davis house at Clark Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rackliff of
! Wheeler’s Bay were at Mrs. J. K.
Walker. Rockport —Appropriating Arnold Turn to the Lincolnville town 
$2000 to Union for road from Route line.
Hills, Northport — Appropriattlhg Gay, Lincoln—Appropriating $3020 
to Dresden for the Cedar Grove road.
Cooper. Waldo—Appropriating $2000 
to Montville for road between Mes- 
er's Corner and Coxi's Comer., 
Schnurle, Cumberland—Establish-
101 through the Gleason neighbor­
hood toward North Union.
Harmon. Hancock—Providing that 
all motor vehicles of 6‘j feet or over 
in width shall carry at the extreme
But a greater was meant by some earnest left and right one red or green lamp ing a closed season for wild hares and 
oue and the same on each of the rear, j rabbits in any one day: prohibiting
For the sweetest voice can never impart McLoon. Knox—Granting a city the use of snares or traps; prohibiting 
The song that trembles within the heart manager form of government charter transportation of dead rabbits be-
And the brain and the hand can never i t0„clty„?L t yond the limits Of the State.
quite do Bailey, Whitefield—To have the ) Schnurle, Cumberland—Prohibiting
The thing that the soul has fondly in Highway Commission take over that fishing for salmon, togue, trout, bass, 
vlew' part of Route 126 that is unimproved j pickerel, or white perch, for gain or
And hence are the tears and the burdens 1 in Jefferson and Waldoboro hire
of pain. Walker, IRockport — Authorizing Schnurle, Cumberland—Providing
For the shining goals are never to gain k,wx county to issue bonds to pay 1 that no person or corporation shall 
But enough tliat a God can hear and ! outstanding notes issued to meet ex-, transport any deer or part of a deer 
_ «** .. i pense of building four bridtes. 'unless open to view, tagged, and
ThP sto*be"<l th* deW th#t Wer* meant Hills, Northport — Appropriating labeled with the name and residence 
—Benjamin R Bulkeley. $1000 to Belmont for road beginning ; of the person who killed the deer, and
---------------------- on the Morse road near Green’s Cor-1 accompanied by him while being
"Ye have turnt-d very industrious j ner and continuing to Elijah Morse I transported.
his operatic debut in Luino, under lately, Tim,” said one Tipperary man Turn Schnurle, Cumberland—Providing
to another. Hills, Northport — Appropriating ’ that all trappers must visit each trap
'That I have, bedad,” replied tlie
There was never a song th#t was sung 
by thee.
But a sweeter one was meant to be.
There was never a deed that was grand­
ly done.
the name of Eduardo Vermonte 
where he sang in “Il Trovatore.”
Charles A. Warren of Brunswick 
the new conductor of the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra, made his initia! 
bow at City Hall recently. Mr. War­
ren is a man of wide experience ir. 
orchestral work, having been associat­
ed with symphony and theatre play­
ers in Boston. He also toured the 
country as viola player in ensembles 
with Carl Stockbridge. Charles Keane
cf Didsbury. Cheshire. Sir Landon is 
60 years of age. He recently becamp 
musical editor of the London News- 
Chronicle. in addition to his other 
duties. He has the reputation of be­
ing one of the best afterdinner speak­
ers in the musical profession His 
songs are very popular—particularly 
"Down In the Forest." “The Dove" 
and "O Lovely Night." We recall 
how beautifully Graveure sang the 
latter song in his Rockland concert 
manj- years ago.
• • • •
Of much interest is the publication 
of the book "Early Songs of Uncle 
Sam.” written by George Stuyvesant 
Jackson of Portland It is a collec­
tion of the songs popular in the Unit­
ed States 100 years ago, taken from 
books published between the years 
1825 and 1850. The book is not pri­
marily composed of ballads; it con­
tains rather the current ditties which 
furnished amusement for all class of 
Americans at a time when people did 
a great deal of singing around the 
family fireside. Hence the lyrics had 
really to say something, and one who 
reads them today may discover more 
about the character of his ancestors 
than he could in many a page of cold 
historical fact. To make the songs 
more readily understandable, there 
is an explanatory text for each chap­
ter, and generally for each song. The 
book is to be illustrated with the 
sketches which appeared in the origi­
nal collections.
Mr. Jackson graduated from Bow- 
c’oin College, class of 1927. He taughf 
tiiree years at Harvard University 
ana is now assistant, professor at thc 
Washington-Lee University.
• • • •
Phoebe Crosby, soprano, who has 
been heard ln Rockland concerts, has 
returned from Fllorida, whfcre She 
filled several engagements. Tlie 
Palm Beach Times carried: "Featur-Mrs Douglas Larrabee and children j Lowe's. Rackliff's Island, Wednesday, 
of South Portland spent a few days Chester Wall has employment with j hig the appearance of Phoebe Crosby 
last week with her grandparents at 1 Fred Munroe, Waterman’s Beach. soprano of New York, the Hungry 
the station. ' A. Penn, the coast guard clothier, Tot’s Benefit Concert was one of the
Rex Sprague of Manset is visiting from Plymouth, Mass., visited the most delightful events of the West
his grandparents Keeper and Mrs. , stations last week. Palm Beach season. Her rendition of
Staples. j Not much sickness down this way j the aria "Ritoma Vincltor" < Aida)
i <uiu .v -__ Thus far we are fortunate in escap- as yet, but several of the coast guard ! was marvelous; her exquisite control
hlehesCwts "at”time^ covering ! ing the colds tliat seem to be going boys have been called home owing jof tone qualities and colorful inter­
file big cistern which contains the 'the rounds. But we always keep a | to serious illness in their families. jpretation stamped themselves in-
$1000 to Lincolnville for road begin-' at least once every 24 hours and re- 
ning near residence of C. T. Heald move any animal found caught, 
and extending easterly toward Stev- Schnurle. Cumberland—Providing 
en's Comer. > for the licensing of operators of fur
Graves. Mt. Desert—Appropriating farms and requiring such operators 
$500 to Cranberrv Island. to make an annual detailed report to
Flanders. Auburn—Allowing fra- j the commissioner of inland fisheries 
ternal beneficiary societies to insure and game.
the lives of children between the Schnurle, Cumberland —Authorii- 
ages of one and 18 years although lng any game warden or deputy game ( 
no member of the society is respon- warden to arrest without a warrant a 
to save up the ten dollars ''—Buffalo sible for the support and maintenance person impersonating a game warden 
Courier. , of the child. 1 or deputy game warden.
other. “I was up before the magis 
t'ate last week for battherin' Cas­
sidy. and the judge tould me if I came 
back on the same charge he would 
fine me ten dollars.”
“Did he?" said the first speaker 
“And ye're working hard so as to 
kape yer hands off Cassidy?"
"Don't ye believe it." said the In­
dustrious man. "I'm working hard
Si Does a BLINDFOLD 
fi KEEP YOU from 
OBTAINING the 
THINGS YOU 
WANT?.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
PHONE 
770 •
OUR AD-TAKER 
WILL HELP YOU
You’re reading this part of the paper . . . 
but have you failed to read another sec­
tion? A section where wants are stated 
and merchandise exchanged at the lowest 
possible cost.
It’s the want-ad section where the “seller” 
can find a ready market for anything from 
second hand furniture to hundred acre 
farms. And the “buyer” wh§ is looking 
for real bargains, whether they be in apart­
ments for rent or machinery for sa’.e, can 
find the thing wanted at the price that can 
be paid. ,
The
COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT ADS
